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“This is the best autobiography I’ve read by a prominent American in I don’t know how many

years. It is endlessly absorbing and I believe this is because it concerns a man who is looking

to find a coherent philosophy that will be tough enough to contain all that is ugly in his person

and his experience, yet shall prove sufficiently compassionate to give honest judgment on

himself and others. Somehow, the author brings this off. Elia Kazan: A Life has that candor of

confession which is possible only when the deepest wounds have healed and honesty can

achieve what honesty so rarely arrives at—a rich and hearty flavor. By such means, a famous

director has written a book that offers the kind of human wealth we find in a major novel.” —

Norman Mailer In this amazing autobiography, Kazan at seventy-eight brings to the undiluted

telling of his story—and revelation of himself—all the passion, vitality, and truth, the almost

outrageous honesty, that have made him so formidable a stage director (A Streetcar Named

Desire, Death of a Salesman, All My Sons, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Tea and Sympathy), film

director (On the Waterfront, East of Eden, Gentleman’s Agreement, Splendor in the Grass,

Baby Doll, The Last Tycoon, A Face in the Crowd), and novelist (the number-one best-seller

The Arrangement.)Kazan gives us his sense of himself as an outsider (a Greek rug merchant’s

son born in Turkey, an immigrant’s son raised in New York and educated at Williams College).

He takes us into the almost accidental sojourn at the Yale Drama School that triggered his

commitment to theatre, and his edgy, exciting apprenticeship with the new and astonishing

Group Theatre, as stagehand and stage manager—and as actor (Waiting for Lefty, Golden

Boy) . . . his first nervous and then successful attempts at directing for theatre and movies (The

Skin of Our Teeth, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn) . . . his return to New York to co-found the Actors

Studio (and his long and ambivalent relationship with Lee Strasberg) . . . his emergence as

premier director on both coasts.With his director’s eye for the telling scene, Kazan shares the

joys and complications of production, his unique insights on acting, directing, and producing.

He makes us feel the close presence of the actors, producers, and writers he’s worked with—

James Dean, Marlon Brando, Tennessee Williams, Vivien Leigh, Tallulah Bankhead, Sam

Spiegel, Darryl Zanuck, Harold Clurman, Arthur Miller, Budd Schulberg, James Baldwin,

Clifford Odets, and John Steinbeck among them. He gives us a frank and affectionate portrait

of Marilyn Monroe. He talks with startling candor about himself as husband and—in the years

where he obsessively sought adventure outside marriage—as lover. For the first time, he

discusses his Communist Party years and his wrenching decision in 1952 to be a cooperative

witness before HUAC. He writes about his birth as a writer.The pace and organic drama of his

narrative, his grasp of the life and politics of Broadway and Hollywood, the keenness with

which he observes the men and women and worlds around him, and, above all, the honest

with which he pursues and captures his own essence, make this one of the most fascinating

autobiographies of our time.
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that, seems like every morning. Usually at breakfast, when my face is still wrinkled from

sleep.“I’m not mad,” I say. “It’s just my face.”I’ve said that to her ten times. She’s my third wife

and I’m happy with her, but she has yet to learn that I don’t like to talk in the morning. Which is

tough on her, a decent person, full of lively chatter, like bright pebbles.Confronting me where

I’m sitting at my typewriter is a small round mirror, clamped in a pretty but rickety Mex-made

stand. It frames my face neatly, and sometimes when I work, I study my image. I certainly look

mad.The fact is I am mad, most every morning. I wake up mad. Still.“Haven’t you noticed that

everyone is afraid of you?” my wife goes on, her tone gentle and sympathetic. “You’re

intimidating.”“Bullshit!”“Ask your children. Or mine.” She’s brought me two blond stepchildren,

nice kids. “They’re scared of you too.”I’m rather good at concealing anger. Had to be in my old

profession. But recently it’s begun to show through. What I’m mad at nowadays is, for instance,

mortality. I’ve passed seventy-eight and have only recently found how to enjoy life. For one

thing, I’ve stopped worrying about what people think of me—or so I like to believe. I used to

spend most of my time straining to be a nice guy so people would like me. Now I’m out of show

business and I’ve become my true grumpy self.I no longer hide it; it’s out in the open, my

perennial scowl. Which is why my smile, when it does appear, is so dazzling. The sheer

surprise of it! That’s supposed to be a joke.SOMETIMES the image I see in the little round

mirror shocks me. There he is—my father. I’m beginning to look like the man I feared most of

my life and particularly during the years when I was growing up. I look away. I look back. He’s

still there, and his face still disturbs me.My youngest son, who’s only had twenty-five years to

get used to my mug, is more direct. “What’s the matter with your face?” he’s said to me. Some

nerve! Where’s respect for your parents these days? “What’s the matter with it?” I demand. “It

looks like it’s about to blow up,” he says. “Like you could do something terrible any

minute.”Which is exactly what I used to think of my old man.Actually it’s not the evidence of

uncontrollable rage that worries me. That was useful when I was an actor in the Group Theatre

and we did those semirevolutionary plays. Or when I played gangsters. The same expression

did for both. It’s another look, one that is there only occasionally, and when I see it I don’t like it.

It’s my father’s sly face. I call it the Anatolian Smile, the smile that covers resentment. And fear.

I see the cunning in that smile. Father never wore that look at home; he was himself then. He

kept that face for buyers. That’s when I used to see it, when I worked summers at George

Kazan, Inc., Oriental Rugs and Carpets.Where did it come from—on me, I mean—that mask to



hide a truer feeling? Whatever produces that smile, I’m not proud of. I’m moving the mirror back

and out of line.The thing about my face that disturbs me most is the clutch of crooked crosses

on my forehead. I know how they got there. When I was separated from my first wife, Molly, I

was very unhappy and used to sleep with my face clenched like a fist. I would grind my teeth

too. My friend George Sferra, the dentist, warned me about that, so I made an effort to control

it and did. But no one warned me that the creases on my forehead would not go away.I SPEND

a good deal of time in the country and have come to know the black snake. He is a courageous

creature who asks no quarter, shows no panic. Confronted with a larger adversary—me—he

moves away but just enough. It’s his country too, and he’s coiled at the side of the wood’s path

for his own good reason. I sense some kind of pride there. I may be pumping this empathy up,

but it’s there in me.The black snake avoids man. We, who revere the scavenger eagle, scorn

and despise the snake. If it slides onto a highway on an autumn afternoon and lingers to enjoy

the heat that the blacktop has stored from the noonday sun, the next passing car will swerve

enough to run it over. The first thing a snake learns is that man is the enemy.Each spring I find

a skin that a black snake has shed in its program of growth. Delicate as a butterfly’s wing. I hold

it in my fingertips, lift it to the sun, admire its color and fabric. I wonder about the life that skin

contained. Would such a creature know regret? Or worry? Or guilt?When I see the snake later

with its glistening new skin, it is bigger and more confident—or so it seems—but no more

friendly. It is still nature’s essential outsider. But I know how vulnerable it is, that with all its

hissing and writhing and snapping the air, a single strike across its back with a garden hoe will

finish it. I’ve seen that and I’ve seen hawks stoop to pick up young snakes and carry them off,

helpless. Their threatening aspect does not protect them.So much for my angry look.I’ve shed

several skins in my time, lived several lives, and known violent and cruel changes. Generally

I’ve understood what happened only after it happened. Events had meaning for me only in

reverse chronological order.I’ve known regret. And guilt. Also pride. Oh, yes, there’ve been

days!A writer, perhaps more than a filmmaker or a theatre director, lives off what he has stored

up in the way of impressions and experiences. One thing we all learn is not to deny our violent

feelings but to respect them. They are our material, as well as our bond with humanity. People

generally try to forget the pain of the past, to lift themselves above it. They’re protecting

themselves where it hurt most. Artists know that they have to live differently than their

neighbors, and that hurt is part of the game they’ve chosen to play. Our weaknesses, our

faults, our sins, are what make us understand other living creatures. We don’t look away when

we look back.The irony is that my face got its “look” when I was most successful. From the

mid-1940s through the ’50s and on into the first two years of the ’60s, I was the most

successful director at work in America, but I was in a turmoil of revolt, and it was against

myself. I didn’t like my public person. I wasn’t the man I wanted to be. I despised my nickname,

for instance: Gadget! It suggested an agreeable, ever-compliant little cuss, a “good Joe” who

worked hard and always followed instructions. I didn’t feel that way, not at all.My publicity, which

was constant during those years, plagued me. I got sick of seeing my name and picture in print.

I shook off the excessive respect paid me and the praise for what I didn’t myself esteem. It was

suffocating. And it wasn’t what I wanted to be. I told my friend John Steinbeck that I’d be happy

never to see my name in newsprint again. He told me not to worry; that would happen. John

was being roasted in the press through those years. He promised me my day would come.ON

THE second of January, 1962, I flew to Stockholm with my wife Molly to publicize a film I’d

recently completed, Splendor in the Grass. The big studios were still doing things in style in

those years, and we stayed at a hotel where we were attended by servants who looked as if I

should be serving them.On the day after our arrival, I received a cable from New York City,



informing me, by a prearranged code, that I had a new son by a woman not my wife. I can’t

remember that I was flustered. I went to a press conference and did my best to “push” my

film.Molly enjoyed the hotel, the excellent food, the service, our being alone together. She

spent her afternoons playing solitaire and planning for the new apartment we’d bought, which

was being prepared to her specifications. Since our children, all except the youngest, had gone

their ways, Molly thought of this apartment as our last home and final resting place.Molly, of

course, knew nothing about the recent event in the city where our apartment was being

prepared and what had led up to it. An expert dissembler, with a lifetime of practice, I’d covered

my tracks perfectly. What had been most effective in the deception was that I no longer gave a

damn if I was caught. The singular aspect of the situation was that I took it in stride. I’d become

so accustomed to a life in layers that nothing could penetrate my indifference to personal

danger and possible disruption. I’d anesthetized myself.I HAD other problems, pressing just as

hard. I’d agreed some months before to undertake, with Bob Whitehead, the position of

coproducing director of the repertory theatre the Lincoln Center people hoped to set up as part

of their clutter of cultural buildings on the Upper West Side. Almost as soon as I’d agreed to

take the job, I wanted to be relieved of it. I’ve never been an office animal. I don’t feel more

powerful, wiser, happier, or more reassured sitting behind a desk. I certainly didn’t want to play

daddy to a drove of nervous actors—even though I was fond of them all individually. For a few

weeks, fine. Permanently? No, thanks. Also, there are very few plays I like and never “period

plays,” never revivals. I knew all that about myself, but fought off my negative feelings, told

myself they were nothing more than the doubts all directors feel the morning after they’ve

signed to do a play—no matter how good it is.The fact is I was silencing my instincts’ protest. I

thought my uncertainty improper for a man who’d turned fifty. I told Molly (who’d been urging

me on, saying that this would be the apex of my career) that she was right. After all, my entire

theatre training had prepared me for this job, to guide a permanent company of actors. So I

silenced my heart, enjoyed the publicity, the power, the being sought after. I played the role of

the theatre big shot perfectly.My appointment was generally praised—at first. But I was soon to

see for myself that the people who had criticized my selection were right. I had no experience

in the production of classics. Or liking for that kind of theatre. I had strong feelings and a

passably good eye but very little ear and a limited intelligence when confronted with a page of

Shakespeare. I was skilled only in directing contemporary plays with contemporary themes that

I subscribed to and with flavor (the talk) that I knew well. This was my special deficiency for the

job at Lincoln Center.When I felt a twinge of these doubts, I would dissemble. When Bob

Whitehead reads this, even now, he may exclaim, “I had no idea!”BUT MY misery those years

was deeper. I was in revolt against my way of life, my respectability and that of the wife I loved.

Against our orderly and proper way of living. I longed for what I can only call chaos. I kept

feeling I was in the wrong place, doing the wrong things with the wrong people. I had to strain

to sit still across from the good friends Molly would invite to dinner, and would chafe at the

conversation on culture, politics, and the arts that followed the meal. By the end of the evening,

my smile had frozen. I felt that all the conversation we’d taken part in was the same as all the

other conversations we’d taken part in, that all our friends were in constant and inevitable

agreement on any and all subjects. I could always anticipate what they were going to say. They

were, each of them, “on the side of the angels,” and their views were fixed. No doubts were

ever raised.I, on the other hand, was on the side of the devil.I’d drink too much and long for the

taste of the streets again, of the gutter, the dark hotels, the cities where I was not known. Oh,

to start over and live a totally different life! Some nights I’d break out of our home, looking for I

never knew what, or where I might find it. More often than not, I’d end by calling my



“girlfriend” (who was later to be my second wife), summon her out of her home. We’d walk the

streets, sing and dance on the sidewalks, end by fucking in alleys, in the back rows of movie

theatre balconies, and on park benches, in the summer on the roof of my apartment house, in

the winter up against the radiator in the entrance of the building where she lived.Was I hoping

to be caught? I didn’t care. Something had to happen, something dramatic. And soon! I was

trapped in my “success.” I hated the sound of cultured voices, heard them against the cries of

anguished unrest within me.I knew I needed help. I’d had the attention of one psychoanalyst a

few years before, gone to him only because Molly said she’d leave me if I didn’t. He was

cultured and cuddly, and his wife drank too much. When she had to be assisted up the stairs

and to bed halfway through dinner at his apartment, it caused me to wonder how a man who

hadn’t been able to help his wife could help me. I dropped out.But now I knew I had to have

help; my life was a mess. My second analyst was tall, grave, and austere and, as far as I knew,

had no woman. At my urging, he was ruthless with me—that is, truthful. His observations

sometimes reached the level of contempt. But I swallowed my resentment: I’d asked for it. “How

the hell did I get into this mess?” I demanded. “And why don’t I like whom I’ve become? Tell

me.”He did. He exposed my dissembling, small and large, pulled off my masks and kicked over

my poses. He said I lied to myself, constantly, even as I told others the truth. He said I was

constantly betraying my true feelings to please others, that most frequently I didn’t say what I

felt, only what was useful to say.But he didn’t condemn me. That wasn’t his technique. He only

did, and did thoroughly, what I’d begged him to do. He told me the truth as he knew it, and I

accepted it.One day he surprised me by saying that my longing to disrupt my life was the best

thing about me. He said I’d spent my adult years (I was fifty) pleasing, winning, convincing,

placating, selling others, doing what was asked and expected of me, never—not ever—doing

what I wanted myself. Always others! No wonder I was angry.He wasn’t impressed with my

professional achievements. (The first analyst I’d had said, in effect, “Why are you so

concerned? After all, you’re a completely successful man with a great career, a fine wife and

family, and”—he didn’t say this—“enough money to pay me every week.”) I didn’t defend my

work. On the contrary, I said that the most painful thing about my situation was that I didn’t like

and no longer enjoyed my work, and that for some years I’d been unable to arouse any

enthusiasm for the plays I’d been doing. I’d become a technician, very skillfully going through

the motions and doing the job. Molly was fond of saying I could make a show out of the

telephone book. I told the man how little I’d thought of MacLeish’s J.B., which I’d directed and

which had won a Pulitzer Prize. “Then why did you do it?” he asked. “Molly liked it,” I said.After

a few months, he told me that although I’d successfully impressed a great number of people

with the plays and films I’d done, my best and truest material was my own life: my parents, my

childhood, my dreams, my intimate life, the desperation and panic I felt. “And your past,” he

said. “You’re not quite an American, are you? You’ve never spoken to me about that, of who

you are. Why don’t you look at it? Doesn’t it interest you?”I didn’t know what to answer. Why

had I never talked about that, why did I ignore those sources for films and plays and books?

Those experiences were the ones I knew best, and felt deeply about. Why had I devoted

myself to other people’s themes and concerns and lives? These could not possibly be identical

with my own, so how could I feel an emotion about them? He agreed; I’d just been going

through the motions. I was guilty of the worst kind of betrayal: self-betrayal.He left me like a

jigsaw puzzle flung out over a table in disorder. Could I put it back together?I didn’t know if I

could. I often felt painfully discouraged. But increasingly, as the weeks passed, he encouraged

me to discover some respect for myself. One day, seeing that I was very low, he laid a

compliment on me. “Under the ashes,” he said, “there are still live coals.” He diverted his



interest, made new inquiries, began to ask about my parents in particular, what they were like

and what I was like with them. “What went on between you?” he asked. “You never speak of

them. It’s unnatural.”I told him that while I was very close to my mother and would not have

amounted to anything without her, I’d never in my life had a frank conversation with my father.

My analyst wanted to know how that could be. I couldn’t say, except that I was frightened of

him.“All your life?” he wanted to know.“Even now. Today,” I said. “And when you’re frightened of

someone, you resent him.”“But don’t you owe him a great deal?” he said.“What?” I said. “My

fucked-up character?”“What I meant was that he brought you to this country, didn’t he? Where

would you be now if he hadn’t?”I didn’t answer.He looked at the watch on his desk. He had a

trick of letting our conversation collapse as we neared the end of the fifty-minute hour. He’d

sigh, then rise, slowly, heavily, from his chair, a tall, gray man, neither kindly nor unkindly,

neither friendly nor hostile.I got up. “I’d probably be in some dusty alcove store in the Istanbul

bazaar, waiting for customers.” I laughed. It was ridiculous to imagine that now.When I was

sixteen, I bought an old car for twenty-five dollars—ever hear of a Maxwell? I knew my father

would forbid it, so I kept it in a patch of woods at the bottom of our road. The Maxwell behaved

erratically. When I’d turn off the ignition switch, its motor would continue coughing and pumping

to fire its guts, stopping dead, then starting up again. I was like that with this analyst after I left

his office; I’d keep on talking to him. “I know something you don’t know,” I said this time, “which

is that the only good basis for a film or a play is a central character who’s split, where there is a

conflict within him and within the author about him. ‘Ambivalence’ is the essential word. I’m still

scared of my father and you can’t be scared of someone and feel compassion for him. I have

only one emotion when I think of him, and it’s not love.”Then I’d speak for my analyst, not

present. “What makes you uncomfortable to talk about is what you should be writing about or

making films about.” “Fuck you,” I answered. But he went right on: “You can always tell when a

subject is good, because it disturbs you to talk about it. As the Jews say, ‘Everything good

hurts.’ ” “I don’t want to write about my family,” I said. “That’s kitchen drama. I Remember Papa.

Trivial!” Unfazed, he went on. “The most personal,” he said, “is the most universal.” He must

have said that to me twenty times, and I still wasn’t confident I knew what it meant.At this time,

my father was in the last year of his life. He’d developed Parkinson’s disease, and his hand

never stopped quivering. He no longer commuted to Manhattan, had given up his office there

years before, so lost touch with his fellows in the rug trade. In New Rochelle, a friend with

whom he used to play bridge regularly urged Mother not to allow her husband to play cards

anymore because his mind was going and some of the men around the table were taking

advantage of him. His old bridge associates had talked it over, the man said, and decided to

find excuses for no longer inviting him to their games. Father didn’t know their reason, and

there was no way he could be told, so his suspicions mounted and his hostility. Suddenly

friends of thirty years were “those damn Jews.”He found out that his wife was taking money for

household expenses from his sons, and he considered it an insult. In a great burst of emotion,

he yelled at me, “I don’t want your money, I don’t need your money, I have enough money!” I

remember that despite the fact that his face became white and tense, despite that I knew his

strength was going fast, I still felt the quiver of fear I’d known so often when I was a kid.I

remember when I was in my first teens, how I used to wait in my room at the top of the house,

watching from my window until the taxi that he and his commuter cronies engaged to take

them to the railroad station every morning had come by and carried him off for the day. Then,

with the terror in the house lifted, I’d gallop down the stairs, gulp some breakfast, for it was late,

then run the mile and a half to school. When I’d come back at three-thirty, the house was quiet

and I’d read, but as the afternoon wore on and the time for him to return from business (or from



the horse track) came close, the tension in the house returned. My mother would be in the

kitchen making his supper, then in the cellar; I could hear her shaking down the ashes in our

furnace and shoveling in more coal, while my brothers and I waited for the inevitable, Father’s

return at seven. If he’d had a good day with the out-of-town buyers (or at the track), he’d bring

home a melon or some white seedless grapes, kiss “Sweet Abie,” pinch my cheek between the

knuckles of his first and second fingers, then fall into the chair at the head of the dining room

table, where the ouzo bottle was uncorked. The drink was a relief and a lift, but it also showed

how tired he was. He’d devour his dinner, while Mother stood attendance at the side of his chair

until she was sure he was satisfied. My brothers and I would eat but not speak; talk wasn’t

allowed at the table, not from us. “What’s your news?” he’d ask Mother. She’d answer, “The

same, George; nothing, George.” At breakfast he’d ask the other question: “Tee-ee-neh-to,

programma-sou?” Of course, this was mocking too. He knew very well that she had no

“program,” except to do the same work she’d done the day before. That was the extent of the

conversation. After his dinner and his coffee, he’d plunge onto the parlor sofa and sleep. For

fifteen minutes. Then, in desperate need of relaxation and pleasure, he’d be off—if we were

lucky—to play cards at someone else’s house. And ours was quiet again. Mother and I would

sit side by side, reading until we fell asleep.Not until the end did I see his side of it. Only then

did I ask myself how a man so chronically exhausted could possibly sit still to read a book or

talk to his wife, or his kids. What would he talk to her about? His daily struggle to put some

dollars in his pocket? What did Mother know about that life? What the hell did I, a boy so

innocent of life as it was lived in the marketplace, expect of him? What would he talk to me

about—my Maxwell?He had some modest savings, but they’d been salted down in life

insurance, in Mother’s behalf, which his sons were protecting against the day they knew was

coming soon. He also had a safe-deposit box in the subcellar of the Empire State Building,

which he’d go on about. After his death, we opened it; there was nothing there except expired

insurance policies, some worthless stock, junk jewelry, and one locket that belonged to his

grandmother and had only personal value.His protest against our money was his last great

explosion. He gave up; he must have seen that it had been ineffectual. There was no way to tell

what he felt, because when it was over he said nothing. But I could see that he’d surrendered

his pride. From that day on he shrank. He slumped in his seat and seemed to be waiting for the

end.WHEN Father had first come to America, he must have felt that he was still in a hostile and

threatening environment—after all, he could not speak the language—so he continued to

behave in New York as he had among the Turks, guarding himself to be circumspect, always

beyond criticism on the streets and in the marketplace, always ready with his smile of

compliance. He’d learned to get by on his cleverness and never say anything that might be

misinterpreted. He learned to survive by cunning, by guile, and by restraining his real reactions.

He couldn’t afford to behave truly on the streets or in his store. He had to please and flatter his

customers. A salesman has to sell himself before he can sell his goods. He preserved his life

by pretending respect for what he feared and even despised. In Turkey, he’d learned what

Anatolian Greeks learn: how it was necessary to be in order to survive.All this technique of

getting along Father had communicated to me by example. Despite everything, he’d been my

model. As well as by the only spoken bits of advice he’d ever given me: “Mind your own

business” and “Don’t start up arguments” and “Walk away from a fight.” Out in the world, Father

couldn’t afford anger. When someone tried to involve him in a controversy, he’d escape by

saying, “I know nothing.”Of course, all this dammed-up anger had to come out somewhere, and

it did, at home, against his wife and his offspring, particularly the one who’d disappointed him

by not observing the tradition that sends the eldest son to his father’s side in the family



business. Rather, that damned fool boy had sought another way, which, at the time, appeared

to be insane. When I told him I was entering the Yale Drama School, where I would study

acting, his response was: “Didn’t you look in the mirror?” I would resent that for years, just as

he resented me for walking away from him when he needed me in his store. Even late in life,

when he used to carry clippings about my shows in his pocket and make purposeless trips to

New York on the commuter train so he could show these clippings to his old friends, I pitied

him but still didn’t love him. It would be years before I did, and it came about only when I’d

made a voyage back to where he was born and brought up, and where I’d had something of

the same experience that he’d had. But by then it was late, almost too late, and I was left with a

persisting regret that I had never come to know my father.I READ photographs; for many years

that was my profession. Here is the first one I have of Athena Shishmanoglou, my mother. She

is the determined-looking infant on her mother’s lap. Notice her mouth. Do you detect a

stubborn streak? It will serve her well.This is the Shishmanoglou family a generation after

they’d come to Constantinople out of Kayseri, in the backcountry of Turkey. Read the

photograph with me. Isn’t there something “Western” about this family? What is it? The clothes

they’re wearing? The quality of the background and furniture? Or the unclenched postures of

their bodies? What struck me most was that they’re all touching each other and especially that

the eldest son’s arm and hand are on his father’s shoulder. Clearly there was love and trust

there. Altogether you can see they were a devoted family, at ease with each other. In the U.S.

now, the members of a family separate as soon as they can put together the airfare.The head

of the Shishmanoglous and his oldest son are wearing fezzes, the head cover of their

Mohammedan oppressors. And indoors—which is the Mohammedan way. I’ve tried one on. A

fez is hot. It doesn’t protect the nape of the neck from the sun or shield the eyes from its glare.

But all the Greek men of that time and place wore them. Why? A captive people since the fall

of Constantinople in 1453, their tactic for safety was to blend in with the Turkish population. I’ve

found evidence of deeper accommodations to the conqueror’s culture. My mother’s

grandfather’s first name was Murda. My mother’s grandmother’s “Christian” name was

flamboyantly Turkish: Sultana. The family Bibles—I have one—were in Turkish. In Kayseri, the

women stayed at home for the most part, but when they went out they covered their faces as

did the Turkish women, and they stayed within the bounds of the Christian neighborhood.The

men, on the other hand, were everywhere on the streets, rubbing shoulders with the Turk,

trading with him in the bazaar, competing with him and usually winning. But from the instant

they walked out of their front doors, they said hello and goodbye in Turkish. On the streets they

wore a mask of deference. They survived by “passing.” The tactic persisted when some of

these people came to America. In New York, many merchants in the rug trade had family

names of Turkish derivation but concealed their Christian forenames, even in our polyglot city.

By compressing them into initials. My father’s brother, the man who brought us to America, was

known in New York not as Avraam Elia Kazanjioglou but as A. E. Kazan. His nickname was

Joe. What could be more American?You who live in safety may call this self-betrayal. Don’t be

so superior. I’ve noticed the same kind of thing here among many other races and peoples who

changed their names in order to “fit in.” I’ve come to question last names. Many people in this

democratic society still wear the fez.The photograph of the Shishmanoglous was taken in 1889.

The family had come out of Anatolia (you call it Asia Minor), I don’t know precisely how many

years before. Anatolia is the Greek word for “East,” and from before Homer’s time, people

thought of the regions that darken before their own as mysterious and threatening. In the West,

the golden light endures. Apollo, the sun god! Civilization!Arriving in Constantinople, the men of

the family prospered. The Greek Orthodox Church of the area had its headquarters in that city,



and the Hellenic culture, industrious, international, mercantile, was the dominant one. Greeks

were the majority of the urban population, and their cunning became legendary. The successful

Greek traders of recent times (Onassis) came out of Anatolia or from the islands close to the

shore of Turkey, but rarely from Greece proper. Their marketplace victories caused resentment

as well as admiration; another reason for minimizing their differences and disguising their

identities.Mother’s father is the man in the father’s chair. His name, Isaak Shishmanoglou, is

made up of a Christian forename and a Turkish descriptive package. Shish-man-oglou is a run-

together of three Turkish words to mean “fat man’s son.” Isaak, of course, is out of the Old

Testament. Athena’s mother was Anna Karajosifoglou, which means, if you take it apart,

“black” (Kara), “Joseph” (Josif), “son” (oglou)—Anna the daughter of Black Joseph’s son. I

knew my maternal grandfather for a few weeks when I was four years old, and I think of him as

a gentle person. I didn’t know my maternal grandmother, who’d died early, but to judge from

this photograph, she was rather severe. Can you see that? The gentleness and the austerity?

The eldest son, Odysseus, standing behind his father, hand on his shoulder, didn’t prolong his

schooling but entered his father’s business. That was the tradition, and he complied with it. The

second and third sons were sent to German universities—in those years a German education

was the most respected. When they graduated, they entered the family business. Importing

cotton goods from Manchester and the English Midlands, they found outlets throughout

Anatolia and quickly became affluent and respected.Athena was born in Makrikeu, a

predominantly Greek suburb of the capital city of Constantinople. Makri is the Greek word for

“far.” Keu is the Turkish word for “village.” In this name, too, the cultures overlapped. Distant

village? Distant as space was measured in their day but, when I made a visit in 1960, a twenty-

minute cab ride from the center of Constantinople. The community, orderly rows of medium-

size homes, sits on the shore of the Sea of Marmara and is about as far west as Turkey

extends.Athena was put to school with the nuns, young French and Italian women who wore

soft gray vestments. As soon as she learned to read, she made reading a habit—in her very

last years I recall her, always a book in hand. When she was a girl she read about America,

and that roused a will to go there. But also something mysterious, an unexpected

independence.A kind of daring sparked in the girl. Her school building was on the edge of the

sea, and it had a bathhouse at the end of a narrow pier, a small, square structure over head-

high water. In the summer months, the young nuns bathed, changing in the windowless huts,

then descending an interior ladder to where, shielded by a Crosshatch grille, they dunked

themselves without leaving the enclosure. But Athena and another student would pass through

a trap exit and strike out for deep water. It was, in that culture, an act of bravado.After Athena

there’d been another pregnancy, Anna Karajosifoglou’s seventh. She gave birth to a son, then

died. I don’t remember an explanation of what brought her down. People died more easily in

those days.After his wife’s death, Isaak-pappou retired. Finding he no longer had a stomach for

business, he threw it to his sons so he could spend his last years enjoying the ease he’d

earned and the company of his favorite, Athena.He’d wait until her school let out so they could

do the family shopping together. Though it wasn’t as quickly or as efficiently done at that hour,

it was far more pleasurable. It often took the best part of an afternoon, but father and daughter

were in no hurry, not in each other’s dear company. They went from stand to stand, until they

found fish pulled out of the sea that morning, gills still red, and octopus that quivered, and

squid glistening with life. They studied the lamb carefully; it had to be freshly butchered. Isaak

taught Athena how to tell if it wasn’t. The stems of the vegetables and fruit had to be green, not

withered brown. After which Isaak would take his daughter to the zacharoplastion, the sweet

shop, and let her choose anything she wanted. Athena was to recall the lokum in pastel colors,



with pistachios embedded in the transparent jelly.At night, in the house, there was music. His

Master’s Voice on the gramophone. There’d be an occasional evening at a theatre. Those were

the years when French operetta companies toured, coming up from the cultural capital of the

Ottoman Empire, Gevur Izmir—“Infidel Smyrna,” so called because, as the puritanical Turk saw

it, most of the Greek population there lived for pleasure. “Oh, those cafés where women

misbehave! Oh, those thé dansants!” Even the inside of the cathedral, Hagia Fotini, glittered

shamelessly with rare metals and precious stones.But for the Shismanoglous there were,

above all, the pleasures of family life. Before radio and TV, people entertained themselves.

Each meal was a prolonged party, enjoyed slowly to stretch out an evening with talk and

stories, new jokes and old parables, fables told to make children laugh before bedtime. That

society might have reminded you of the old South of this country. There were servants to do

the drudge work, Turks instead of blacks. The middle-class Greeks loved their servants and

vice versa. My mother was born into a kind of domestic paradise. But it couldn’t last, and it

didn’t.Athena was naturally and simply in love with her father, appreciated his loneliness and

gave him the devotion he needed, the kind only a young girl has to offer, bright as her eyes and

peppered with just enough mischief. Athena was trained to love. When, in the years that

followed, she didn’t have what she’d had then, it was a lack she felt as a deprival.Isaak never

had the need to remarry. Now, for contrast, look at my other grandfather’s family, in a

photograph taken in Kayseri, a meaner, dustier environment. After his first wife died,

grandfather Elia, needing to be married, quickly found a sixteen-year-old girl and “bought” her

from her parents, accepting her without a dowry. Here you see the woman after she’d borne six

children. You can read what that cost her. Evanthia was younger than she looked.I’ve studied

the faces of my two grandfathers. On Elia-pappou’s face, I see that he was determined, crafty,

stubborn, cunning, unwavering in desire, tough-hearted. He’d lived his life with his back to the

wall, and it shows. He had no time for gentle concerns. Kayseri was not a place for culture; the

struggle was too severe. Elia-pappou passed those traits on to his eldest sons; I cannot

remember my father reading a book.Equally I am the grandson of Isaak-pappou, a man who

surrounded his children with love, who was, at one point in his life, glad to throw over a

successful business so he could enjoy the more “human” things in life, a man for whom family

came first and who enjoyed the life of conviviality.What Elia-pappou was and what Isaak-

pappou was are the two sides of my character. As you might expect, they have at times warred

with each other.THE YEAR came for Athena to marry; she was eighteen and her girlhood days

were over. Her father and her brother began to look around for a husband. In the tradition, it

was their duty.And so her fate was decided.Tolstoi uses that phrase in connection with his

heroine, Natasha, in War and Peace. I thought the phrase excessive when I read it. Her fate?

But in that society, at that time, it was precise. A simple decision by her father and her brothers

would determine, at one stroke, the rest of Athena’s life. She had little to do with the choice—

well, judge for yourself.My father, at age thirty-two, having decided it was time to marry and

begin a family, returned to his native land on a buying trip while, at the same time, looking for a

wife. Greeks did this, went back to the “old country” to find their wives. George was a

handsome man in his prime and doing well enough in his brother’s business, the Kazan Carpet

Company, Inc., where he was second in command, to take this drastic step.Here is their

engagement photograph. She is nineteen. You can read the independence and the sturdiness

there; my father was lucky. He’d found a good woman.This is how the union was arranged. I

have their own words, recorded a few years before his death, while she was still in excellent

health and he was still able to remember parts of his life. I taped this conversation in my

country home on a warm summer’s afternoon, in a room with open windows through which a



soft breeze flowed. My mother was unusually happy that day, my father a bit sullen. He didn’t

like to talk about the past.I asked Mother how she’d met Father.“How did I first meet you,

George?” she asked. Father wouldn’t respond, so she went on. “My sister had a summer place

on the island of Prinkipo.” (Leon Trotsky was living there at the time.) “George, so it happened,

was looking for a wife. I imagine he heard about me, so he and his mother came visiting. It

wouldn’t have been proper without his mother.”“She was not my mother,” George said. “Not my

true mother.”Then my voice comes on the tape. “What did you think of him, Mom?”“I thought he

was a nice-looking young man.”I remember she laughed; it’s on the tape, a jolly, confident

laugh. But my father, who was sitting at her side, close to the mike, made a grumpy sound.My

mother went on: “Then he went to Father, I suppose, and asked to marry me.”Father spoke up,

and his voice trembled. He had the Parkinson’s by then and his strength was fading. “Some

ladies,” he said, and his voice quavered, “made the remark that I should cut off my mustache.

And she said, your mother, ‘Never mind, it’s fine, leave it.’ ”“You liked that, Pop?” I asked

him.“Why not? That’s the first thing I remember about her.”Then my mother: “So later, when the

summer was over, my father and I went visiting to my sister. She lived in Kadiköy, across the

bay from Constantinople. And George made a visit there, again with his mother. He’d just come

back from America and everybody was asking how it was there and George spoke very well. I

remember how we all listened. Then we went for a walk, first time alone, he and I, went to the

boat station to see the boat from Constantinople come in. And there was his cousin, waiting to

take the boat.”“Not my cousin,” my father interrupted. He sounded impatient. “My brother

Seraphim.”“George waved to them, his cousin and his friends, they were. But they didn’t come

near us. So later, George told me he asked his cousin, ‘What you think of her?’ And his cousin

said, ‘She looks fine—from behind.’ ”She had to stop because she was laughing so hard. She

used to laugh a lot at that time of her life, though I don’t remember her laughing much before

my father was sick. Only after time had pulled his teeth.“Later,” she said, “your father told me

that, ‘From behind.’ Yes, it wasn’t his cousin, I remember that now, George is right. It was his

brother Seraphim.”“That’s what I told you, damn fool,” my father said. He turned to me. “Always

has her own ideas on everything,” he said.“We got engaged,” she said.“How did you ask her,

Pop?”“He asked my father,” Mother said.“I didn’t ask him,” my father said. “She forgot

everything. Her father was too old. I asked her brother Odysseus; he was head of the family at

that time.”“So what did he say?”“He said they’d think it over,” Father said.“And then?”“They

began making certain inquiries.”Mother laughed like a young girl.“What you laughing all the

time?” Father said on the tape. “Am I telling it wrong? Then you tell it, how it happened.”“You’re

telling it all right, George.”“What kind of inquiries, Pop?”“I don’t know what her people talked

about. What was there to talk about anyway?”My mother picked up. “I remember they had

family conferences. They wouldn’t let me go in there,” she said, “so I don’t know exactly what

they said.”That was the extent and intimacy of their courtship.“What’s the difference?” Father

said. “It’s all finished now.”“How about your family, Pop? They had conferences too?”“No.

Nothing. We hadn’t brought them out from Kayseri yet. My mother died long before. And Father

married right away, a sixteen-year-old girl, damn fool. They had six children already, and he’s

waiting—I mean at that time he was waiting—for my brother and me to send money.”“You

supported your father?”“Fine man. But business? Kaput! Nothing! He was selling charcoal at

this time. A few rugs maybe, here and there. But charcoal. Made from fruit pits and so forth.

Imagine! Also God knows what kind small stuff. Meantime, six children. Who knows, maybe

seven by now, damn fool.…”“George, that was long ago. He’s dead, George.”“I know. I

know.”From the picture of that family you can see how backcountry Father’s family was,

compared with Mother’s. Coarser stuff. But it was precisely this hungry, unsettled quality that



drove them to America. Athena’s family had a comfortable and secure life within the walls of

their home, so they didn’t press to leave Constantinople. They lived through the turmoil of two

wars, survived by locking the doors and bolting the windows. Their descendants are still

there.But the Kazanjioglous, one and all, made it to America. Only a couple of years after the

family picture was taken, and almost immediately after George’s engagement to Athena, the

two brothers brought their father, his second wife, and their six half-brothers and sisters to

Constantinople, which was a stepping-stone to America and to safety.Later on in the tape, my

mother confesses, “Before George, there was another young man asked to marry me. But my

brother Odysseus, he knew this man and he didn’t want him. He said, ‘I wouldn’t give my sister

to this man!’ He was a nice-looking young man, but he wasn’t educated. He didn’t have the

ability to read much. So then George came and they had this conference. I wasn’t there, but

after, Odysseus told me, ‘Yes, George, he’s a fine young man.’ ”“And that was it?”“That’s how it

happened. See, those days, the young lady had to like the young man, but first the family had

to like him.”Athena loved her family, and that made her a dutiful child.“They asked questions

about my business,” Father said sourly, and turned his head away.“George had taken them all

out to dinner, I imagine, because Odysseus said, ‘He knows how to make the money and he

knows how to spend the money.’ I remember that; they all liked how George spent money.”“So

then he brought you to America?”“Oh, no, not while Father was alive. That was the agreement.

Father made sure of that. The idea was that George should stay in Constantinople and buy

rugs for his brother’s store in New York. If George had to go there on business, you

understand, he would go alone. There was no idea then that I’d go to America and stay there;

oh, no, not then.”“Would your family have agreed to the marriage,” I asked, “if they knew he

would take you to America for the rest of your life?”“Maybe no,” Mother said. “Father wanted me

close. But I knew the day would come when he wouldn’t be there, and I made up my mind,

when that happened, I would go. Well, what else could I do? George?”He’d fallen asleep. There

the tape ends. I had a tennis game.Fifteen days after they married, George received an urgent

letter from his brother in New York, ordering him to come back immediately. “Business

reasons,” Mother said.What she didn’t tell me, because nice Anatolian girls don’t, is that when

he left her to go to America, he left her pregnant. With me.I’ve often wondered what she

thought of his abrupt departure. For “business reasons”? The only evidence I have of her

buried feelings is the expression on her face in another photograph, taken shortly after her

husband left her. She looks stunned. It had certainly happened quickly! What her life would be

—her “fate” for the next fifty-two years—had been determined. Irrevocably.Was he there when I

was born? Not necessarily. Those were the big growth years of the Kazan Carpet Company,

Inc.I was named, as tradition required, after my paternal grandfather.In 1912, Isaak-pappou

died and Father was free to move his wife as he wished. My uncle in New York had the notion

of setting up a rug-washing plant in Berlin—then considered a safe place—and he sent Father

there, with his personal baggage, Athena and their son, Elia, to set it up. Uncle Avraam already

had such a plant operating in Long Island City, with great success. It not only cleaned carpets

but left them with the glossy finish American homemakers favored.Father took an apartment on

Bambergerstrasse, I had a German nanny, my brother Avraam (now a psychiatrist) was born

there. The first fluid he took was not his mother’s milk but, as was the custom, a teaspoon of

good brown beer. At the age of three, I spoke German.There we had a stroke of luck—though

it didn’t appear so at the time. It had quickly become evident that the taste of Berliners was not

the same as that of Americans; Germans liked the more primitive colors and the coarser

textures of rugs as they came off the loom. The plant failed and was abandoned. Father quickly

decided to move his wife and two sons to New York City. There was a rumbling premonition



that a great world war was coming. We were hustled back to Constantinople while Father went

to New York to prepare for our journey and arrival. He secured an apartment on Riverside

Drive, then sent one of his brothers, the same Seraphim who’d said Mother looked okay from

behind, to bring us across the sea. We left Europe a short time before “that damned foolish

thing in the Balkans.” Our history is one of moving from place to place, just ahead of

catastrophe.The authorThe snapshot on the next page was taken on board the Kaiser Wilhelm,

the flagship of the German passenger service, which brought us to America. It shows a sailing-

away party; they often had them in those days. The frightened little boy in the white sailor suit is

the author of this account. In the middle of the group, dressed in black, is his mother. She is still

mourning her father, as are the other Shishmanoglou women. At the extreme left edge of the

picture is Athena’s older sister, Vassiliki (“Queenie”). After that day, the girls never saw each

other again.Behind Athena’s right shoulder, dressed in white, with a rather unbecoming white

hat, is her best friend, Lucy Palymyra. She is the only friend I can remember Mother having—I

mean ever!—and she is going with us.I recall her story now as through a mist.When Athena

was a young girl, living in the suburb of Constantinople, her constant companions were the

three little girls next door. She remembered them all her life, and their names were Dolly, Nellie,

and Lucy Palymyra. Dolly and Nellie died young, at sixteen and fourteen. The Armenian doctor

who tended the girls gave their parents this explanation: “It was natural for them to die.” The

survivor, Lucy, became the companion of Athena’s soul. Lucy’s health was uncertain too, and

her body frail. Athena remembered that she was about to marry when all the other girls did, at

eighteen or nineteen. But she or her husband-to-be called it off. Lucy never married, never had

children.She had Athena and Athena’s children.When her husband informed Athena that he

was going to bring her to America, she was ready for an adventurous change in her life. Years

later, she told me she was eager to go because she believed her sons would have a better

chance to become something in the States.She asked only one thing of her husband. Since

she was being separated from her brothers and sisters, perhaps for a long time (it turned out to

be forever), and since she had no friends in the new land and didn’t speak the language (as

her husband did), she asked if she could bring Lucy with her. Lucy, she pointed out, would help

her with the two boys.The reason she did not mention was that Lucy would give her someone

to talk to. She also did not say that she hoped a change of climate and better medical advice

might reconstitute her friend’s health. From time to time, Lucy ran a fever that no doctor in

Constantinople could explain.I have, as one of my brothers has often pointed out, a shameful

tendency to ascribe unflattering motivations to my father’s actions. I’ve wondered why he

agreed to take Lucy to New York. Perhaps since he was bringing his brother and one of his half-

brothers into our Riverside Drive apartment to live, eat, and be served, he figured that Lucy’s

keep would be less than what he’d have to pay a servant.I know this next will seem unfair too,

but I believe it: Perhaps Lucy’s being there would relieve him of the burden of making

conversation with his young wife. They had little to talk about. Later in life, one of Father’s

favorite observations about someone, usually a woman, an Armenian, or a Jew, was: “He talks

too much!” or “She don’t close her mouth five minutes!” and he’d make a little clapper gesture

with his thumb and forefinger. Lucy’s presence would keep Athena satisfied and, once out of

the kitchen, silent.Then there were the two boys to take care of. And, no doubt, more on the

way. Birth control? I doubt whether, at that time, it consisted of anything more than not doing it.

I once found some condoms in my father’s bureau, but that was years later. Very likely Athena

would soon be expecting again. She was.Lucy’s chief charge was me. I can recall her from

those years, a tall, delicately made woman with a proud bearing and a face sensitized by pain.

She had innate culture. I can recall her lovely voice; it eased my night fears and gentled me to



sleep.No sooner had my father brought her over than he resented her being around the

apartment. Perhaps she was secretly scornful of him, did her best to control it, therefore was

overly polite. Which, in turn, he took as a criticism of his own blunt manners, as he must have

caught Lucy’s quick glance, then downcast eyes, when he summoned his wife to attend him.

“Ah-thee-nah!” he’d shout, in the way he’d been taught to command a woman in Kayseri.

Perhaps he thought Lucy had a bad influence on his wife. He must have resented how close

they were, because Athena remembered, years later, that he said they were always

“whispering in a corner.”Finally he lost all control—perhaps he’d had a bad day at the store or

the track—and spoke his mind directly, letting his feelings run unchecked.Lucy left. I’d say

“quickly,” except where could a lone woman go quickly in an alien society, with no money in her

purse and an uncertain command of the language?This I remember: Suddenly she was no

longer there.She died in her mid-thirties, at a place in Long Island where she’d taken a position

as nurse to a family with many children. The American doctor did diagnose Lucy’s illness:

tuberculosis. Which must have been what her sisters had died of. Athena went to Long Island,

packed Lucy’s trunk, and shipped it back to her people in Constantinople. She did not describe

the details of that day except to say that the people with whom Lucy had been living were “very

kind” and loved Lucy.I can only imagine what Mother felt as she packed her friend’s trunk. Now

she was alone in the strange country. She never complained about it until the day she died, but

half a century later, when she described the event to me, I could feel the bitterness still in her

voice.She once told me that Lucy and she used to sing together. In all my memory, I can’t

remember hearing Athena sing.With Lucy gone, Mother turned to me. We entered a secret life

together, which Father never breached. That is where the conspiracy began.CONSPIRACY? A

word with criminal connotations. Do I mean what that word means? Of course not. But what

would you call it?Mother wanted to send me to the Montessori school. This had been Lucy’s

idea, a gift in parting. I don’t know how Mother convinced Father that it was worth the extra

cost. Perhaps he was so busy, therefore so indifferent, that he let her have her way to silence

her. Those were his big years, the mid-1920s. After a quarrel with his elder brother, Father was

doing very well on his own. He had all his heft then and the confidence that a steady flow of

money gives. The one education he did want me to have was religious. I can’t explain this; he

didn’t go to church himself, but he insisted I attend a Catholic service every Sunday and once a

week go to catechism school. At intervals I was asked to tell my sins to an invisible priest

through a dark screen. I didn’t have any sins to tell, so I’d make them up—I’d stolen a candy

bar, I confessed. I couldn’t just sit there in silence, could I? And masturbation I couldn’t talk

about.In our tradition, children were, up to a point, a mother’s concern. That point came when

the son was expected to begin “learning the business.” One of the first things I can remember

my father saying to me was: “Who going support me my old age, my boy?” To which I’d answer,

“I will, Pop, sure thing, Pop, don’t worry, Pop.” That was a pledge spoken out of fear, which I

never made good on and never intended to. My mother had other ideas. So did I—although I

didn’t know what they were.He’d turn to me in the evening. “What you been doing all day, my

boy?” I’m sure it seemed to him that he’d been knocking himself out to get up the wherewithal,

while the rest of us did nothing to help carry the load. It was during these years that he gave

me a nickname: “Good-for-nothing.” “Hey, Good-for-nothing, bring your bicycle here for God’s

sake, go down delicatessen, buy half-pound ham, half-pound tongue, I give these Jews coming

play cards something to eat after I take their money.”I remember the cardplayers—dark, well-

fed Jews for bridge; sallow, tangle-haired Armenians for pinochle; black Irish from across the

street for poker. I particularly remember one night when one of them, a Mr. Metzger, chose to

compliment Father on his wife. I suppose the man thought it was his social duty, although most



of the players barely acknowledged her presence in the house. I recall Father’s response:

“She’s all right, minds her business.” This angered me, but like all fez-wearers, I concealed my

resentment.While he napped on the sofa—“Wake me up, fifteen minutes sure”—Mother and I

cleared the dining room, covered the table with a soft velvet cover, and placed four ashtrays

around its circumference. While the card-players portioned out the chips or the pads and

pencils, and cracked open the new packs of playing cards, Mother and I would do the dishes,

she washing, I drying. The plates having been put away in the cupboard, we’d move to the

living room, sit close together—the younger boys had gone to bed—and we’d read. I lived

through the adventures of Tom Swift, then on to O. Henry and so to Treasure Island and Les

Misérables. I can’t remember what she read, only that she’d soon be asleep. I’d go to her and

gently lift the eyeglasses off the bridge of her nose, where they’d left a pink print. As I went on

reading, the gruff sounds from the other room faded until I couldn’t hear them. I learned there

that I could always find the comfort I needed in books.It was during those nights that I became

her special child. Perhaps I represented what she thought she might have been if she’d not

been swallowed alive by a marriage. And although I didn’t know it yet, I did know that some

way, somehow, I’d find my own life. We never spoke our hopes; they were deeper than that.So

we waited, and when I was twelve and we’d moved to New Rochelle, I had a stroke of luck—

the accident of my eighth-grade teacher. Her name was Miss Anna B. Shank, and as much as

anyone, she influenced the course of my life. She was in her late forties, which I considered

very old indeed, and she took to me. Observing that the other kids did not and that I was so

shy that I drooped, head down, in the farthest corner of her classroom, Miss Shank made me

her cause.Actually my head was down for several reasons she would not have suspected. One

was that I was looking at the legs of a girl named Jacqueline James, the leading lady of my

erotic dreams that year, my eyes fixed where her knees protruded from under the plaid skirt

and above her rolled stocking tops. Miss James was the first of a long line of my

“unattainables.” I can’t remember ever speaking to her.Another reason my head was lowered

and my palm over my face was that my forehead was a rich field of eczema pimples. I’d spend

the first minutes of every morning “milking” these and would go, anxiously, into the boys’ room

between classes to check on them.Miss Shank saw me in a purer light. A deep-dyed romantic,

she was the one who told me that I had beautiful brown eyes. Twenty-five years later, having

seen my name in a newspaper, she wrote me a letter. “When you were only twelve,” she wrote,

“you stood near my desk one morning and the light from the window fell across your head and

features and illuminated the expression on your face. The thought came to me of the great

possibilities there were in your development and …” And so on.Here is my photograph from my

high school yearbook. Can you see what she saw there? Neither can I. The subject of this

photograph has all the rigidity of a piece of primitive African sculpture. It’s a mask, not a

person.Miss Shank set out zealously to turn me away from the eldest-son tradition of our

people and the expectations of my father, to steer me off a commercial course that would

feature bookkeeping and accounting toward an education in what they now call the humanities.

It was she who suggested Williams College. I’d never heard of the place, my mother had never

heard of it, and I doubt that Miss Shank knew much about Williams herself. It just sounded right

to her. Since it was far from home and my father’s authority and since the suggestion came

from the only admirer I’d ever had, I sent for their catalogue.Miss Shank made the effort to

meet my mother. It took quite an effort, because Athena, still new to the area, rarely left home

except to shop. Miss Shank passed on to Athena the conviction she’d formed about my special

worth, and they fused their hopes. The two women, agreeing on possibilities that only they

could see in me, struck up a partnership. This secret union is the one I call the “beautiful brown



eyes conspiracy.”You can see why I called it a conspiracy. My mother knew as well as I did that

if Father found out we were talking about anything as counter to his wishes as Williams

College, he’d quickly quash it. What happened from then on took place where it had to, in

secret. High school for me consisted not of the four years I spent in classrooms as much as of

the afternoons I passed on the wicker rocker on Miss Shank’s front porch, listening not to

useless information about geometry and biology but to the expressions of hope and confidence

that came from her, and talking about the books she gave me to read, what they’d meant to her

and what they’d meant to me.My mother’s resolve that I’d go this other, better course grew

stronger. Miss Shank provided coaching and eager encouragement. Perhaps these loving

loyalties were why women have always meant everything to me. There were many others, later,

who educated me in what was important in life and left me with a heart full of hope and feeling.

Many of the men I’ve liked best have had strong “feminine” characteristics: Tennessee

Williams, Clifford Odets, Bill Inge, Robert Anderson, Budd Schulberg, Harold Clurman, Marlon

Brando, Jo Mielziner, and others have had those same sympathetic yielding qualities. I’ve

never warmed to the so-called masculine virtues; I’ve lived apart from the male world and its

concerns. Men, I’ve found, despite their swagger and bravado, are far less sure of themselves

than women and need more affirmation and support. The competition through which they have

to make their way is more intense, often brutal. Witness their locker room boasts about deals,

scores, victories, and sexual triumphs.In my own field, the actresses I’ve worked with are, with

the exception of one man, Brando, better artists, and that is because their feelings are

concerned with their intimate life. Men have to be constantly proving something that is often not

worth proving—their muscles, their fearlessness, their affluence, the strength of their erections.

Men’s clothes are pathetic efforts to dramatize their strength, their potency, or their business

reliability. Women’s clothes usually have a simpler and more important purpose, as you can

guess from the speed with which they throw them in tangles on a chair or even on the floor

when that purpose has been accomplished. Oh, how they leap into bed then, ripping off the

last garment as they do! Meantime, a man may be carefully folding his trousers across the

back of a chair or turning his socks inside out to air them.Of course, from the time the

conspiracy around me started and through the four years of high school, I always felt guilty in

my father’s company. In his presence I was “underground,” turning my head away when he

looked at me, carefully noncommittal when he spoke to me. I knew I was conniving to betray

him.I’d moved my bedroom to the top floor of my parents’ home—a kind of half attic—so that

as little as possible about me would be known. I remember there were mice up there, gnawing

behind the floorboards at night. Since I didn’t see them, I was frightened of them as they must

have been of me. I worried constantly about my hair falling out; twice a day I’d rub a tonic into

my scalp, then examine the comb for fresh evidence of approaching baldness. My pimple

problem seemed permanent. Was it connected with the frequent wet dreams I had at night? I

tried to conceal my emissions by jumping out of bed after release, washing the sheets, and

spreading them on chairs placed before large open windows to dry. Sometimes, in the winter,

the sheets froze.What do I remember about my four years at New Rochelle High School? Not a

thing—except fantasies, dreams, and worries. I don’t remember a single teacher, a single

course, a single grade from those four years. It’s as if I were struck over the head with a heavy

rubber mallet in 1922, knocked unconscious, then came to in 1926. What I do remember are

my feelings: that I was a secretive freak, full of unexpressed longings, unrevealed crushes,

jealousies equally unexercised, fears of intangibles, hopes crushed—all unnoticed by anyone,

not by Mother, not by Miss Shank, not by the two male friends I had.I spent afternoons after

school in the stacks of the New Rochelle Public Library, reading books that might explain the



intimate problems of my life. Or in the movie houses. Movies became my passion. They were

dreams, like my dreams. I didn’t have money, so I found a way to sneak into Loews New

Rochelle. When the exit doors were opened and everyone was crowding out of the theatre, I

would slip in against the current of the crowd. I was quick and I was slippery.What did I want of

life? Nothing noble. But, passionately, to be an American, to have what American kids had, a

daily life like theirs, to be accepted by them, to enjoy what they were enjoying—each other’s

company, cars, bell-bottom trousers, summer places, a pocketful of pocket money, a varsity

letter on my sweater, to dance with a girl, to dance well, to neck with her later—nothing very

noble, you see. Just the most ordinary, the most common, and the most precious things.I was

convinced Father would be opposed to everything I wanted most. He’d found the Maxwell one

afternoon parked at the side of the house and ordered me to get rid of it. I obeyed—and for

forty dollars bought a Hup-mobile, which I parked deep in the woods a quarter of a mile from

home. There it was dismantled, all in one night, and its parts carried away. Served me right.I

generalized from this disaster that the most precious things in life were forbidden by authority

(my father) and that everything I wanted most I would have to obtain secretly. I learned to

conceal my longings and to work to fulfill them surreptitiously. I stopped feeling guilty about the

beautiful brown eyes conspiracy. It was necessary. From that philosophical conclusion it was

only a short step to this one: What I wanted most I’d have to take—quietly and quickly—from

others. Not a logical step, but I made it at a leap. I learned to mask my desires, hide my truest

feelings; I trained myself to live in deprivation, in silence, never complaining, never begging, in

isolation, without expecting kindness or favors or even good luck. To do without good luck!

What a fate! To never expect an improvement! To consider rejection inevitable!But I learned to

keep coming back, to persist. I hardened.And since what I wanted most I didn’t get, not nearly,

I learned to live as àn artist lives, empathically, observing, imagining, dreaming, all behind the

mask.In my high school yearbook, at the side of all the other names on my page there are lists

of activities and achievements. Opposite mine, nothing. A blank. I was known for not being

knowable. For not revealing anything. I was a boy with no activities.So what? I didn’t care. The

conspiracy was working. I was saving money for the first tuition installment. I worked waxing

floors—forty cents an hour. I worked at a small truck farm across the road—fifty cents an hour.

I caddied every afternoon I could at the Wykagyl Country Club, carrying the bags of middle-

aged women in long woolen skirts—a dollar a round. I spent nothing. I didn’t take trolleys; I

walked. Everywhere. I have strong leg muscles from that time.Miss Shank, Mother, and I,

preserving our secret, applied for admission and talked secretly about the contents of the

college catalogue. Williams would be my liberated life; I’d be on the right track at last.Father

must have suspected that something was not going the way he’d have liked, because he

became more insistent that I come to the store during the summer vacation and learn the rug

business. He paid me twelve dollars a week, most of which I’d save. You could get a sandwich

at lunch for five cents in those days. I adapted one of his discarded summer suits for myself,

ripping open the back seam, doing it myself—I learned to use needle and thread as well as

any sailor—sewing it together to eliminate the fullness over Father’s belly, wearing it with the

side pockets back around my buttocks. The trousers? I simply pulled them together at the waist

into great pleats with a belt. I wore Father’s straw hat from the year before, the one he was

throwing away. I must have looked a fright. I can still recall Father’s personal odor, with which

the suit’s cloth was permeated.It must have been evident to everyone at the store that I was

going to fail to honor the eldest-son tradition. I’d sit in the back with the largest ledger open in

front of me and, concealed in its fold, Samuel Butler’s Way of All Flesh or Somerset

Maugham’s Of Human Bondage. I got caught reading, was called to the floor and given a



broom. “Sweep!” When I helped open the carpets to show customers, I seemed to be in a fog.

Often, I was spoken to and didn’t answer. Feeling my father’s wrath building, I did my best to

pretend some interest in rugs. But it didn’t work. Father referred to me as “Hopeh-less case!” I

said nothing. I was learning to take punishment without defending myself or fighting back. I still

do that.Father stopped introducing me to his customers. He no longer said, “Charlie”—or

whoever—“meet my son Elia.” I didn’t blame him. I knew that I was an embarrassment to him.I

had a cousin who worked there, my mother’s nephew Evangelos, who was especially scornful

of me. He didn’t conceal his contempt of me, and I thought my father tolerated it. Evangelos

had a prime position in the store’s hierarchy because of his penis. I never saw this dangling

appendage, but I was told that it was of a phenomenal length. It became famous in the trade,

and Evangelos was much envied. He didn’t mind, when called upon, showing it to my father’s

best customers. It was an entertainment that Father provided for his important clientele. They’d

follow Evangelos into the men’s room and come out a few minutes later, marveling. Evangelos

would look at me with a smile, and I felt my member shrink. Father was congratulated often on

his nephew, never on his son.But I didn’t care. The conspiracy was working. I’d sent in the

admission fee.After work, so I wouldn’t have to meet Father’s eye, I would often spend the night

at my Anatolian grandmother’s place. Evanthia was an old woman who attributed her long life

to eating three cloves of garlic, raw, every day, dropping the nuggets like dope. I’d urge her to

tell stories about the old country. Oh, how I marveled! How I laughed! I was at ease with her.

I’ve always been at ease with old women, always found special pleasure in their company. But

in a room with girls my own age, I couldn’t get out a sentence. I’d sit there like the piece of

African sculpture I mentioned, looking threatening, with a quavering, pleading heart.Then the

news came. I’d been accepted at Williams, class of 1930.And we had to tell him.She told him.

Mother. I couldn’t open my mouth.He hit her smack across the face, knocking her to the floor.I

don’t know, actually, whether he knocked her to the floor or whether she chose to fall there; it

was the safest place.This happened in the morning. That’s when we had decided to tell him:

after his breakfast, when he was waiting for the taxi that would take him to the New York train.

That way there wouldn’t be a long, awful scene. And he’d have all day to digest the news.There

was the taxi. Calling for him.The horn sounded again and he left the house.Mother got up from

the floor. She wasn’t hurt. She was triumphant. When you’re hit this way, it’s a tremendous

relief; you’ve found that it doesn’t hurt as much as you feared.And you’re never again quite as

afraid of that person.Six months later, I came home from Williamstown for my Christmas

vacation—I’d skipped Thanksgiving—and the first person I encountered was my brother

George. “What happened here?” he asked. “What happened?” I said. “They’re sleeping in

different rooms now,” he said. “I don’t know what happened,” I said. “I think,” he said, “it was

something about you.”WHEN I gave Barbara Loden, my wife at the time, the manuscript of my

novel The Arrangement to read, she had a reaction I didn’t expect. An actress who didn’t spare

herself exposures that would have embarrassed lesser artists, she asked me, when she’d

finished the book, “Why do you have to be so intimate?”For the autobiographer it’s a basic

decision: Will he reveal facts and episodes that embarrass him or discomfort other people; will

he name all names? At this point in what I’m writing, I had to make that choice.When I was

fourteen, something happened I’ve not told; in fact, I was going to leave it out. But since it

affected my whole life, I don’t know how I could and pretend I was telling my story.It started as

a swelling in my neck. Then it went lower. One testicle, I found, was tender. Then it began to

swell. Frightened, I delayed telling my mother. We did not discuss such matters. There was no

one I could turn to or consult. My father? This development would only have confirmed the

impression he already had, that I was in some way, perhaps in all ways, deficient. So I delayed



reaching for help. I waited and hoped for deliverance.When the swelling increased, I believed

that it was my fault. I’d done something wrong. What? I had no idea. Desperately seeking

enlightenment, I hustled three miles to the New Rochelle Library and hunted in the stacks. I

found nothing—this was 1924—to help me understand the seriousness of the infectious

disease called mumps.Soon my scrotum was stretched to its limit. What would happen, I

wondered, when it couldn’t stretch further? I still hadn’t said anything to anyone, but when it

reached the girth of a grapefruit, in desperation I called my mother’s attention to it. “Look,” I

said. And showed her.Modesty in our family was Old World; it was pathological. (I had no sister.

I’d never seen a naked female body, not even that of an infant. My mother appeared before us

always fully dressed. I saw her exposed for the first time in a hospital a few weeks before her

death; only then.) My problem was well beyond the range of my mother’s experience or

knowledge. She sent for a doctor—doctors made house calls in those days—then moved me

down a flight to a bedroom where she could bring me food from the kitchen more easily and

tend to me at night.The doctor said I should stay in bed and that the room should be kept dark.

I thought this ominous; apparently my problem was as serious as I’d feared. What the doctor

was concerned about, of course, was that the infection might spread to the other side. “Lie

still!” I remember how he stressed those words. And to my mother, he said, “Don’t let him get

up, don’t let him go to the bathroom. Buy a bedpan.” His final injunction was to keep my

brothers away from me. That went for my father too—but less. I didn’t understand any of it; but I

was very frightened.He instructed my mother to get me support for my load, which was now

enormous. And he left. Mother hurried to a drugstore and brought back a sling. Of course, she

didn’t help me put it on, did not make sure it fitted.After that, it seemed to be a wait-and-pray

situation. So I waited and (in those days I “had religion”) I prayed. My mother served me

faithfully, and no one of my brothers came to see me. Or my father. I was a pariah.When the

swelling finally went down, the doctor was relieved to note that the infection had not passed to

the other side. But there was bad news too. The original size of the stricken nut was that of a

pecan; the mumps reduced it to a fraction of that. And it was dead. I was to live with only one

source.The doctor had not offered words of reassurance—I was convinced I would never have

children. But that wasn’t nearly as important as the confirmation of what I’d believed: that I was

sexually undesirable and inferior to other boys. In the lingo of my father’s rug store, I was

damaged goods. It would require years of misadventures to assure myself that I was not less

than others.I was a smart kid, and reading was my solution. I read the lives of the great artists

and discovered that many talented people had had some physical deficiency. Wasn’t Lord

Byron clubfooted? Didn’t Somerset Maugham stutter? Wasn’t Homer blind? And so on. And on.

Until the day, years later, when I said to myself, “Cut it out, kid, you’re breaking my heart!” and

the fort of self-indulgence collapsed in laughter.I still had the crush on Jacqueline James (she

was always loving in my dreams). Then I heard rumors—oh, how they ate my heart!—that she

“belonged” to Vin Draddy, the glamour boy of our football team. Sick with envy, I followed them

when they walked down the halls, studied the looks that passed between them, cursed my

“deficiency.” I kept imagining them together and what they’d do—although I knew very little

about sexual joining.Here’s what I knew: One day I’d found a thin pamphlet on the bureau in my

bedroom on the top floor. It looked like something my mother would buy—demure, discreet, not

explicit, unillustrated. Rather bashfully, it provided the minimum. Even I knew it was

incomplete.Then there was another rumor—the “Boys” was alive with them—that Vin was

“doing it” with a Japanese girl in the class below ours. I studied Jacqueline for her reaction.

“Oh, if I had you,” I vowed to her (silently), “I’d never look at another girl!” I couldn’t imagine how

even a football hero, who could have any girl he wanted, would prefer another girl to Jacqueline



James.Bit by bit, the drama of sex was becoming the greatest drama of all for me. My

imagination fed on it. All boy-girl relationships were magnified in my mind. But as for action? I

choked. Anxiety played the game as a spectator sport. But what a passionate spectator I was!I

used to go to the movies most every afternoon after school; I never missed a show at Loew’s

New Rochelle or RKO Proctor, sneaking in as the first matinee crowd let out. I’d search up and

down the aisles for a row behind one where the high school girls had swarmed, and I’d watch

them frolic, whispering and giggling, squirming and hugging, crossing and uncrossing their

long legs, their skirts far above their knees. I watched their pert, taunting profiles as they turned

to whisper to each other, and I tried to make out what delicious secrets were being passed

between them—while all the time pretending to watch Joan Crawford on the screen.As I’ve

said, I don’t remember much about my life in high school, but I do remember clearly a scene in

a suburban parlor to which my friend Bill Fenton had taken me. I remember sitting at one end

of a long, darkened living room, with my arm around the shoulders—no, lower!—of a girl

named Julie Webber. I remember she had her hair in very tight curls fixed in a kind of stiff jelly

and that she exuded an antiseptic odor; a decent girl, she aroused nothing in me. At the other

end of the darkened parlor, my friend Bill sat with Julie’s younger sister, Marguerite, a blonde

with that air of taunting mischief which devastated me. They were necking. And that is why I’d

come along: to sit perversely frozen with Julie, watching her sister, Marguerite, for whom I was

ravenous, carrying on with my friend Bill.In a desperate attempt to gain prestige, I did

something freakish: I went out for football in my junior year. It seemed to be the one sure road

to social status. I weighed one hundred thirty-five pounds that year, and our coaches must

have been either sadistic or very hard up for bodies, to accept me on their squad. I was

assigned the position of substitute center on the third team and provided with equipment—

reinforced pants that drooped halfway to my ankles and shoulder pads far too broad for me. At

the end of a long afternoon, as the light of day was fading and after the first team had battered

the second team into the ground and exhausted what resistance the sounder bodies of the

third team could offer, I was inserted at center to be run over. I took my beating; I was always

good at that. Finally someone in charge had a humane impulse, and I was made an assistant

manager, whose job was dashing out on the field with a bucket of water and some towels every

time there was a break in the action. I was happy for this privilege.At the close of my junior

year, I had a pleasant shock. A girl named Marjorie Valentine asked me to take her to the junior

prom. My reaction to this invitation was equally delight and fear. I wasn’t sure I was up to it; I

was apprehensive about what Marjorie might call upon me to do. But Miss Anna B. Shank

urged me to go, so I bought two tickets, put on my blue serge “Sunday suit,” and called for

Marjorie at her home. She was a girl with a reputation; she went with all the boys; it was a great

drama that she’d turned to me.After it was all over, I got the story. Marjorie had been

unsuccessful in pursuit of the boy she wanted. She needed to be at the prom, where he’d

certainly be, but didn’t want to go with anyone who might cause him to doubt the disposition of

her feelings. Going with me, I realized later, was the equivalent of going alone.I can recall the

moment when she asked me to wait at the top of the staircase leading down to the gym, where

the prom was being held, while she went to the bottom and stood, legs parted, against the

bright lights of the dance floor. “Tell me if you can see through my dress,” she said to me. She

stood against the flare of the polished floor for a moment, then looked up at her eunuch for his

verdict. I was thrilled. It was the greatest intimacy I’d had with a girl during my three years of

high school.I hurried down to give her my judgment. Dropping my voice, I said, “Yes, you can, I

mean I could, I mean yes, I can.” I was quite prepared to take her home and bring her back

more modestly dressed. But, to my surprise, she strutted onto the dance floor and signaled for



me to join her. We had one dance—awkwardly performed—and that was the last I saw of her

that night. The single turn around the floor must have been to convince the big catch that she

was with “nobody.” I went home alone.That was my sex life during my junior year.My senior

year, as far as girls were concerned, was a wipeout. I’d given up.RIGHT in there, I suppose,

was when the fix happened. I fixed on the type of girl the other boys had had in high school

and I had not. They were the flirts I yearned for then and, for lack of confidence and general

anxiety about my sexual worth, did not go after and could not have gotten if I had. After high

school, this perverse yearning did not let up. It continued into college and into my time in the

theatre and in films. I can’t imagine why it remained so fixed and so strong and lasted so long

that I can call it an obsession—except that it first hit me when I was most impressionable.Even

long afterward, when the girls I wanted came easily, a strange thing persisted. If I hooked up

with a young woman who reminded me of the girls whose sexual activities were legend in the

halls of New Rochelle High, my old uncertainty would reappear. The women I wanted most

passionately I pleased least. The prettier they were, those near-adolescent, smooth young

bitches who sent my heart hopping, the less capable I was sexually.On the other hand, if the

lady was dark, decent, intelligent, sympathetic, compassionate, understanding, sensible,

modest, and every way “good”—then I was confident and at ease, for what reason was there to

be anxious? I would perfectly satisfy those women while pleasing myself less. Indifference

made me a “better” lover. I might be transported out of my head by a Lilith who’d throw me a

glance of “no interest,” then, having pursued her, seduced her, forced her, or bought her, I’d find

anxiety swarming through me like a fever and I’d “perform” miserably. All a woman of this type

had to do to arouse my desire was indicate a doubt whether, if she had me, she’d like me. I

was attracted by the promise of rejection and unmanned that way too.What assured me finally

was the devotion of my first wife, Molly. She made me feel completely worthy. Months before

we married she became pregnant—a better reassurance than anything a doctor would have

said. Through Molly I gained self-esteem when and where I needed it most. But that was 1932;

before that there had been eight years of unspeakable torture.TWENTY-FIVE years later, a big

shot who’d directed Pulitzer Prize plays and could hold an Academy Award in each hand, I was

busy turning the tables.One night I ran across a screenwriter in Chasen’s, a movie colony

restaurant. An old friend, he had an attractive girl at his side; he generally did. I’d seen their

names linked in columns. I thought my friend’s manner with the young woman patronizing. I

could smell his eau de cologne; it was heavy. She was an actress, clawing her way up. I noticed

that her eyes were slippery. I told my friend I was staying at the Beverly Hills Hotel, and I told

him my room number. I didn’t look at the girl. I knew her date couldn’t help her in her career,

and I knew that she knew I could—if I chose to. I felt some sympathy for her; I thought her

companion had demeaned her.An hour later, she did what I expected she’d do. “Why don’t you

come over?” I said, and hung up. When we were having intercourse, I suddenly stopped and

asked her to make a call. “He may be worried about you,” I said. She didn’t hesitate. “Tell him

you’ll be home in an hour,” I said. The phone was at the head of the bed. We didn’t have to

disengage. She passed a few pleasantries, told my old friend she was on her way home, and

that she loved him. This last particularly pleased me. When she hung up, we resumed.There

was revenge enough—for both of us.Remember that for years, when I was a very young man,

every time I entered a bed where a girl was waiting for me I’d be entering a courtroom where

I’d lost many decisions. Doesn’t every culprit wish to turn the tables on his judge, deflate his

eminence, show him up, kill him? Wasn’t it natural, since women had once held so much power

over me, that when the tables were turned and it was I who had the heft, I’d want to gouge the

situation for all it was worth?Well, I did. I specialized in taking women away from men,



particularly those handsome young fellows who played leading roles in films, tall and well

muscled, every way confident or seeming so—war heroes, horseback riders, fast-car drivers,

publicity gods. I wanted to prove that Vin Draddy wasn’t able to please a woman or hold her,

not when I wanted her.And I liked Vin Draddy, I really did.As for the women, I wanted to prove

them not worthy of trust, traitorous. I never forgave Marjorie Valentine or forgot that night of the

junior prom. I examined every member of the opposite sex I met for indications that she would

be, if the occasion was right, unfaithful. Needing to prove this, I often did. My guess more often

than not proved to be correct. This pleased me.The fact is that I’ve generally found women

quicker to “do it” than men—if the door has a lock. Often, when I came to know them, I

discovered that a sex adventure was all they had on their minds. I was continually amazed by

what women would do, and when and where. My satisfaction was to egg them on.Am I

exaggerating?What about the intellectual lady, six months pregnant, doing it with me on the

spur of the moment in the bedroom of the apartment she shared with her husband? And with

his picture on the bureau, smiling at us from under his spectacles. This woman, known among

us all for her loyalty to the genial failure who was her husband, was often quoted as saying that

“anyone who doesn’t like Charlie has something wrong with them.”I found many women were

working off the same kind of thing I was. They were getting back at squadrons of men, and

would go to extraordinary lengths to play out their grudges. Sometimes I thought they actually

preferred breaking the marriage laws in their own beds. And if an infant, the fruit of the union,

slept peacefully through it all in a gaily painted cot at one side, or even in bed with us, I got a

special charge out of it. It proved what I needed to have proved twice over.Don’t get mad at me.

I’m not really worse than most of you. Admit it. Besides, I’m penitent now. And faithful.There

was a long stretch of my life, unhappily, when I was not able to be faithful to anyone, not to a

single woman, not to the best woman I’d known, my first wife, Molly. I used to assert—this was

my rationale—that I was faithful to her in every way except sexually (actually I was), and I used

to say that those “other ways” were the important ones. Did I believe that? I did.But I know now

why what went on went on, and what old grudges I was working off. I know now how much

energy I wasted doing what I was doing. I used to spend half of every day figuring out the

logistics of liaisons. I behaved during those years like a crazy man. Love had nothing to do with

it. I exhausted myself, the best of myself. I soured my life. Before and between rehearsals, on

the way to a “shoot” in the morning, a quick stop at a girl’s place or in the limo with an actress,

in the lunch break, in the dressing rooms, in the theatre’s boxes between acts, in every hotel in

the Times Square district—they’re all marked in my mind. It never let up.The energy and the

time I wasted that way!I’m not proud of those days.Now, finally, with my third wife, having lived

through seventy-eight years, I am faithful and I’m at ease. Every day seems twice as long and

twice as good. I am home free.And contented. For sure? Yes, I’m contented. But the charm of

life, if you dare allow it, is that final positions tend to melt like ice sculpture under the sun. Time

is an anarchist, and I’ve learned to distrust absolutes, especially—since I know myself better

than I know the rest of you—my own. There are days, sometimes just hours, when I look back

at my times of arrogance, squalor, and excess and don’t think of those times as wasted. I

remember what fun they were and how educational.But I don’t want them back.IN JUNE of

1980, having been invited to be the speaker at the fiftieth reunion of my college class—a

choice I found surprising—I drove to Williamstown and, in a benign mood, stood before my

surviving classmates and asked, “Do some of you really have a memory so bright that you can

recall me in those murky years, 1926 to 1930? Because I spent most every hour of our time

locked in my room or in the stacks of the library. I carried no varsity letter, played no role in Cap

and Bells, didn’t make Gargoyle. An obvious neurotic, apparently without the faculty of speech,



I was known to be completely silent for days at a time. Naturally I was not ‘rushed’ into a

fraternity; that would have been like inviting a ghost to haunt a house. Socially I struck out;

through four years of holidays and celebrations, I didn’t dance, not once. At your house parties,

I stood behind a table in a white coat splotched with grenadine pink, my heart rotten with envy,

and served spiked punch to your dates. Don’t feel sorry for me: I did that for

myself.”Williamstown was pleasant enough that summer in 1980, but in the fall of 1926, when I

saw it for the first time, it was enchanting. There was a soft, cool breeze that day, and the sky

was a deep saturation of blue near purple over low, ever-moving, cotton-white clouds. Looking

between the buildings—some classic Georgian, others great lumps of gray or reddish stone—

the eye found, at the end of each vista, the softly scalloped Berkshire Hills, called “the

mountains.” They embraced a broad valley, making it home. The buildings on the campus were

well spaced, and between them lay generous lawns, perfectly green after an untrampled

summer’s growth. Upperclassmen were everywhere, reawakening old acquaintance; trim and

healthy, they seemed happy to be back. Many sported stiff-visored caps like those of German

drinking clubs—were they the headgear of secret societies? I wondered. All the young men

were dressed in casually pressed trousers, flannel or corduroy, and soft woolen sweaters—the

frost comes early in northwestern Massachusetts. Some boys, especially fit and broad-

shouldered, wore heavy-knit black sweaters with large purple W’s across their chests. These

were the lettermen, athletes of the teams. Everywhere there was an atmosphere of privilege

and affluence; in a bay apart from the storm, the elite was gathering.I arrived accompanied by

my parents. I wore my blue serge Sunday suit, purchased for me by my mother at Rogers Peet

and still stiff across the shoulders. I’d topped it, for a reason I’ve never understood, with a

copper-colored snap-brim felt hat; the effect was to make my sallow complexion piss yellow. I

had new brown shoes, varnished rather than polished; having replaced sneakers, they

pinched.My mother looked particularly Old World by contrast with the Yankees of New England.

Wearing a modest dark dress and a small black hat with a pin through its top, she peeped

curiously through her glasses at everything and anyone around her. I realize only now what a

thrilling moment it must have been for her.My father wore his business suit, cut full at the waist

to contain his pot, and a high, hard collar, clutching a bow tie of blue polka dots. He looked

what he was, a small cosmopolitan importer, uncomfortable out of his environment.Having

inspected the room assigned me under the eaves of a freshman dormitory, having thrown a

swift look out of my single window, he was eager to leave. When I informed him what my

curriculum was going to be—Latin, math, French, English, and astronomy—his question was:

“Why you not learning something useful?” He pronounced the word “useh-ful.” He was

disappointed that I had not chosen to go to a business college, considering which—this I didn’t

recognize until much later—he was a good sport to pay part of my tuition of four hundred

dollars and leave his business to make the train trip to Williamstown.“Come, Athena, we go,” he

said suddenly. “I find taxi, don’t worry,” he said to me. My father had absolute confidence that

whenever he needed a train, all he had to do was take a taxi to the nearest station and the

train would be waiting for him, going where he wanted to go. After a brush of his lips across my

cheek, he left. My mother followed. I didn’t hold their headlong departure against them. I’m

ashamed to say I was embarrassed by their appearance and eager to have them gone. I

wanted to be alone and to jump into the swim with the Anglos.I quickly spent the money my

mother had left me to buy the books assigned for my courses, but what I studied were the

accounts of football practice in the college paper and the stories about the first games. I

learned the names of all the athletes. Afternoons I’d go to the practice on Weston Field, a

solitary spectator sitting on the top plank of the field bleachers, and watch every move on the



field. Later I’d recognize the stars of the back-field, follow them along Spring Street to the Gym

Lunch, order a “western on rye” to have the privilege of sitting in a corner and observing them;

or go into Bemis’s, if I saw them there buying books—they had studies too—to overhear their

conversation. How confident they were, how glamorous, how awesome. They looked as if their

glory would never die.Now I must confess my foolishness. I had actually expected to be invited

to join a fraternity. I can’t say why I expected this, being what I was, looking like what I looked

like, and having none of the popular attributes, but I did. I expected to be “rushed” into a Greek

letter society; I waited for that.There came the big week, those crucial days when the most

attractive first-year men, the “aspirants,” were invited to look over the fifteen competing Greek

letter fraternities and judge which was for them—while they, in turn, were being thoroughly

inspected. The best of our class—a star football player, for instance—were fought over, they

were pressed hard. All around me, I overheard the talk of who’d been asked to join which

“house,” particularly of who’d been chosen by the top-rank fraternities, Alpha Delta Phi and

Delta Kappa Epsilon. Once you were elected by either of these, you were a BMOC, a big man

on campus, already a success and set for life. That week the college rattled with tales and

secrets.But for me there was the sound of silence—which is a sound, as you must know very

well if you’ve ever heard it: the sound of activity elsewhere, in the distance, echoes perhaps,

that is all, whispers that drop away as you come closer or a phone ringing far down the hall in

another room, you hear it through walls and over the hiss of steam escaping the radiators.

Footsteps approach, then go past your door. The great clock in the gym tower tolls time’s

measured passage, and the whistle of the wind emphasizes the zone of emptiness around you.

That autumn there was no message for me from the fraternity brothers except the message of

silence.Having since had my share of failures in films, plays, and books, I’ve learned that when

you don’t “make it,” you don’t hear the bad news; you hear no news. You’re passed by as a

dead body is. The thing to do is forget, and I’ve learned very well how to do that. Now, looking

back, I laugh and tell myself I was lucky not to be “pledged,” but how crushing that silence was

in ’26. It hurt for four dark, cold years, and in the blackest part of my heart I still haven’t forgiven

the men who rejected me.I remember wondering what the hell was wrong with me anyway. My

looks? My goddamn foreign looks? Those Anglos making the choices, what did they think?

That I was a Jew boy? Yes, I looked like one. Was that it? Jews and blacks weren’t taken into

fraternities at Williams in 1926. Or was it something about my character? Was I clearly a freak

of some kind? Was it something I couldn’t see or understand that made me so absolutely

unacceptable? My jittery sexuality—had they sensed that? Or was it something simple, like my

bowlegs, my acne, my big butt? What?I never found out. I only knew I’d been turned away and

that the streets seemed darker at night. I’d have to “eat” what had happened and find my own

way to get what I envied. I began to exercise violence in daydreams and in impulses that I

thwarted: broke down doors, climbed through window guards, stole, ran, punched, kicked,

slammed heads on hard wood floors. Above all, I realized that I now had to persist with my own

strength and my special cunning. From that week in 1926 on, I knew what I was. An outsider.

An Anatolian, not an American.For the first year, if someone I recognized was walking up a

sidewalk toward me and I was walking down, I’d cross the street before the encounter so

there’d be no chance he’d not acknowledge my greeting. Later I improved this technique: I

never said hello to anyone; others had to speak first. I kept my eyes straight ahead and usually

on the ground. I became stoop-shouldered.I didn’t recall it then, but I do now, a favorite phrase

of my father’s, Guzumuz yok, which is Turkish for “We have no eyes.” And that means: “We do

not feel because we do not see slights, insults, and provocations. That is how we stay alive and

continue here.” At Williams I survived by guzumuz yok.I lived alone that first year, had no



friends. There was one good development: I decided to relieve Father of my dependency. I’d

soon be asked to pay another bill at the Commons Club dining room. Father’s feelings being

what they were, I didn’t want to elbow him for the money; I couldn’t say, “Help me do what you

don’t want me to do.” So I took the first step toward being free of him: I got a job waiting tables

at the Zeta Psi fraternity. I learned how to clear a table six plates at a time.This had another

motive and another merit: It brought me into the company of others. Probably it was the only

way I could have gotten with other boys just then, serving them their “shit on a shingle,” corn

muffins and apple jelly and the great pitchers of milk. It worked. I felt part of something for the

first time; no matter that it was in a subservient position. I was still alone, but I found my own

kind of swagger. Below-the-stairs pride—is that what the English call it? I wore as few clothes

as possible and never a hat. My light overcoat, with no sweater under it, buttoned to the neck, I

walked through snow in sneakers to serve the Zetes their breakfasts. Sometimes the wind-

driven sleet stung like frozen tears, but I gloried in my ability to endure discomfort. I told myself

I didn’t want the raccoon-skin coats many of the other boys wore.My clothes, my hands, and

my hair smelled of dishwater and of souring garbage. When I’d mop the drip of a head cold by

running a sleeve under my nose, I’d smell our kitchen. Perversely, I was proud of that too.My

salvation was the college library. I lived in the stacks, like a small animal finding refuge in a

mass of brambles. I’d take out books by the bagful, read late at night and between classes in

the day. Books were the solution to my life. I lived along with the authors of the great novels; by

the light of their stories, I understood the drama of my own life.Through all those days, I had

one enduring friend, my mother. Every Monday I’d mail my soiled underclothing, socks, and

shirts home in a laundry bag, and she’d mail them back, fresh and clean. That was the event of

my week, the arrival of the laundry bag on Friday. In among my clothes there’d be bits of home

cooking: baklava, white meat of chicken, grape leaves wrapped around spiced rice, brownies;

always something. And a note: concern for my welfare, pride that I was where I was. And

always a dollar or two, pocket money. She never failed me.In time I began to see that I wasn’t

the only “freak” in Williamstown. Others had taken the vows of solitude, lived in isolation and

enforced celibacy, with only their animal pride for defense. Not that we quickly became friends;

we were too wary for that. But it was good to know that they were there, a sort of

underground.There were three blacks in the class of ’30. At graduation, one was our

valedictorian, another our salutatorian; the third was number four in the class. They must have

needed friends but seemed to be separated even from each other. I felt I understood them,

both their need for others and their isolation. Years later, when my first book, America America,

was published, on the dust jacket there was a quote from Jimmy Baldwin: “Gadg, baby, you’re

a nigger too.” At Williams during those years, I was a nigger too.The girls I dreamed about were

at the Zeta Psi house party, the same girls I didn’t have in high school. Now fully matured, they

had an aggressive playfulness I rarely see in older women. They were far livelier, far bolder, as

well as far prettier. Standing at service over the two punch bowls, one spiked, the other not, I’d

select the girl I wanted most and keep my eyes on her all evening, observe where she went,

whom she danced with, particularly those boys not her date. Did she like someone better than

the big man on campus who’d brought her? Good! “Just you wait, kid! My turn’s coming!”Desire

blended with anger. I’d do extra service, come back at dawn over the crackling snow crust and

rearrange the dining room to serve breakfast. I’d find the girls, still in their party frocks,

sprawled in disorder over the living room and in the corners under the stairs, the boys

alongside, and everywhere the smell of stale applejack. I’d look for the girl whom I’d been

following with my eyes the night before and from her position and company, re-create the story

of her night. My face, serving breakfast, was the face Puerto Ricans call the face of stone. No



one could have guessed what I was thinking and feeling. It wasn’t friendly. I was quickly

developing the mask that I was to wear the rest of my life.It was there, I suppose, that revenge

began to be a motive in my life. It was at these parties that my obsessive attraction to other

men’s women was born and my need—it amounted to that—to take them away. Looking back,

it appears that most every girl I ever had belonged, when I took her, to another man. But then

isn’t every pretty girl someone else’s when you meet her?Lying in bed after the parties, I’d be

humped over double, tensed by desire. How do you meet girls? I wondered. I considered

finding a whorehouse, but I was too “well brought up” and finally too timid. What did I do? I

went to North Adams, five miles by trolley, and entered the movie theatre there, which had

“Five-Acts-Five” of vaudeville every Friday and Saturday. I felt comfortable in the mill town—no

rich boys there, just mutts like me—and in the dark theatre, which had the musty smell of a bed

whose sheets hadn’t been changed for too long, I found the warmth I craved, that of human

animals. The theatre was full of girls, and since I didn’t know any of them, I could fantasize

about them. The vaudeville and its performers had their special charm. And if the plump thigh

of the girl sitting next to me slid over, was it intentional? Did it matter? Was she as lonely as I

was? I’d sit without moving, and in the spasm of arousal, close my eyes. Sometimes I’d

tremble. It was, for me, an enchanted atmosphere. But when I left the theatre, the night was

cold and I was alone.In my junior year, my appetite for revenge found an unexpected outlet:

touch football. I was too small to go out for any varsity team, but where I did find a chance for

some modest glory was in intramural sports. A waiter named Jack Bright and I were the stars

of the Commons Club touch team—ringers. We ran the option play as well as I’ve ever seen it,

and that year we won the intramural championship. The fact that all the good football players,

three and four deep, were on Weston Field, playing for the varsity, did not deflate my euphoria.

The next year, I had a triumph in basketball. At my weight, I could run sixty minutes without

stopping. Height was not as prized on the courts then as it is now. In the crucial championship

game, I was assigned the task of guarding a boy whose name was “Red” Putnam. He’d been

declared ineligible because of poor marks, or he would have been playing varsity. I dug my

teeth into that poor boy’s butt for sixty full minutes and hung on like a pit bull. He scored only

two baskets all told, and we won the championship. This meant more to me than the “A” I got in

English.When Father came up for my graduation—his second visit to Williams-town in four

years—he was a changed man. The Crash had happened, and he was “eating capital.” Mother

told me he no longer went to the horse track every afternoon; he couldn’t afford to lose now. I

gave him my diploma and he kissed me. I could sense that he still wanted me to join him in his

struggle for the dollar, but I had the fever of the malcontent now, and my sights were set on

another course.I walked into Chapin Hall with my fellow seniors for our final ceremony, sat with

them shoulder to shoulder, and wanted what they had: their style, their looks, their clothes,

their cars, their money, the jobs they had waiting for them, and the girls they had waiting for

them. I wanted all that, and I wanted it soon. Every time I saw privilege from then on, I wanted

to tear it down or to possess it. During those cold, dark years at Williams, the emotional

groundwork for me to join the Communist Party was laid down. But what I wanted was not

equality, not of any sort. I wanted the full rewards of the system I’d been on the outskirts of for

four years, the rewards I hadn’t had. I wanted—as my political associates-to-be would say—to

take over. And years later, for a time, I suppose I did “take over”—not with “comrades,” but all

by myself.It took me many years to quiet this rage against my classmates, and those like them.

Perhaps deep down in my black heart, I still haven’t. I’m friendly, “civilized,” and reasonable, but

I notice still that every time I receive a request for money from the Williams Alumni Fund, I have

a reflex to chuck it into the wastebasket, and usually do.I think what got me over my hostility, to



the extent that I have, was an encounter with a classmate some fifteen years ago. He’d been

the center of our football team and its captain senior year. He was a member of the very best

fraternity, Deke, and of the senior honorary society, Gargoyle. Of all the boys in the class of ’30,

I remember him as the perfect Williams man. Some forty years later, I met him at an alumni

function to which the college had invited me. Unhappy at home at that time and deep in

psychoanalysis, I’d been trying to understand my life—even as I am now, by writing this book.

Curious about my college years, I went to the affair. When the program was over, I ran into my

old classmate in the lobby and recognized him because of my interest in football. When I said

my name, he knew of me. I asked what he was doing. He replied that his wife had just died. He

looked forlorn, so when he suggested I come to his place for a drink, I went along.His

apartment was dark, and it did indeed look as if a life had just ended there. Over two great

slugs of Scotch, I asked and he told me what had happened to the “big” athletes of our day,

men I’d admired who’d had jobs on Wall Street waiting for them after they graduated. But their

scores “downtown” had not been winning ones. Then he told me about himself. He’d had a job

waiting for him when he left college, and over the years had risen to just below the top. But vice-

presidents in the world of finance are listed by the dozen. Now he seemed terribly alone and

wanted me to stay on when I said I’d better leave. I saw that he could not be envied and that

there was nothing to “tear down.” What I felt for him was sympathy and a kind of

brotherhood.Still another drink and he put a disk on his record player, dance music from our

time, “Sweet Georgia Brown.” We were both “loaded” by now. I lay back on the sofa, closed my

eyes, and recalled the house parties where my classmates had danced to that tune while I

served spiked punch. When I opened my eyes, he was on his feet, his right arm around the

waist of an imaginary girl, and he was turning in place. His great hulk was graceful and his

head tilted at the tender angle it must have had when he’d danced cheek to cheek.BUT while,

years later, I did not envy the boys who’d had jobs waiting for them at graduation, on that June

day in 1930, sitting among them for the last time and hearing the fare-thee-well-and-good-luck

speeches, I had to recognize that whatever I thought of their prospects, I had none, that my

four years of study had left me unequipped to make my way, and if I had received an

education, it was not one in the courses I’d studied but another education, one in spite of the

curriculum and having to do with what I’d been forced to become as a young man, my

character rather than any techniques or knowledge that I might have acquired.I began then to

question the educational system I’d passed through, the one that nails a kid to a chair at the

age of six (I believe it’s four now), demands compliance and obedience, keeps him submissive,

makes that a habit, tames the kid so he is anxious to go along with the pronouncements of

authority—his teachers—and never questions those judgments from above but believes that

progress consists of learning to believe what the teachers believe and being able, when called

upon, to repeat it. I suppose I’d learned (and have now totally forgotten) a little Latin, classical

Greek, calculus, physics, economics, the history of Renaissance painting, American history,

American government, astronomy, and the sources of Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner” and T. S.

Eliot’s “Waste Land”—all of which have been of no value to me. The college and the work in its

classes had not provided me with what I needed most, a capability to find my own way in my

own direction in a world from which I was already alienated and so to enjoy the independence

that I’d learned to value so dearly. After four years, I had no remaining interest in any of the

subjects I’d studied.Practically speaking, I had to be educated again, to learn, in my father’s

phrase, something “useh-ful,” useful to me. Because if I didn’t, I’d very soon find myself selling

my time and my energy and whatever talent I had, doing something I despised in order to pay

the bills.No, I didn’t envy the boys of my class who had jobs in banks and brokerage houses, in



the great corporations and the basic industries, waiting for them, nor did I envy those on their

way to law school and medical school. But on that graduation day, as I walked out of the hall

where degrees had been portioned out and where we’d been blessed twice, in lay phrases and

in religious cant, I felt adrift. But the fact was that I had received an education in spite of my

education. Four years at Williams had made a certain kind of man of me, not an agreeable

man but a self-reliant, tough-skinned, resolute, and determined man, five foot six. I was going

to find my own way, no matter what. I’d found I could live on very little, that by waiting on tables

I could be independent of a nine-to-five job (the prospect I feared most). My marks at

graduation had been cum laude; I thought perhaps I might get a scholarship somewhere and

stall until I knew where I wanted to go and what I wanted to do. My goal in life was a simple

one: to make a living doing something I enjoyed doing. I had no nobler ambition.In my senior

year at Williams, I’d had one teacher who did influence me. Mr. Dutton taught English lit, and I

wrote a paper for him on “The Waste Land.” He never spoke to me outside class, never knew I

admired him. Mr. Dutton had a bad leg and an impaired walk, but, clutching his green cloth

book bag, he strode the campus like a perfect man, asking for no sympathy, needing none. On

that campus he was a freak, as were the four student friends I had. Mr. Dutton gave a special

dignity to being exceptional and living outside general society. In class, it was his passion for

what he was teaching that impressed me. In some way I don’t quite understand, Dutton made

me believe that perhaps, somewhere in the broad range of a life in the arts, there might be a

niche for me and that I might well mark time until that niche appeared.I learned one technique

of behaving that, in time, would help me. Observe a writer at a gathering of intellectuals. You

will believe what everyone else does: that he is a perfectly friendly and agreeable fellow. Then

read what he writes about the affair. You’ll find that he saw things you didn’t and had reactions

you didn’t suspect. I acquired this technique from my waiter’s job: to be a zealous listener,

observe people sharply, form a private opinion—at that time often hostile and envious—but

keep it all concealed. I learned the art of the masked observer in a waiter’s white coat at the

Zeta Psi fraternity house.The other fellow is Alan Baxter.In those four years, I’d also found my

way past hurt. Once I’d accepted the fact that I was and always would be an outsider, I was

proud—like “Black is beautiful”—that I hadn’t been chosen Gargoyle or by a fraternity, that I’d

never seen the candlelit “goat room” or shared its secrets. I was delighted that there was a void

opposite my name in this yearbook too. I gloried in my specialness, that I needed no one and

nothing, no help, no sympathy, no friends except those, less than a finger count, of my own

kind. I developed a swagger to tell the world around me that I was a freak and knew it, wore the

same trousers for months and no socks, summer clothes in the winter, near naked in the

summer, asserting in this way that I was part of the hard-skinned of the world. Not accepted, I

made clear that I didn’t want to be accepted. I was outside and liked it.My closest friend, Alan

Baxter, a gentle outsider, had a true interest in the theatre—which I did not—and he’d been

accepted at the Yale Drama School. When I found out I could get a job there operating a

dishwashing machine to earn my meals, I decided to tag along. Teachers at Williams spoke up

for me and Mr. George Pierce Baker, master of the Drama School, was generous, so I soon

had a post at the stage door, pushing in pins opposite the names of students on the enrollment

sheet when they entered the building and pulling them out when they left, which took care of

tuition. All I needed was rent money for a bedroom. So Sundays during the summer I was back

at the Wykagyl Country Club, toting golf bags around eighteen holes. Now it was two-fifty plus

tip. I lived at home to save everything I made.When I told Father I was going to the Yale Drama

School, he was bewildered. “Four years over in Massachusetts there,” he told my brother,

“looks like he learn nothing.”At Yale I had no interest in what I’d be studying, had no real



ambitions, desire, or hope. I was like a man who’d chosen to incarcerate himself. I knew that I

had three years of leeway in a kind of detention area, three years of sequestered freedom—

that was the length of the course there—but I didn’t know why I wanted that freedom, what I

might use it for.At Williams I’d been part of a coterie of “freaks”; at Yale it seemed everyone

was a freak, starting with the faculty. The “old man,” George Pierce Baker, was kindly and

remote, a scholarly-looking old fuddy with pince-nez glasses that hung by a black ribbon when

they weren’t clipped to his plump nose. Most respectably married, he had a passion—

completely unexercised, I’m sure—for the boy who drove him to work and back, a lithe Latino

named Eduard Toledano. He simply adored this boy; anybody could see that. We all agreed

that the old man never looked happier than when he was sitting at the side of his driver. Mrs.

Baker looked precisely like a Helen Hokinson cartoon; none of us had imaginations so lively as

to fancy him humping Mrs. Baker. He ran the school efficiently, but I can’t remember anything I

learned from him.I did learn a good deal that was useful from the professor of directing,

Alexander Dean. He taught directing as an art of position, picture, and movement, a technique

useful for the direction of amateurs in college and community theatres, where productions had

to be cast with nonactors. The stage positions and movements told the story of the scene and

the relationship of the characters; in this way, behavior, feeling, and dramatic conflict were

suggested. There were emphatic areas on stage and those less so, there were warm and cool

spaces, there were strong movements, to downstage, and weak movements, to upstage and

sidestage. The director’s job was to contrive a kinetic pattern that told what was happening.

The actor, as a vehicle of expression, was not to be relied upon. The stage picture, as it

developed, told the event. Rhythm and pace, “builds” and “drops,” would do the rest.I remember

one day watching one of Mr. Dean’s rehearsals, leaning on the audience barrier at the back of

the “house,” when he came up behind me and suddenly embraced me. He was a heavy man,

given to heavy perspiration, and it wasn’t easy to slip out of his grasp. I had little patience with

his troubled soul then, but now I’m older and recognize the desperation he was expressing.

Dean was a devoted man; he isolated some truths about directing for me and taught a

particular craft of the stage, which helped me later in my work. I learned from him what the

directors of the Group Theatre never learned: that directing a play should not be thought of

simply as directing actors. Directing a play is an overall task, directing actors only a part of it. In

the end, I valued Alex Dean and liked him.The costume designer, Frank Poole Bevan, was a

fine man and a superb teacher from whom I learned a great deal. He was married, and I liked

his wife, Margo, very much. Whatever errant impulses Frank had—they were manifestly there—

he kept to himself. He was scholarly, rigorous, and precise about his work, taught a very well

organized course in the design and history of costume. I learned something priceless from him,

although I didn’t know it at the time: In another way, I was an outsider too, and I, too, would

learn to rely on my work.The other technical people—Don Oenslager, who taught scene design

and did many shows on Broadway, and Stanley McCandless, a pioneer in stage lighting—were

fine professionals, as were Phil Barber and Ed Cole, who taught scene building and stage

mechanics. It seemed that these men who dealt with external and mechanical problems were

more conventional in their personal lives. They did not have to deal with the storms of the soul.

In time they all wrote books that were hardheaded, specific, and useful.The acting teacher was

a lady named Constance Welch, who lived with her sister and as far as I knew had no sex life.

As I write this, I can’t say why the faculty’s intimate lives were so important to me; but they

were. Constance was a lovely woman, with a soft face and a delicate complexion. Peach. She

could have been quite desirable except for something curiously limp about her body, oversoft,

like a beautiful flowering plant that does best indoors and requires a stake to hold it up. She



taught acting entirely from the outside. The actor was to convey inner events by playing his

“vocal instrument.” Her method was the precise opposite of the “Method” later identified with

the Actors Studio.Constance had isolated the evidences of all the emotions in the voice and

breath. She would assign her classes specialized exercises: anger scenes, scenes of jealousy,

laughing scenes, crying scenes, scenes of fright, and so on, all to be conveyed with the use of

certain vocal and breathing patterns. She believed that imitating the exterior would produce the

interior feeling in the actor and in the audience. The result, it seemed to me, was mannered

performances, without spontaneity and fun, or the heat of true passion.Constance also taught

“standard speech,” to which she particularly hoped I’d devote myself since my speech was “so

New York.” I took this instruction as a joke. To go into a cafeteria on High Street late at night

and ask the Greek waiter behind the counter for a cup of “hahf and hahf” (that is, coffee with a

splotch of cream) was just too funny, a “camp.”No, I was determined to be myself. I balked

altogether at what I was plunged into at Yale. I was being offered for a model the kind of theatre

I liked least when I saw it: semi-English, classically sterile, mannered and polite, always

properly controlled. The actors I liked—there weren’t many: Jeanne Eagels—had feelings that

shook the theatre when they were released. The potential in depth of the human psyche was

never investigated at Yale.Actually what I preferred during those years was the musical theatre.

The Follies, George White’s Scandals, Eddie Cantor, Ed Wynn and Tom Patricola, Marilyn

Miller singing “Who?”—that was for me! That truly reached me and still does.What I did take to

at Yale was the scene shop—the smell of sawdust and the whirling power tools. I was

interested in the technique of lighting a show and in the operation of a switchboard. Designated

head carpenter, I built the turntable setting for A Winter’s Tale, once staying up seventy-two

hours without sleep. I’d never before been so committed to anything. Some way, it fitted in with

my role in the kitchens at Williams and at the dishwashing machine at Yale. Building, lighting,

costuming, stage management, the drills, the saws, the dye pots with their nostril-stinging tang:

I liked all that. It struck me that I might make a living working backstage—not in the acting and

directing side of the profession but in the “honest” crafts. I’d leave the rest to the kinks and the

deviates. For the first time in my life, I’d found a genuine capability and perhaps one where I

could do better than the other fellow. I was beginning to feel some confidence at last.Later in

life, when I’d become a furiously active theatre and film director, what I learned backstage at

Yale served me well. No technician could tell me something couldn’t be done; I’d very likely

done it. I wasn’t awed by the elite union carpenters or electricians in New York or in Hollywood.

Many directors were.There was also a sudden improvement in my sex life. At the end of my

four years at Williams, I not only hadn’t had a lover, I had no friends of the opposite sex;

women’s ways were a mystery to me. Something had even gone wrong between me and my

mother, she who’d been my devoted ally. Unexpectedly I’d begun to resent her closeness, as if

she were in some way responsible for making a proper relationship with a girl impossible for

me. I’ve found an old diary from those days: “Why does she come into my room so much? I’m

playing Beethoven and in she comes, sits there pretending to listen. She doesn’t really like

music. Then she’ll fiddle with the dials, making the record too loud, and ask me if that’s o.k.?

What could I say? And why does she pinch my arm that way? What does she expect of me?”I

wonder now if she was aware that I was pulling away from her. My impatience was unfair.

Mother was forty-four years old at this time and beginning to lose her hearing. She had no life

with my father. Full of unused love, she’d fallen to the status of a housekeeper. And there must

have been another reason for her intruding on me; she must have felt that something was

going wrong, and not knowing how she might help, she’d offer this inarticulate, sometimes

clumsy support.But once I was at Yale, relief came quickly, and from a surprising source. I was



suddenly taken on by the wife of a rabbi, in whose house I’d looked for a room before deciding

to move in with my friend Alan. This lady overcame my hesitations and my shyness, and turned

up some passion in me. The connection didn’t last long, since she was monitored by a

devoted, older husband. But now I’d had a taste and began to look around for more.My

roommate, Alan, meantime had found a sweetheart in the playwrights class; her name was

Molly Thacher. They were in love and delighting in each other. Alan’s happiness depressed me.

I was alone weekends. When there wasn’t work in the shop or on stage, I’d have nothing to do

but drink. My soul problems made it difficult for me to read. I’d go to a film by myself, then drink

—by myself or at parties, where I was indifferent to everyone. There was as great a jumble of

sexual preference among the students as among the faculty. They’d gather in masses, not

couples, around a bathtub full of “alky” and spirits of juniper.I can recall nights that spring when

at two or three in the morning, dead drunk, I’d be leaning across the sill of my open window

and crying in great, coarse-throat jags. I didn’t know what was wrong with me. Despite my new

interest in the backstage crafts, I was living a life without satisfaction and was given to black

silences or murderous rages. I’d go to a party, behave sullenly, then leave to be alone in my

misery. I was a vagabond in the city, wandering its streets at night without purpose or direction.

Lovers passing left me sick. One night I dreamed I was born again, good-looking. My scalp

itched constantly; I was convinced I would soon be bald. I passed out at a party from a bellyful

of bathtub gin and woke at dawn lying on a garbage dump, five miles south of town. I was

nearing the end of a road; you might have thought me beyond saving. I needed luck.

Soon.When school broke for the summer, Alan decided to go to Europe alone, and Molly drove

off to her family’s cabin on the shore of Blue Mountain Lake in the Adirondacks. I didn’t think

the separation odd until a few months later, when I looked back on it. I didn’t want to go to my

parents’ home, so I took a job at the Toy Theatre in Atlantic City. It was a tiny place built over

the swampy side of a bay at the southern end of the town. Its owner and operator was a rather

mysterious Mexican homosexual, who’d saddled himself with the task of putting on a new

production of an old “success” every week. A hell of a lot of work; he needed my help.A

photograph from that time shows me looking foreign but not “dashing.”It was the first directing

I’d done out of school; I learned to get on a play in six days. It consumed my unused energy

and gave me confidence that if I ever chose to, I could do anything I wanted in the theatre. I

had not only to direct a pickup bag of actors but to provide some kind of setting and light it. I

remember the first time I heard an audience roar with laughter at one of my directorial

shenanigans; I began to get the idea that I could pull people into a theatre.Naturally I took up

with the pretty, blond leading lady. The affair continued until a day when I went to the theatre at

a time not prearranged and discovered “my girl” in the grip of another young woman, deep in

the rumble seat of her roadster. I was surprisingly unaffected by this romantic misadventure; I

was accustomed to lesbians—the Yale Drama School had its share. I quickly found another

actress, continued working without intermission. By the end of the summer I’d become

proficient in marshaling a mediocre cast into a mediocre production, quickly and

effectively.Looking back, I seem to have been living at that time in an isolation no outside event

could penetrate. The Great Depression was all around me. Those were the hungry years when

there were long lines of the unemployed and the underfed in the big cities, and back in the hills,

country people were eating wild greens. Bread lines, soup kitchens, uncontrolled floods,

devastating droughts, migrant workers moving north and west, homeless families in urban

slums, general despair, all meant nothing to me. A neurotic is so entirely concerned with his

own problems, he can’t look through the walls of the box in which he’s locked himself.I went

back to Yale in September of 1931 because I had nowhere else to go and nothing better to do.



I had the “I ain’t got no money” blues. Alan returned from Europe and Molly came down from

her lake in the Adirondacks. It soon became evident that there was trouble between them. I

didn’t know then and don’t know now what it was about—they’re both dead, so I can’t ask. I

became their go-between, carried notes back and forth, helping them to patch their quarrels. I

became emotionally involved in their love affair.Then it happened. I got lucky at last. Molly and I

became friends. She wrote a play and put me in it. I got to know her better. She developed

some kind of trust in me and, in so doing, woke what had been dying. One weekend we went

to New York City in her Ford coupe to see a play, The House of Connelly. Driving back, I

became aware of the way she was looking at me, with a longing more intense than any I’d ever

seen. She’d fallen in love. This heartened me enough so I could feel too. And make a move.

The following weekend, she and I drove from rehearsal into the country, stopping by the shore

of a lake far out of town and off the road. We’d brought a picnic supper but didn’t eat it. Night

came as we lay on the shore; a lopsided moon rose. We were lovers.I couldn’t live with Alan

now; I didn’t want to be anywhere except in Molly’s arms.She told him what had happened and

reported that he took it well.I used to run from my classes to her apartment, clamber through

the window because it was the shortest route to her embrace. I learned how precious is the

love of another person. I learned the joy of being entwined in bed every night. Molly’s

roommate moved out—in celebration, not in resentment. Molly and I were living together.One

day when I was in the scene shop nailing corner blocks, Alan came in, drunk. He had a large

screw in one hand and was scoring the top of his other hand with it. He showed me his bloody

mitt. I didn’t respond as he hoped; he was, I thought, behaving like a rejected lover—not hers,

mine. I didn’t like it.Molly came as a miracle. It had taken me some time after my graduation

from Williams to realize that the purpose of that college was not to instill information but to

create a certain type of elite individual. Because of Molly, I began to appreciate the qualities of

those Puritans: a live conscience, a stubborn mind, Common decency, independence of

thought, a lively and unremitting concern for our nation’s future, respect for democracy as a

political institution, plus an ideal of service in its behalf. Molly was the first person I’d met who

lived with an obligation to causes bigger than herself.What she meant to me was acceptance

by an indifferent and foreign society, racial and social acceptance. She completely relieved me

of the impression, ground into me over the years, that I was a member of an inferior group,

lucky to be where I was, lucky to be accepted at all, a freak, a mutt, a boy whose clothes

smelled of dishwater. When I was with Molly, I wasn’t an outsider. In the words my mother

spoke years later, after she’d come to know the girl, “Molly brought us into America.” Mother

meant our whole family, Molly had done that.She was to become more than a wife to me; she

was, for many years, a talisman of success. A deep and lasting artistic partnership was being

born. I came to rely on her judgment in scripts. She made up for my lacks in taste and savvy. I

gave her the energy and drive she needed. She was a person to whom, for many years, I felt I

owed everything.She loved me totally. And physically. She had long, slim fingers, tokens of

delicacy and tenderness, but a body surprisingly voluptuous. What came to be between us

grew out of desperate necessity—in her and in me. Need met need. Doubt sustained doubt. I

didn’t know I was capable of that kind of feeling. The corniest love songs sounded to me like

responsible reporting. Her well and mine had no bottom. When it came to my “deficiency,” she

reassured me completely. Axios! Axios! Worthy! Worthy! Nothing else existed. Certainly not my

studies. I was floating over the earth.My acne disappeared. My legs were not bowed after all.

When I walked I looked up off the ground at last, and what I saw looked good. Molly was my

cure.She believed I had talent. Beginning to believe it myself, I carried a pocket notebook and

wrote down my observations and thoughts as if they were important. I kept a diary. I swore I’d



never work eight hours a day; either twenty or nothing.Molly had made up her mind in the first

days of our acquaintance that I was gifted and bedeviled—and the man for her. She made it

her duty on earth to encourage, protect, support, and—in the end—tolerate me in whatever I

did. It nearly killed her, but she did not waver from her self-imposed duty, not once, not ever.

From the day we became lovers until the day she died, in 1963, I was—and our four children

became—Molly’s whole life. I was never again to know a love so unwavering. I was luckier than

I knew. Did I deserve it? I don’t ask that question.AT YALE I was going nowhere I wanted to go.

Working on scenes that had been done hundreds of times and were worn thin, or on new plays

that were imitations of old successes, stale even as entertainment, I saw that the work there

would lead to teaching acting/directing at another college’s dramatic department or to

accepting a post as producer in a community theatre. That was not what I wanted. Molly also

felt that two years with Baker were enough. A brighter and more experienced person than I,

she’d been editor in chief of the Vassar Miscellany and, while spending two years as a social

worker in the slum areas of New York City, had become involved in “progressive” causes. She

heard Roosevelt speaking as if it were to her, wanted to get back into the struggle and use her

gifts as a playwright to influence people. We both needed a passion and a cause; we both

decided to move on.Lee, Harold, and Cheryl in their primeIN the spring of 1932, I came down

from the Yale Drama School to meet the directors of the Group Theatre. I was lucky; the first

person I saw was Cheryl Crawford. Without the impression she made on me in her office in the

now-demolished Forty-eighth Street Theatre—mid-America plain talk, no glamour crap—I

might not have been able to get through my next encounter that day.“Sit down,” she said. “The

boys will see you soon.” The “boys” were Lee Strasberg and Harold Clurman, then aged thirty

years. I was twenty-two.When I walked into the murky, dormer-lit room where they were waiting

for me, Lee was sitting in a corner reading a newspaper—not an editorial or the latest on the

Great Depression; no, the sports page. He put the newspaper down with great reluctance when

I entered, and throughout the interview that followed, he’d swivel his eyes in its direction. I’d

interrupted something he clearly preferred to interviewing a saturnine young man of uncertain

race without the visible qualities an actor needs to make his way even in a theatre as off center

as the Group.Harold, seated behind a table, was actually looking at me. Or was he? I couldn’t

tell. His eyes were turned toward me, but like an owl’s at noon; they stared without blinking, and

I wasn’t sure they perceived. Then there was the curious behavior of his tongue; it kept poking

around the inside of his cheek. To what purpose? To no purpose. It was as if there were a joke

about me that he knew and I did not.After the kind of pause directors learn not to allow, Harold

said, “Well, tell us about yourself.” Whereupon he pushed his tongue against the inside of his

cheek, poked around a bit, then waited. Lee threw a greedy glance toward the sports page.The

“boys” were waiting for me to speak. I wondered if the theatre was the career for me. I couldn’t

remember anything about myself. Lee was now looking openly at his sports page. Harold was

stroking the stubble of his blue-black beard. I heard him mutter, “Forgot to shave.”Does this

sound like an exaggerated account, distorted by the day’s anxiety? It is. Neither of the “boys”

would have told it as I am. History is written by the last fellow at the typewriter.Sometimes my

bad temper saves me. I began to get peevish at the split attention I was receiving. I must have

sounded resentful as I made the effort to tell the “boys” my personal history. I knew I was

making a poor impression, but I hadn’t expected that the man who’d directed The House of

Connelly, a production I’d admired, would be so interested in box scores.Then Lee surprised

me even more. He spoke.“Tell us what you want,” he said. I thought his tone irascible.“In a quick

sentence or two, for chrissake?” I retorted. That to myself. What I said out loud was worse.

“What I want is your job,” I said. Out loud. Which was, to say the least, tactless. But I’d



abandoned all hope by then. “I mean I want to be a director,” the turtle said, retracting its

head.The effect of this bit of effrontery was startling. Harold’s eyes focused. His tongue lay at

ease on the bed of his mouth. Lee looked at me—a deadpan reaction, to be sure, but after all, I

was not a box score.In time I was sent back to Cheryl’s office, a snug harbor after a heavy sea.

“We’ll be in touch,” she said. Then an amazing thing happened. A week later, she got in touch.

A letter informed me I’d been accepted as an apprentice at the Group Theatre’s second

summer camp. Signed, Cheryl A. Crawford.I can recall my reaction: “They must be pretty hard

up for apprentices if they took me.”There was a bit of information in Miss Crawford’s letter that

created a problem. I’d be required to pay twenty dollars per week for board and room. This

sounds like a trifling sum today and it wasn’t a hell of a lot then, except for a young man whose

total savings on that day came to one hundred and twelve dollars and whose father’s patience,

with the Depression at its most brutalizing, was at an absolute nadir.I decided to go anyway; I’d

have five weeks sure; perhaps I’d find a way to improvise for the rest of the summer.ON JUNE

19, 1932, I checked in at Sterling Farms, Dover Furnace, New York, an apprentice at the

Group’s work camp. Alan Baxter arrived with me. Something in his character allowed our

friendship to continue; in his place I couldn’t have managed it. Assigned a room together, we

threw our gear on the narrow twin beds and went out to see the sights.I don’t know why it was

called Sterling Farms. Although it was verdant after the growth of spring, there was nothing of a

work farm about the place. Central in a cluster of buildings was a handsome two-story

structure, its white front mottled by the shadows of large maples. It contained a parlor, large for

a farm’s parlor but tight as a meeting place for a theatre troupe. Close by was a “barn,” again

not actually a working barn, but it did contain a large chamber, adequate for the company’s

rehearsals. There were two small dormitories—Alan and I were in one—a dining hall with a

kitchen, and on a hill apart from the rest of the buildings, a cottage with a view. Perhaps the

owner of Sterling Farms had once slept there.People were rolling in, young actresses and

actors, full of the joy of being alive and the anticipation of a summer of work. They’d been

bonded together, some only a year and a half but many longer. To judge from the way they fell

to catching up and teasing, they were delighted to be in one another’s company again—and

perhaps relieved that their theatre was continuing, not dissolving. None of the misery of the

nationwide Depression was evident. These young artists were playful as puppies.Now don’t

believe what follows. Don’t believe that the month of May, which had already passed, and which

is my favorite month because it is the burst of spring and the time of hope and promise, was

three months long that summer, that it was May all summer that summer. The air of the place

that May was sparkling and bright, as effervescent as soda. The camp twinkled with the games

and the mischief of eager young artists. Don’t believe that all the sounds that long, long May

were mellow and intimate, that there were no voices raised in rancor or rage, that everyone

liked everyone else, that the directors, when they spoke, never spoke that eloquently again, or

that the buzz of the actors eating supper together was never again as congenial. Don’t believe,

if you are determined to be realistic, that there was an aura over all the people as they arrived,

one that enlarged their talents and filled me with longing to become one of them. All that is how

I remember my first summer with the Group and why I quickly made up my mind that no matter

what it took in work and devotion, I’d hold on until I’d proved myself and become one of them. I

had a passion at last.Looking back now, I think of the people who were at Dover Furnace that

summer as mature, experienced actors, and they were. But the fact is they weren’t much older

than I. I remember that when I realized this, it gave me hope.We didn’t know any of them, so

Alan and I remained on the fringes of the clusters that kept forming, then bounding off into the

buildings that contained their sleeping accommodations. I noticed that many of them were



looking at Alan particularly, and for good reason: He was a tall, handsome young man, a “goy”

to boot, who came across as a potential leading man. I looked as if I’d gotten off at the wrong

station.Something mysterious began to happen as I studied the arriving company. Despite

feeling no confidence that I might be taken on as a member (what could they have thought of

me except that I’d come to work as a waiter, grounds keeper, or janitor?), nevertheless, for the

first time in my life, I didn’t feel outside. Even though they were all from a world within which I’d

never moved—Yale was never like this—still I felt that here were my own kind, a league of

outsiders, people not assimilated by the society, rebels, a bunch who, below the surface, had

their own off-center characteristics. They weren’t “regular” any more than I was. Perhaps I’d

found my own kind at last. If I had, my task was to make them feel I was their kind, before my

one hundred and twelve dollars ran out.I began to notice something else: that when I divested

them of the glamour with which I and distance had clothed them, they were “ordinary” people.

For instance, someone pointed out the boy—that’s all he was at twenty-nine—who was going

to play the leading role in Success Story, the play about to go into rehearsal and the production

on which the future of the Group hung. He had the thrusting, determined look of a street kid,

someone you might encounter on Second Avenue below Fourteenth Street, which is precisely

where you might have met him—and walked right on by. It took some time before I found out

that he was the crown prince of New York’s Jewish theatre, who had spent his life on- and

backstage, had all the stage confidence that that would provide, as well as another quality I

came to learn was essential in a leading man: He made you wonder what he was thinking. But

when I saw him for the first time, I judged him a rather ordinary person.Reconnoitering the

grounds, Alan and I found a swimming hole at the end of a path and, walking back,

encountered a plump young actor with fawn-colored skin. Going to swim, he had a towel over

his shoulder and an open book in his hands, which he was reading as he walked. When he

looked up and nodded, I could see the title: Left Wing Communism: An Infantile Disorder. The

author’s name was unfamiliar to me. The actor walked on, reading.A convertible of a bright

color gunned up the dusty dirt road leading to the camp, then sliced across a field to the

dormitory where Alan and I were to stay. I recognized the driver without recalling his name. He

was handsome as an Arrow collar ad, a beauty standard for men at that time. I’d seen him the

winter before, playing the leading role in The House of Connelly. At his side was a golden-

haired young woman, good-looking in an equally familiar way; she looked as if she’d been

kidnapped and was enjoying the adventure. As he helped her out of the car and into their

quarters, there was something mischievous about his expression, as if he were breaking a rule

his elders had written. He reminded me of the fraternity cutups to whom I’d served spiked

punch at Williams house parties. Now, without the dimension the play’s drama had lent him, he

seemed familiar to me, another “ordinary” person.All this deflating gave me hope. As they

arrived in camp, they stepped down into the world where I lived. It was as if I’d attended a

circus performance, been dazzled by the extraordinary skills and stunts of the artists, then

passed back into their living quarters, seen the performers out of costume and at their most

human, so not too different from me. But as these people became more like people I knew,

they raised a new question: What was that mysterious thing called talent they all possessed?

Did I possess it?A long summer’s twilight, and I came upon Harold Clurman stretched out on

the grass at the feet of an actress. In that posture he, too, seemed—the word is not fair, but I

was that surprised—ordinary. The actress was tall, with a handsome face built around a

Semitic nose, which, years later, compelled by a desperate desire to become a Hollywood star,

she would cause to be “bobbed,” while, on the same impulse, she changed her name from

Adler to Ardler.Clurman, it was evident, was dotty as a slave dog about the woman; she was



queen of the camp by his fiat. When she said something he—or she—thought witty, he’d burst

into laughter, then look about anxiously to see if the others clustered around his idol

appreciated her as much as they ought to.I spent more time watching these two than anyone

else. I had the impression that Harold was holding the actress rather against her will, that he

believed he had to be constantly flattering. Was she as slippery as he seemed to fear? The

anxious devotion he showed her gave him the aspect of a cuckold. The actors around the

couple watched Harold with amusement; he wasn’t above them, he was one of them, as

vulnerable to folly as anyone else in camp. In Stella’s court, Harold was the clown and like a

clown didn’t seem embarrassed by his behavior. Was this man, I asked myself, capable of

directing the course of a theatre?There was one exception to all my downgrading, and when

the dinner bell clanged, I watched him walk down the hill from the cottage above—the living

quarters, I’d gathered, of the camp’s elite. Descending like Zeus from Olympus, the other man

who’d interviewed me on the top floor of the Forty-eighth Street Theatre didn’t greet those he

passed. The camp had made him not more ordinary but more exceptional. He was

accompanied by his mistress, priestess to his worship. He seemed anything but anxious about

her, walked a little ahead as they strolled toward the dining hall at a pace he set. Apparently

Lee Strasberg was still involved in what he’d been studying when the dinner bell had

interrupted his work.In the next few days I was to discover that this unyielding remoteness was

habitual with Lee. He carried with him the aura of a prophet, a magician, a witch doctor, a

psychoanalyst, and a feared father of a Jewish home. He was the center of the camp’s

activities that summer, the core of the vortex. Everything in camp revolved around him.

Preparing to direct the play that was to open the coming season, as he had the three plays of

the season before, he would also give the basic instruction in acting, laying down the principles

of the art by which the Group worked, the guides to their artistic training. He was the force that

held the thirty-odd members of the theatre together, made them “permanent.” He did this not

only by his superior knowledge but by the threat of his anger.On the morning of December 7,

1941, when Pearl Harbor was sneak-bombed by the Japanese, Admiral Ernest King was

quoted: “Well, they’ve got themselves into a war. Now they need a son of a bitch to fight it.” He

was speaking of his government and meant himself. Sometimes only a tough, unyielding man

can do a job that’s for the good of all. Admiral King was necessary after Pearl Harbor, and Lee

Strasberg was necessary that summer in 1932. He enjoyed his eminence just as the admiral

would. Actors are as self-favoring as the rest of humanity, and perhaps the only way they could

be held together to do their work properly was by the threat of an authority they respected. And

feared.Clearly Lee thought so. He had a gift for anger and a taste for the power it brought him.

No one questioned his dominance—he spoke holy writ—his leading role in that summer’s

activities, and his right to all power. To win his favor became everyone’s goal. His explosions of

temper maintained the discipline of this camp of high-strung people. I came to believe that

without their fear of this man, the Group would fly apart, everyone going in different directions

instead of to where he was pointing.I was afraid of him too. Even as I admired him.Lee was

making an artistic revolution and knew it. An organization such as the Group—then in its

second year, which is to say still beginning, still being shaped—lives only by the will of a fanatic

and the drive with which he propels his vision. He has to be unswerving, uncompromising, and

un-adjustable. Lee knew this. He’d studied other revolutions, political and artistic. He knew what

was needed, and he was fired up by his mission and its importance.TO MY surprise, it was

Harold who spoke on the first night, roaring defiance at the rest of the theatre world, relighting

the fire for the members: what the Group meant, what it was destined to do, what position it

must fill in American society. He was inspiring by the fervor of his passion as well as by the



validity of what he said. New to this degree of emotionalism—Harold’s face, as it filled with

blood, looked as if it might burst—I was uncomfortable at first. Was this hysteria or was it

inspiration? Was Harold showing off?Looking back, having heard Harold speak again and

again over the years, I do feel he enjoyed impressing people with how volcanic his emotions

were, but I do not denigrate this; it was necessary. A theatre, particularly a company committed

to permanence, stays together only by an act of faith inspired by its leaders. That year, idealism

was our answer to the Great Depression. Comradeship buffered us in a society many of us, for

one reason or another, considered hostile. The Group was possible because it came at a time

of hardship, it offered dignity and faith to young actors, but also because there was no

alternative—no soap operas, no TV films, no big-budget commercials, no voice-over quick

bucks.But it was possible above all because Harold was able to make us believe that a Group

Theatre was the only course that would give our lives worth. He tore down the star system,

proclaimed the theatre a collective art where all involved must work together toward a common

goal. He called the theatre he advocated “an ideologically cemented collective.” He taught

ethics for the theatre artist, spoke words the masters of religion have used, railed in the grand

manner of a visionary, calling into being what does not exist. I believed that a great theatre had

been born and that it would be unlike any other that existed in this country. When he was

through, I was an altered man.It’s said that Harold founded the Group Theatre. It’s more

accurate to say that he articulated the ideas that formed it. Someone else (Lee, Cheryl) did the

day-to-day work; everyone in camp knew that and accepted it. In the next days, I was to find

that Harold was rather looked down upon by the actors even as they admired him. He was a

talker, they said, not a doer, and would never make it as a play director. Great rhetorical

outbursts seem show-off when they aren’t followed by action. If Harold was a prophet, he was

not capable of making his visions come true—so it was believed. Cheryl and Lee had the same

opinion the actors did. Lee patronized Harold, characteristically, by defending him, as if Harold

could have status only because Lee stood behind him.THE NEXT day, Lee put the Group

people to work: the classes in the art of acting. Everything he taught was opposite to the

instruction I’d listened to at Yale. Two young actresses, apprentices as I was, did a scene.

When they were through, they looked to him for judgment. He said nothing. They waited. He

stared at them. His face gave no hint of what he thought, but it was forbidding. The two

actresses began to come apart; everyone could see they were on the verge of tears. Silence is

the cruelest weapon when someone loves you, and Lee knew it. Finally one of them, in a voice

that quavered, asked, “Lee, what did you think?” He turned his face away, looked at the other

actors present. No one dared comment for fear of saying the wrong thing and having Lee turn

on them. Finally, speaking quietly, he asked the stricken actress, “Are you nervous and

uncertain now?” “Yes, yes,” one actress said. “More than you were in the scene you played?”

Lee asked. “Yes.” “Much more?” “Yes, much more.” “Even though the scene you did was

precisely about such nervousness and you’d worked hard to imitate it?” “Oh, I see, I see,” the

actress said, getting Lee’s point that now they were experiencing the real emotion whereas

before they’d been pretending. He wanted the real emotion, insisted on the “agitation of the

essence,” as it was called, wouldn’t accept less.At his classes in the technique of acting, Lee

laid down the rules, supervised the first exercises. These were largely concerned with the

actor’s arousing his inner temperament. The essential and rather simple technique, which has

since then been complicated by teachers of acting who seek to make the Method more

recondite for their commercial advantage, consists of recalling the circumstances, physical and

personal, surrounding an intensely emotional experience in the actor’s past. It is the same as

when we accidentally hear a tune we may have heard at a stormy or an ecstatic moment in our



lives, and find, to our surprise, that we are reexperiencing the emotion we felt then, feeling

ecstasy again or rage and the impulse to kill. The actor becomes aware that he has emotional

resources; that he can awaken, by this self-stimulation, a great number of very intense feelings;

and that these emotions are the materials of his art.Lee taught his actors to launch their work

on every scene by taking a minute to remember the details surrounding the emotional

experience in their lives that would correspond to the emotion of the scene they were about to

play. “Take a minute!” became the watchword of that summer, the phrase heard most often, just

as this particular kind of inner concentration became the trademark of Lee’s own work when he

directed a production. His actors often appeared to be in a state of self-hypnosis. When he

directed a love scene, the “lovers” would seem to be not altogether aware of whom they were

with but, instead, involved with their own inner state. There’d be no hint of how they proposed

to consummate their love.When Harold began, three years later, to direct the company Lee had

trained, he had some difficulties. Once, when asked repeatedly by an actor what the motivation

in a love scene was, Harold is said to have burst out with: “Why, you want to fuck her, that’s

your motivation.” Harold was a complicated man, but he didn’t choose to make things more

complicated than they were.During the summer of 1932, I completely subscribed to Lee’s

method. I used to collect my useful memories in a notebook, tabulating these experiences so I

could look through them, as through a file, and find the emotion a scene needed and how to

awaken it. This collection was called “The Golden Box,” and I still have the notebook, with my

store of emotions in it.After an actor had played a scene, Lee would ask, “What were you trying

to do?” Immediately the actor found himself on the defensive, with an explanation demanded.

The judge at this trial was sometimes a “hanging judge.” There was little joy in Lee’s work—

only guilt for the deviants and a kind of psychological restriction, which made a wild fling into

experiment, humor, or fantasy impossible.But that first summer, Lee and his method went

unchallenged. When his judgment was questioned, his lips would tighten and the color would

go from his face. Everyone could see that an explosion was coming. Often it did come. Actors

succumbed to his emotionalism, even admired it. Facing his wrath, few would stand up for what

they’d done. Gradually they became masochists; many seemed particularly to enjoy a good

scolding from him. Lee was God almighty, he was always right, only he could tell if an actor had

had it—the real thing—or not. To win Lee’s favor and the reassurance it would convey was

everyone’s goal. No one doubted Lee those first months; I certainly didn’t.I WORKED like a

beaver; every morning, happy and eager, I did my “sense memory” exercises like prayers at

dawn; my “matins” they were: shaving without a razor or soap, feeling cold sitting in the

summer sun, smelling a lemon, then smelling the space where the lemon had been held to my

nostrils, still smelling the lemon … And so on. I did scenes with everyone who’d have me,

asking everyone to work with me except those actors rehearsing Success Story with Lee.

Fighting for my life, I was trying to impress the people of the Group, where I’d never tried to

impress anyone before.After a few weeks of work, I began to have an idea of what the artistic

leaders there, the directors and the veteran actors, thought of me. The verdict was unfavorable:

“Kazan has a great deal of energy but no actor’s emotion.” No emotion! A strange judgment to

pass on a young man who was a closet hysteric. But I had it from a number of sources. It

depressed me. Was I an emotional cripple? Was I inhibited from revealing the emotion that I

certainly had in abundance? Why couldn’t they see it? What was wrong with me?While I was

worrying about this, my one hundred and twelve dollars ran out.I called Molly for advice. She

was spending the summer in the cabin in the Adirondacks, trying to write a play. She sounded

worried, told me to rush up there, she missed me, she missed me badly. I was tempted, of

course. I’d been celibate for five weeks. I said I’d think it over and decide.I decided. I told Harold



I wasn’t leaving the camp. His reaction, I was to learn, was characteristic: He showed no

reaction. He left getting rid of me to others. He made no effort to help me stay. I suppose he

had other problems and found it difficult to be tough. This gave me time. I went to the man who

ran the dining room and kitchen, and I lucked out. He could indeed use another waiter. When

Clurman looked up and saw me in a white coat, bringing him chopped liver, he took that as a

matter of course too. Perhaps, I thought, he considers this a more suitable profession for me.I

determined to challenge the judgment that I lacked talent as an actor. I did more exercises to

intensify my stage concentration. I did others to heighten my sensory awareness. I didn’t let my

“Golden Box” rest idle. I did voice exercises to rid myself of the specifically New York street

accent. I did fencing, in case I might be called on to play Laertes. (Laertes! My God, was I

crazy?) I never missed a body class. The person in charge of this training was Helen Tamiris.

Her specialty was something called the pelvic thrust, an exercise she must have come upon

during her bed games. On the down part of the movement, standing above me, she’d put her

foot on my spine and press. Her footprint is still on my back. And I can still recall her voice

screaming, “The floor is your friend!” as she pushed me down.I sat at the feet of Lee and

Harold, literally; wrote down everything they said. Harold opened my eyes to the importance of

theatre in a society, that it had an obligation, particularly in our time of national emergency,

which was to voice the concerns of the people in the audience. Theatre, he said, was not just a

pastime between supper and bed. In the twentieth century, it must serve a purpose close to

what it had in the pre-Christian Greek world, as a “pop” religion. It had to be an awakening and

a reassurance for the masses when they saw their own dilemmas acted out.Lee explored for

us the work of a theatre I knew nothing about: the Russian theatre. In his cottage on the hill, he

had a cell where a small man worked, a “slavey,” who spoke to no one but Lee. This man was

translating a series of books on the theatres of Vakhtangov and Meyerhold, both “studios,”

offshoots of the Moscow Art Theatre of Stanislavski. Lee was especially enthused over the

work of Meyerhold, and he described to us, in scene-by-scene detail, the master’s productions

of Camille and The Inspector General. He showed us photographs and drawings of the unusual

settings. I was fascinated. Theatre, I saw, did not have to be a realistic art. Leave that to

films.When he described a scene of courting lovers played from opposite ends of a seesaw as

it stroked up and down, we all got the idea. Meyerhold did not depend on words. He spoke

through bold inventions of theatre actions, close to dance. Lee quoted Meyerhold: “Words are

decorations on the hem of the skirt of action.” And another: “The actor no longer occupies the

leading place upon the stage. The director will determine all life there.” I was never to forget

these two sentences. Lee also introduced me to the idea of what he called the “subtext,” which

describes what happens underneath and sometimes contrary to what is spoken. “The subtext

is the play,” he said. I repeated this fifty years later to the playwrights/directors group at the

Actors Studio.Above all, Lee expressed his own hopes to us, what he as a director hoped one

day to do with the Group. It was a grand perspective. We would together create great ensemble

productions with daring theatre visions that went far beyond realism and naturalism. We might

have to develop these groundbreakers from plays that were often mediocre—but so had Meyer-

hold. The best that our contemporary playwrights could offer was short of Lee’s visions of

theatre. But we’d do it, create total theatre, combining all the arts of actors’ techniques that we

were learning as well as all the experiences of the great theatre of Russia, which he was

studying and bringing to us.There was an irony in this, which I didn’t understand until later. Lee

was a deeply introspective man and restrained in his physical expression, not flamboyant, not

free. His directorial effects were intense, but they were always rigidly expressed. There was

nothing of the circus about the man, and he was not, at that time, a performer himself. He had



no facility for stage movement; the man he’d chosen for his ideal and his inspiration, V. E.

Meyerhold, was his opposite. No choreographer was ever bolder. It’s dangerous when an artist

chooses a goal for which he is not equipped or temperamentally suited. But Lee persisted, year

after year, planning productions in his mind that he could not and did not accomplish. Right up

until his very last years, whenever I’d visit him at his Central Park West apartment, he’d find an

occasion to pull me aside and speak of his hopes and dreams, unrealistic and poetic

productions that he’d direct in daring ways that Broadway had never seen. As he’d tell me

about his plans, I’d keep a straight face, while my feelings were concern and pity. I knew by

then that nothing would come of Lee’s visions.Lee and Harold were men of size, and I owe

both of them more than I can say; they gave a direction to my life when I was adrift. I learned a

lot from them, directly and from observing them live out their lives. I admired one always and

felt for the other always. At a crucial time in my life, I was lucky to have them as friends. I

believe both died with a secret ache in their hearts, Harold from not having created the

permanent theatre he’d spoken of so often and so eloquently, Lee from having become famous

in a way that was not the way of his dearest dreams. Perhaps Lee didn’t know this; I believe he

did. So it goes in America: great plans in youth, realism at the end.YOU MUST be wondering

about my strange way of telling a story, constantly shifting around, twisting back and forth in

time even though my life has been lived as yours is being lived, in a progression of days. What

I’m doing is unraveling a great tangle of twine, found in an old basket at the bottom of a dark

closet. There are many strings, balled together. I pull on one; it yields, then binds. I pull harder;

it gives a little more, bringing up with it another string, of another size, color, and texture. So the

strands of my life intermingle; they cannot be separated into a succession of “and then I dids.” I

can only offer you various lengths extracted from various times in the jumble of my days, none

completely free of all others, none unattached. Recounting bare events explains little;

meanings come from connections—and from endings. Associations, turning up like the dummy

card in stud poker, bring triumph, regret, and understanding. The links of meaning are always

more relevant than those of time. For this reason, events that took place fifty years ago stand

out vividly in my memory, whereas I can’t remember what I did last week. I do not hope to

untangle the whole ball; it is snarled and knotted and mildewed by time. To know it

all … Whoever has? Who can?I’ve often thought: Oh, if I could only have looked ahead and

seen the consequences of what I was about to do. But the evidence of the cost of each step

into the unknown—what might be gained, what lost—was all there, just below the surface. I

didn’t look long enough or hard enough, or I didn’t dare look at all.For instance, how did I come

to marry a saint?When I use that dreadful word “saint,” I don’t mean without fault. God, no! I

mean a creature guided by a faith and committed to absolutes. Saints walk straight into a fire.

Blind to alternatives, they are difficult creatures for their associates and for themselves.

Especially the last, as you’ll see.In midsummer of 1932, this saint found herself pregnant and

unmarried, a more serious matter in 1932 than in 1988.She informed me of her condition over

the phone to the Group Theatre’s work camp. It hadn’t been easy to get through from the

Adirondacks, where she was vacationing with her mother. The Group’s phone hung in the hall

just outside the dining room, where, in my starched white coat, I was serving dinner to a

fractious group of actors, so it was impossible for me to ask questions. She was able to tell me

the fact and little more. Well, what more was there to tell?A couple of days later, I received a

letter. She’d been taking suppressed-menstruation pills. When I saw her later, she showed

them to me. If they’d moved, I’d have believed them big black beetles; as it was, they suggested

magic, not medicine. Molly said in her letter that she’d given up on them.I knew how it had

happened. A week before we left Yale and New Haven for good, she drove me to



Poughkeepsie in her Ford coupe to show me Vassar College; she wanted me to know

everything about her life there. There were no interstates in those days, and we made the trip

over a winding blacktop without a center line. Happy, bubbling over, she was telling tales about

her collegemates, then looking at me for my reaction, so she did not see the rabbit until the

instant before she ran it over.When she stopped and looked back, the animal was squirming

around and around in one place, as if trying to free itself from the grip of something malignant it

couldn’t see. Molly didn’t look back again.I got out of the car and walked to where the rabbit lay

on the black tar. I could see it was finished and didn’t know what I could do for it except put an

end to its pain. A rock out of a stone wall did that. I slid my foot under the warm, limp body and

lifted it onto the turf at the side of the road.Back in the car, I found Molly hysterical. She couldn’t

go on driving, so I took over, but her tears wouldn’t stop. Was she taking the incident as an

omen about us? She was shaking, so I pulled off the road and helped her out of the car. I led

her over a wall of old gray stones; I remember we had to pick a way through a splendid stand

of poison ivy and into a large open field. Two cows watched from a far corner. The spring of the

year—May!—was in its glory, field flowers everywhere. An apple tree was sporting its blooms.

We lay down under it. Overhead, bees were at work, and when Molly was quiet at last, we

could hear their buzzing.Her cheeks had their special high pink. When she opened her moist

eyes, they glistened. She looked at me as women do when you’re the only comfort they

want.I’d always been very careful, even when she’d wanted me not to be. This time her anguish

held me to her and her arms. Then her legs clasped and lifted. When it came to that time, she

wouldn’t let go.Two months later, when I had her letter, I felt—to use the word girls use

—“caught.” I regarded her pregnancy as a threat to my freedom. I resented it. I didn’t want to

leave camp; I’d scheduled scenes to show in class. A trip away would interrupt my voice and

body work. I was straining to prove myself indomitable. The time for a verdict from the Group

directors was coming near. I was grinding my teeth at night.A friend had recommended an

abortionist to Molly, and she went to see him. “I don’t like the man,” she wrote me. “He is little

and cheap and lied to me. He wants all of $300 with $10 extra if I stay overnight. He doesn’t

urge this, says I could leave at four or five. But $300!”Unhappy with the abortionist’s character

and his price, she went back to her friend. “I’ve been talking to ‘A,’ ” she wrote, “she thinks she

can jew the man down.” (Molly’s politicization was yet to begin.)” ‘A’ says that guys in that game

are a race apart, all call you ‘dear’ and most of them have dirty fingernails. This doctor, she

says, has a long record of experience and is counted very skillful.”Abortions were illegal in the

thirties, but they were tolerated by the rule of convenience. This particular man was what Molly

didn’t trust in a doctor—jovial. He made flippant remarks; to reassure her, I suppose. But he

misjudged the girl; his manner had the opposite effect. Nevertheless she decided to go ahead

with him and went to his office on West End Avenue for a preliminary examination. “The more I

see of that damned doctor,” she wrote me, “the less I like him. His office is dingy and the table

covered with dust. I didn’t know where to put my bloomers when I took them off. I hated his

hands on me; he didn’t wear gloves. I was nervous and mad at being in that position. Anyway,

we made a date, Friday, at ten-thirty in the morning.”I wrote and asked if she wanted me to go

with her.“Yes, I do want you there and to stay through the next day, please,” she answered. “I

have to go to the Bowery Savings Bank first to get the cash. It’s the one opposite Grand

Central and I’ll wait for you at ten o’clock by the side door. Then we’ll go to where it’s going to

be done, at a ‘sanatorium’—what’s that?—10 West 123rd Street. Is that in Harlem? I keep

thinking of girls with less money, what do they do?”I met her outside the Bowery Savings Bank

and she gave me the three hundred dollars to hold. Then we went uptown, where I waited in

the anteroom. It was a hot day. My shirt was soaked through. “Why do you look so worried?”



the receptionist said. Her legs were bulky in white stockings, and when she crossed them her

skirt rode up, giving the place an air of impropriety. “It’ll be over before you know it,” she said.It

was quick. Molly couldn’t wait to get out, and we left at four. We went to the apartment of her

friend; Molly got right into bed and told me to get in with her. She looked wan, whether from

fear or loss of blood I didn’t know. The pallor and her helplessness had an appeal for me. I was

ready to make love to her. This reassured her. Although she was very sleepy, she asked about

the Group. I told her how impressed I was with Lee Strasberg and Harold Clurman, then tried

to tell her the ideas behind the organization and how loyal the members were. I hadn’t learned

yet that any unqualified opinion, positive or negative, brought a doubting response from

Molly.“What keeps them all together?” she asked.“The idea,” I answered. “And the

directors.”“Don’t they get better offers? For other plays? Even movies?”“Sure. Some of them.

But they don’t take them.”“Really? Why not?”“Because they hero-worship Clurman and

Strasberg.”“Hero-worship!”“Yes. Wait until you hear them speak.”“You too?”I ducked the

question.“Don’t you do any hero-worshipping,” she warned.I told her how discouraged I was

about the Group’s opinion of me. “You won’t be kicked out,” she said. “Stop all that yammering.

You’re good. I know it. And they will shortly.” Having delivered herself of this unqualified

reassurance, she fell asleep. In repose, she looked like a saint. The next morning she gave me

money to get back to camp.She wrote me immediately. “This is just to reassure you if you need

it. I feel very much at peace and glad we did it. I’m pleased with you and pleased with me and

happy about us.”But I brought a contrary feeling back to camp. I was clenched in a ball like a

porcupine, sharp quills protecting soft undersides. I’d had a narrow escape. Only by her

goodness and generosity had I regained my freedom. She could have pressured me into

marriage and I would have yielded. The abortion had saved me. I had to be careful now. Christ,

I hadn’t begun to live! Why tie myself down too early? I hadn’t seen the world or “the field”

yet.I’d better think. I had no job, no prospects. I couldn’t wait on table the rest of my life. I hadn’t

been taken into the Group and there was no indication that I might be. I had no money. Where

would I go after the Group summer? Home? Hell, no! I recalled a visit my uncle A. E. (“Joe”)

Kazan had paid to my father’s store. After watching me unfold a rug instead of rolling it up, he’d

yelled, “Hey, George, you got a dead one here!” Father had not defended me. Even Mother

seemed discouraged now about my future. What the hell did I suppose I’d ever get to be? An

actor? With my looks? I’d better face the truth before something happened with Molly again.

The truth was that we were completely different people. The truth was that she was brighter

than I, an intellectual too. I had no shape as a person yet. The only faith I’d ever found was in

the Group Theatre and its leaders. I resented her questioning the Group, but I had no

confidence in my own future there. My experience in their camp had revived the feeling I used

to have, that I was essentially a “good-for-nothing.” I heard my father’s voice and had, as

always, an aftertremor of fear.I determined not to gamble again. I’d break it off. Okay. Decided!

But there was this: In all the world, Molly was my only loyal and understanding friend, the last

and the most perceptive of a succession of women—my mother, Lucy, my grandmother, Miss

Anna B. Shank, and now Molly—who’d supported me. Alone in my cot at night, I longed for

her.THE ONE thing any ambitious outsider seeking recognition in an alien society cannot

tolerate is to be trapped in an enclosure where the gate is locked and he doesn’t have the key.

The freedom to choose my next step is what I live by. Anything that threatens this freedom

throws me—still!—into a fury. There’ve been times in my life when, feeling trapped in a

relationship, a job, or a situation, even when everything seemed to be going well, I’ve kept a

valise packed and ready for an abrupt departure. I’ve also—I still do this—kept complete sets

of clothes, suits, shirts, hats, shoes, underwear, in at least two places and sometimes three.



Another confession: I maintain small bank accounts in Athens, Paris, and Zurich. Ready in

case. Of what? I don’t know exactly. Ready. I once had more, in London, Istanbul, and Los

Angeles—small accounts of no consequence, carfare. I’ve been obsessed all my life with the

possibility that flight might suddenly be necessary. I feel safer when I’m ready for it.Twelve

years after that summer at Dover Furnace, I directed a play on Broadway by Franz Werfel and

S.N. Behrman, entitled Jacobowsky and the Colonel. The play had a most personal meaning

for me, and perhaps for this reason, I seem to have done it well. It concerned a little Jew, a

mercantile man who, as the German armies bore down on Paris, was trying desperately to

escape with his life by staying ahead of the advancing Nazis. This man’s whole life had been a

series of wriggles out of danger.From this chain of experience there came to be in the soul of

Jacobowsky a kind of enforced optimism, expressed in a speech I’ve never forgotten:“My poor

mother, wise woman that she was, always used to say that no matter what happens in life,

there are always two possibilities. For example, right now it is a dark moment, yet even now

there are two possibilities. The Germans, either they will come to Paris or they’ll jump to

England. If they don’t come to Paris, that’s good. But if they should come to Paris, again there

are two possibilities. The Germans, either they will put us in a good concentration camp or in a

bad concentration camp. If in a good concentration camp, that’s good, but if they put us in a

bad concentration camp, there are still two …” And so on.Perhaps Sam Behrman also made

some connection between me and his character, because he dedicated the play to

me.Jacobowsky, played by a forgotten genius, Oscar Karlweis, reminded me of my father, even

down to the splay-footed walk and the shuffle of his trouser bottoms. My father had kept himself

and his family just ahead of a series of threats, massacres, and takeovers, going from Kayseri,

in mid-Anatolia, to Constantinople, from there to Berlin, then getting out of Germany in 1913,

back to Constantinople, and from there to New York, just before an event—the First World War

—that would have ruined him and his family.Any man who comes out of a climate of

oppression has to learn to keep an eye on the back door and make sure it remains unlocked,

to know the “right” people, to ease his way out of trouble before it becomes life-threatening,

and to avoid all fights. Such a man lives by his wits—which are, because they’ve had to be,

extra sharp. Cunning is his muscle and his bulletproof vest.I’m such a man. I’ve always felt in

danger. I’ve never felt totally secure, even when I was most successful and every author

wanted me to direct his new play. I’ve thought affluence uncertain and praise temporary. I am

obsessively aware that money in the bank leaks, that it shrinks. I don’t trust the state—

whichever state. Do you? Really? I fear authority. I don’t believe that those who exercise it will

continue to be friendly. I trust authority—to be unfriendly. I feel I will be apprehended as much

for my thoughts as for past deeds and omissions. I’ve done nothing for which I might be

arrested, but that doesn’t seem to make any difference.Even today, when I’m modestly affluent

and recognized as a man of some achievement, I will be driving along or walking the streets or

sitting at dinner, and suddenly I’ll find myself in the grip of a fantasy in which I am defending

myself—actually speaking the words, trying to wash myself of guilt. The police have me! I

protest my innocence. I contest their accusations. The actors I’m working with are questioning

my directions. I slam into them, challenging them with my reasons. My wife, the present one,

who loves me entirely, or the one before her, who loved me less, is accusing me of some

marital misdemeanor. True or false? Either way, I fight off the accusation. It seems I am

constantly defending myself against an accusation of one kind or another. And I’ve been doing

it all my life.I feel like apologizing to the world. Can any of you readers understand that? I doubt

it. “You think because you’ve been lying in a ditch for fifteen minutes,” Jacobowsky says, “you

know what it is to be me. It’s not so simple. When I get up, the ditch follows me.”Yes, of course



there are others like me, many. You have to admire men like this despite certain disagreeable

qualities they have. The qualities you don’t like are those that helped them escape and readapt

and survive in new surroundings. I didn’t like Kurt Weill personally—this after doing two shows

with him, in which I found him always swinging to whoever had the most power—but I did

admire his ability to make good in a new country, this one, and to adapt himself to the

requirements of our musical theatre. If, when he left Germany, he’d landed in Java instead of

the United States, within a year he’d have been writing Javanese temple music and receiving

praise from their high priests. If he’d been dumped on an African savannah, he’d quickly have

mastered the tribal drum!Sam Spiegel survived many failures and endured to make some of

the most adventurous and successful pictures in film history. He would go down but always rise

again. His guiding principle—expediency, doing whatever was necessary—proved a great help

in negotiations with Hollywood executives. He learned, for instance, to lie without a betraying

tremor of his facial muscles; I’ve seen that. Hardships honed these men’s cleverness; I’ve met

none sharper.During the production of a film, Sam sometimes seemed like a cheap bully, alert

to whose ass it would benefit him to kiss and whose to kick for an advantage. At other times

Sam came on as a most intelligent and cultured man, thoroughly gentled by civilization. Which

was he? Both. He learned to make lightning-fast changes in protective skin coloring. He had to

learn or not survive. I was never able to dislike Sam, despite the urging of some people close

to me; in fact, I’ve always enjoyed his company.I consider myself rigorously moral—moral

enough, in fact, to admit this: There is one thing I’ve lied about consistently, and that is my

relationships to women out of wedlock. I have again and again lied to my wives about this. I

don’t know how else to handle this problem, and I don’t think you or anyone else does.I’ve also

occasionally lied to playwrights when they’ve offered me a play to direct that I’ve liked but with

qualifications that were negative. I’d not mention those qualifications; I’d pretend I liked the play

more than I did. I don’t know how else to handle this problem either. Are you feeling morally

superior to me? I’ve also often smiled at actors after run-throughs so that they’d believe they

were making progress. If I’d shown them the concern I was feeling, they’d have had a serious

setback. I know that all conditions in the term of a rehearsal are temporary. A director should

not allow his feelings of doubt and despair to be seen; he’s supposed to be a center of calm in

a whirlwind of uncertainty. So why discourage actors? There’s enough doubt in their bellies

without a director adding to it.I’ve met a few people in the theatre who’ve been absolutely

truthful at all times. Just as I was an outsider by birth and by family history, Molly was an

insider. She never doubted her place in life. For her there were never two possibilities; there

was only one. As I was Jacobowsky’s son, she was the daughter of a corporation lawyer who

commuted on the same train every morning from South Orange, New Jersey, to a massive oak

desk in Wall Street. Molly’s great-grandfather was president of Yale University. I slipped around

the edges of conflicts; Molly stood upright in the center of storms. I learned to compromise

when I was young and so avoid confrontation. Molly’s principles permitted no deviation from

her obligation to what was right. She felt it was her business to speak out on anything she felt. I

was born knowing that things could never be perfect. Perfection was Molly’s standard for her

life. She never wavered and she never changed, rather became more rigid as the years

passed.In time I was to develop an ardent admiration for her Yankee intransigence—in her and

in her children. But it took time.In our years together, she would read the plays I was offered to

direct as they came to me and volunteer her judgment and criticism. She was often of great

help to me. I knew what she’d give me was her truth regardless of what it cost her to say it. But

it wasn’t enough for her to state her opinion and offer her suggestions in great detail to the

author of the play, to have him listen, nod, and reply, “Yes, yes, I’ll certainly think about all that,



thank you very much,” and so on. He had to do something about her criticisms, or he’d hear

from her again.Looking back, I must believe that a compulsive demand for perfection in things

can be neurotic and destructive, especially in the field where we worked. One must do one’s

best and at a certain point say, “I’ve done all I can; I’m not going to make this better.” I’ve

noticed that the best pieces of writing for the theatre I’ve known are complete at birth. The first

draft had it—or didn’t. In both Streetcar Named Desire and Death of a Salesman, I asked the

author for no rewriting, and rehearsals didn’t reveal the need for any. Those plays were born

sound. The work, the struggle, the self-flagellation, had all taken place within the author before

he touched his typewriter. Usually when there is a lot of tampering and fussing over a

manuscript, there’s something basically wrong to begin with.WHEN I came back to the Group

from New York City, I found that my experience with the abortion and my two-day absence

made a disproportionate difference to how I saw the camp. I’d begun to have some doubts

about what, only a few days before, I’d idealized. A boy sits on the floor at the feet of a master

and writes down everything he says; a man does not. I have no notes inscribed after my return.

I wore a shell rather than a skin, my protection against the negative judgment on my

apprenticehood that I believed was coming.I also saw signs of demoralization. The gloss of

idealism had been partially rubbed off, replaced by practicality. There was much weekending in

New York to get jobs by those who weren’t in Success Story. “The Group is already talking,” I

wrote Molly, “about the good old days and the near-religious zeal they had last summer. There

are factions and misunderstandings here now.”The attention of the directors was focused on

preparing Success Story for presentation in New York City. The classes in acting, dance,

speech, and so forth seemed side issues, even indulgences. Success Story had to work! The

organization’s future was at stake.I looked at the members with a different eye when I got back.

Yes, Molly had had an effect on me. I asked myself the question she’d asked: Why did they all

stay together? I began to wonder. People not involved in the one production being intensively

rehearsed were edgy with each other. At night I would hear shouts in the dark; nocturnal

quarrels were reported in the morning.At right, on the fringeUnbeknownst to all, a basic matter

—the problem of a “permanent” theatre in our society—was being fought out. I break in here

again, to point to Franchot Tone. He exemplified to me the problem of maintaining a permanent

theatre company in our society. I wrote to Molly:Everyone’s talking about Franchot Tone’s

disappearance. He left camp the night before I came down to meet you; he still hasn’t come

back. The members are criticizing his faithlessness. He walked into the dance class, for

instance, sized up Tamiris and what she was up to, and never went back. He’s taken no part in

the experimental work in Harold’s classes. He read a mystery story all through the rehearsals

of Big Night and Cheryl Crawford, who’s directing that play, doesn’t want him in her cast now

He has a car, a red roadster, and leaves camp every chance he gets. And he drinks. A lot. At

the same time he’s wonderful in his role in Success Story—as you’ll see if you come up. I

imagine that Lee Strasberg, who has someone else reading Tone’s part now, will be very glad

to see him back.Where’d he go? All they know or say they know is that he had some drunken

“tool” call Clurman and explain that Franchot had gone to see a doctor about his kidneys. Does

he expect us to believe that? Alan, who’s close to Tone, told me the inside, that Tone is in New

York talking to some Hollywood people about working in films.The next day I wrote her

again:Strasberg made a big speech last night about Tone, said he was potentially the best

actor in the country but Lee doesn’t want him in the Group. His behavior, Lee said, was

beginning to undermine the spirit of commitment and devotion that was necessary for the

company’s continuance. Strasberg was jumping up and down with emotion as he spoke and a

couple of the Group actresses were crying. I think Tone takes pleasure in upsetting the chalice



of high art here.You can’t help admiring him. He’s better educated, just plain smarter, than

most of the others and has greater curiosity about life and boldness in dealing with his desires.

I like him. Perhaps some of the self-righteous members think of Tone as a sinner because he

wakes the sinner in them. I’ve been wondering if they are, finally, jealous of his talent, his looks,

his Hollywood offers and his money? As for his eccentric behavior, it may come out of what

many here feel, uncertainty about the future. Me too. There’s been more going to Pawling for

drink after night rehearsals since Tone left, and the directors are worried about it. Clurman took

Alan aside and asked him not to go on any more binges with Franchot. Alan thinks Harold was

subtly threatening him.A couple of days later, I wrote her:Early in the morning, we heard a

shotgun fired out the window of the room next to ours. Tone is back. He seems o.k., not hung

over. He brought one of his old Cornell buddies with him and at lunch they got into a scrap.

Tone’s buddy threw water at him and when Clurman tried to quiet them, Tone stormed out,

climbed into his red roadster and was gone. He came back at the end of the afternoon and

asked for a talk with the directors.I got what happened from Alan. Certain things were settled.

Tone will be replaced in the role he hates in Big Night but he’ll stay in Success Story through

the New York opening—if there is one, no one knows yet—then go to California for the movies

in November. They can’t afford to lose him in Success Story. Meantime, he continues as the

chink in their idealism. He does what he wants and isn’t a bit docile. He believes in the Group

idea but is not sure it’s for him; he asks questions. Despite all, the directors admire him. He

could burn the place down and still be the white-haired boy. He’s the only really top-grade actor

here—in my opinion—and that’s the problem. I mean that’s their problem, the directors: how to

hold people of his talent and temperament while they get rid of three or four duds they’ve got

here who believe! Oh, how those mediocrities believe! Oh, how they listen to Lee and nod and

smile at his quips. Me too.Two gallons of applejack came into the camp last night with a girl

named Betty. She and the stuff are in Tone’s room now. I love you.Molly answered my letter, as

ever, with a challenge. “This is a restless civilization,” she wrote. “Do you really think it’s

possible to maintain in this country, where values go up and down so fast, the kind of

permanent theatres they have in Europe?” She didn’t think so. I did. I had to; I was there.

Obdurate Molly said she thought the Group idea was possible only in a socialist state.I’d

thought Tone’s excuse—taking five days to see a doctor about his kidneys—clumsy and

unbelievable. It turned out to be true; he did have a problem there. And he did go to Hollywood

after he left Success Story. But there his ego was not treated as gently by the studio heads as

it had been by the Group directors. Drink became habitual for him. He hooked up with Joan

Crawford, who ate him alive. I remember the day, some years later, when he brought her to the

Group camp to meet his old buddies. At a party, I recall her sitting silently in a corner, knitting

with two long white needles, hardly ever looking up. There was something predatory about her,

I thought. But Tone said she was impressed. With what? I don’t know. They returned to

California. From there Tone continued to look back at the Group with nostalgia and with guilt at

having left it as he had. When we needed money in later years, Harold played on this guilt and

Tone would send a check. And, no doubt, feel better about himself.In 1939, Tone, still trying to

recapture what he’d lost, accepted a part, of equal size to five others, in a production of Irwin

Shaw’s The Gentle People. The reviewers rather slighted him; his return was less than a

triumph. After the play closed, we lost track of each other. He went on drinking and, in time, did

lose a kidney to a surgeon. He died before he should have and without fulfilling his promise or

his hopes.IN THE middle of a night, I called Molly in the Adirondacks and suggested she visit

me. Molly had become my drug of reassurance. I reached for her when I was down.I found a

room for us “off campus.” The bloom was back on the girl. She radiated good health, was



brown all over and elegantly slim, wore sneakers, went bare-legged, and we loved each other

all day. She’d brought a device with her—a pessary, so they were called then—and secure

now, we enjoyed each other more than ever. My indelible memory is of how patrician her long,

slim fingers were as they held the “tulip.” In quiet moments, I told her I knew how much she’d

gone through for me—the best I could do for thanks. In the morning, she spoke of marriage. I

changed the subject. By the second morning, I found myself so attached that life without her

seemed impossible.I brought her to camp and introduced her to some of the actors, particularly

to my best friend and fellow freak, Clifford Odets. No sparks were struck. I introduced her to

Lee Strasberg, who was short with her as he was with everyone at first meeting. I explained in

a whisper that Lee was carrying a great weight of worries about the future of Success Story. I

took Molly to Harold Clurman’s class. He was in great form. I expected she’d be impressed with

his eloquence, but she backed off. “He sounds like one of those healer-spielers,” she said. In

the Group, Molly spoke heresy. She particularly detested Harold’s phrase “ideologically

cemented collective.” “I don’t want to be cemented to anyone,” she said.Alan, her old lover, was

there. Both were nervous at the encounter, both smoked cigarette after cigarette. Tone passed

by and Alan explained the general disapproval of Franchot in the Group. Molly wanted to know

if that degree of condemnation was just. I assured her it was necessary; the Group had to be

kept together. Alan was less convinced. Molly scoffed, made a face: doubt.I found I was mad at

her—as if my religion had been attacked. But to listen without questioning was impossible for

Molly. To be overwhelmed by a force as strong as Harold’s put her back up. Harold had become

my particular hero by this time. “Let’s go eat dinner,” I said, cutting short the conversation.That

night I took Molly to a general meeting, at which Lee announced that Mr. Lee Shubert, the

owner (with his brother, J. J. Shubert) of the largest chain of legitimate theatres in New York

City, was coming to a run-through of Success Story, there to decide whether or not he’d give us

a theatre in New York to show our work. Lee Strasberg told a story for which he was famous.

The previous season, the authors of one of the plays the Group was rehearsing had

complained about Lee’s methods of work, which were improvisational and rather neglectful of

the lines as written. Lee had become angry with the authors and told them, in no uncertain

language, that the Group people were gathered not to do a production but to create a theatre. I

watched Molly’s face as Lee told this story. A writer herself, she was offended. Later, when we

were alone, I told her I had read the play and felt sure it would have been a failure no matter

how it had been rehearsed.“That’s not the point,” Molly said. She asked if Lee was always that

imperious—that was the word she used. I said yes; it was necessary; Lee’s fierce conviction

was what held the Group together. She nodded, seeming to accept the necessity for Lee’s

“arrogance.” But she didn’t, and her attitude affected me. Despite my considerable admiration

for Lee, I had to recognize that I’d never been at ease with him. It was hero worship or

nothing.“You look worried,” Molly said, as we were undressing for bed. “What’s the matter?”“Of

course I’m worried,” I said. “It would be a tragedy for me if I weren’t made a member at the end

of the summer. And I’m afraid I won’t be.”“That’s a big word, ‘tragedy,’ ” Molly said.“You mean

you think they won’t accept me?” I asked.“What I mean is,” she answered, “that they don’t

seem to have jobs for the actors whore already members.”“They have another play in

rehearsal, with parts for a lot more people. What are you thinking—what?”“I wouldn’t attach all

my hopes to the Group if I were you,” she said. “They should take you, but—there are other

people and plays and producers in the theatre, aren’t there?”I didn’t answer.“Tell me,” she went

on. “Isn’t it inevitable that the talented ones will go and the ordinary talents remain? That

seems to be already happening. The first thing they need here is someone to replace Tone,

actors like him, some Irish faces, a Scotsman—”I was disturbed in a way I didn’t understand.



She had a right, of course, to challenge me; why not? I’d often said to myself that I respected

her for expressing her contrary opinions so openly and absolutely. But did I want that as a

constant in my life, every morning at breakfast, every night before going to bed? What I didn’t

take into account to explain my annoyance is that I was an Anatolian, and the Anatolian wife is

required, by tradition and under threat of a physical drubbing, to agree with her husband on all

issues—or shut up.“Turn off the light,” I said.“Docile people tend to be mediocrities—” she

started.“Okay, okay, turn off the light.”“Can’t we disagree?” she asked. “Even a little?” Then she

kissed me, and all was harmony again—for that night.MR. LEE SHUBERT arrived in a

chauffeur-driven limousine, and his visit was the professional climax of the summer. His

judgment would determine whether or not the Group would have a theatre in New York City

that fall. I realized what a precarious gamble the summer had been. Now it was all up to one

man. Mr. Lee was escorted to a seat in the rehearsal hall, a large armchair that, when it was

placed at the back of the space, resembled a throne. We, the underlings, were scattered

around the floor, waiting for the judgment that was to affect us all.I’d sneaked Molly in and we

sat together in a corner at the side. I watched Mr. Lee more than I watched the performance.

He looked, I thought, like a wooden Indian whose face had been so heavily varnished that, had

it been alive, couldn’t have moved. It didn’t—not ever through the show. I saw no reaction even

to the “big” moments of passion and sturm. In fact, I believe that at one moment Mr. Lee

nodded off. This does not embarrass men with power. At the end of the performance, the three

directors clustered around the throne to hear Mr. Lee’s pleasure. There was a conversation,

very brief considering the importance of what was being laid down. Our Lee was anything but

imperious with Mr. Shubert; he and Harold behaved like anxious boys. Cheryl maintained her

poise and walked Mr. Shubert to his limousine. Then he was gone.Before his car was out of

sight, we all learned that Mr. Shubert had promised the Group the Maxine Elliott Theatre, on

the edge of the garment center. This theatre is now demolished, and it wasn’t a favored

location then, but the Group was delighted to have it.Molly wasn’t thrilled. “Glad you got the

theatre,” she said. “But what are they going to do about that girl?”“What girl?” I said, ready for a

fight. I knew what girl.“The one who’s supposed to be the oh-so-sexy kid. She was

hopeless.”“Wait until Lee works with her,” I said. “You know there’s such a thing as the

technique of acting, which they don’t teach at Yale, so you don’t know anything about it.”“I’ll

keep my fingers crossed,” she allowed me. Then: “Let’s not argue tonight, Sugar. Turn off the

light.”The next morning Molly left. I was relieved to again be living unchallenged.IT SOON

appeared, from a new surge of activity in the rehearsals, that Mr. Shubert had had the same

reservations Molly had about the young actress who played the shiksa for whom the Jewish

hero develops a throbbing passion. The wooden Indian who granted or withheld theatre

bookings in New York City had found our girl insufficiently sexy. At first everyone resented the

criticism and gathered around to protect the actress. Proper care was taken that she should not

be demoralized; the extent of Mr. Shubert’s criticism was kept from her. When she guessed the

reason for what was happening in rehearsals, we all said to her, “Well, what the hell does he

know?” That went on for a couple of days. Then came step two: “So we’ll work!” It occurred to

us only years later that she was what Molly had called her—hopeless. She should have been

replaced immediately with someone from the “outside.” Years later, when the reorganized

Group put on Odets’s Golden Boy and I had a voice in decisions, we brought in Frances

Farmer. But this enlightenment took time; Cliff was the Golden Boy of Broadway in those years,

and his good favor was not to be trifled with.Lee went to work. The crisis called for individual

attention; rehearsals were declared private. I know only what I was told by informants who’d

had it from the problem girl herself. First Lee explained, in the vocabulary of intellect, what was



missing. Then he directed her attention to certain advertisements in fashion magazines

featuring models who possessed—the ad copy guaranteed it—infinite allure. Apparently not

satisfied with the results of this technique, Lee took to his feet, desperation downing dogma,

and did what is prohibited in the Method, played the part of the sexy shiksa himself, then asked

to be imitated. I’d certainly like to have seen that.You might suppose that the result of this

desperate artistic struggle would have been to make our actress more aware of her

deficiencies. Not at all. So great was Lee’s hypnotic power that summer that she emerged from

the privileged rehearsals glowing with confidence.The next time I saw a run-through of the play,

the effect of the glamour ads was evident in the artificial movements and absurd posturing of

our “society girl.” I came away from that rehearsal with my first doubts about the Group

directors and their speeches against typecasting. Appearance isn’t everything, right! But if the

actor hasn’t got the quality you want in her, you can’t get it out of her. It wasn’t an easy lesson

to learn. It never occurred to Lee, as far as I know, to recast the part. That was the spirit of the

Group that summer. Faith conquers all!ALL THIS I watched from a great distance. I was less

and less involved in the activities of the camp, increasingly ignored. By the end of the summer,

I was a waiter in their dining hall and little more. Despite all, I went right on doing my voice

exercises and shaving without a razor in the morning. “I seem to have caught the Group’s eye

at last,” I wrote Molly. “At tennis. I believe I’m the fourth best player on the place.” I was

supporting myself typing. “I stayed up two nights of the last three typing The Heavenly Express,

a new play by Albert Bein,” I wrote her. “There’s no part in it for me.”As I grew increasingly

isolated, I missed Molly more. I was hungry for the reassurance only she’d provided me. Now

she was writing me loving letters, beautiful letters. I still have them. It melted my heart that she

made an effort to recognize the problems she’d created with her endlessly critical attitude. I

wrote, confessing my side—the bad temper, the ever-ready suspicion—and asked her

indulgence. Need reached out to need. It seemed we loved each other more when we were

apart than when we were together.The verdict on me was pronounced by Harold on the day

before the camp broke up. Sitting by, silent, Lee looked at me only once. “You may have talent

for the theatre,” Harold said—I’ve never forgotten these words; I wrote them down directly

afterward—“but it’s certainly not for acting.” That’s when Lee turned his face to me. He had a

way of looking at a person without an expression. There was no sympathy there, not even

curiosity. But what the hell did I expect? He had his own problems; he needed his mask

too.Later in life, when I had my confidence, I would admit that their judgment on me that day

was correct. I was never much of an actor. Still there’s this irony: Five years later, I was playing

leading roles in Group productions under Harold’s direction and getting excellent notices. What

I could play successfully was a man-boy, angry at the world and turned to violence; I had great

success as a gangster.Harold gave me a crumb of kindness. He told me I could come to any

classes the Group had after Success Story opened in New York. I didn’t respond. Despite the

fact that I’d anticipated the decision, it left me hollowed out. I was up against it now. Where

would I turn next? How would I make a living? How could I avoid crawling home again and

facing the “I told you so” look from my father? How could I continue to live by his forbearance?I

went out and Alan came in to receive his verdict. He wasn’t taken in as a member either, but

they did encourage him. Alan was already getting attention from film people—through

Franchot, I supposed.I didn’t call Molly to tell her what had happened. She’d predicted it and

that made me mad at her. The last thing I wanted was her pity. Jacobowsky’s ditch followed me

wherever I went that day.Then came a miracle, a gift presented to me by Cheryl Crawford,

offered with such casualness that it seemed doubly kind and valuable and served as a perfect

reassuring counter to the hard decision Harold had laid on me. Theresa Helburn, on the



Theatre Guild’s board of directors, and a close friend of Cheryl’s, came to camp to visit her

friend. Cheryl brought me to where Terry lay on a hammock, reading a script, pencil in hand,

and introduced us. When Cheryl dropped the suggestion that Terry might find something for

me, a bit perhaps, an assistant stage manager’s job, in the play she was about to direct, The

Pure in Heart, by “that bowlegged Jew with the vivid face,” John Howard Lawson, Terry

grimaced prettily but turned businesslike. I imagine she didn’t know what to make of me. Cheryl

must have pitched for me later, because shortly after I returned to the city, I had a letter from

the Guild’s casting director, informing me that I had a job. It was to be a two-city tour before a

New York opening, and I was to be paid fifty dollars a week.I’d never done anything like this. I

was highly excited. It was the big leagues now, not the Group. The real pros! I knew the Group

people too well to consider them “big time.” Now at last I had something substantial to tell my

ever-doubting father and my long-patient mother. And Molly as well.She was in New York, living

in the apartment of her rich aunt and trying to “figure her life.” After our first hour together, she

began to talk about “getting something settled” between us. I felt I was being pushed into a

corner, and slipped out from between the closing walls. I wasn’t ready for any “settling,” not of

anything. When I faced Molly, the person herself, not the romantic creature created out of

longing, when I looked at the facts of my own life and what I had in my pocket, when I

contemplated my future and my character, the notion of marriage still seemed absurd and, on

her side, quixotic. “Let’s wait and see how this play turns out,” I said, wriggling free. I must

confess that the job made the difference. I simply wasn’t as desperate for reassurance now.All

my life with her, even after we were married, Molly was to talk about “getting things settled.”

She would never accept that this was impossible, particularly with me but also in any life open

to the pressures of the arts. I would never settle down except in spurts, preferred to swing back

and forth, holding hard to opposites: security and the reassurance of being loved totally and, at

the same time, the freedom to do what I wanted to do with whomever I wanted. This devotion

to the creed of both became the pattern of my life. I was a bad risk for her. For anybody.People

have often accused me of being selfish and self-centered. They’re quite right. All artists are.

They protect like all hell what’s most precious for them—the privilege to exploit the full range of

their curiosity. On the other hand, in my case, brought up as I was, I also wanted a steady

home, a good, strong roof over my head. I’ve tried all my life long to hold on to both ways of life,

despite the fact that I know they are finally incompatible.Or are they? Because of my

cleverness and something slippery in my soul, I found that they need not be mutually exclusive.

Later in life, I maintained a succession of girlfriends while, at the same time, “worshipping” in a

middle-class home. Flaubert has said that an artist must be, au fond, a bourgeois. That is only

half right, but it is half right.On the one hand I took Molly’s urging seriously; I didn’t want to lose

her. But I was, after all, barely into life. Why slam a lot of doors, close all windows, lock myself

forever in an enclosure to which I didn’t have the key? It was a dilemma I’ve never solved.Molly

enters the familyTHE PURE IN HEART was a failure from the first rehearsal. I was astonished

at the cheery ineptitude of dear Terry Helburn. I realized only later that the Theatre Guild’s

success lay in recognizing sound and provocative scripts and engaging experienced actors

who, without much help beyond rudimentary “traffic cop” direction, would bring the play off. I

was also relieved of the illusions I had about professional actors. These troupers were

uninterested in anything beyond the immediate demands of their careers—how they’d do in this

play, what notices they’d get. There was no talk, as there had been in the Group, every day, at

every meal, about theatre or politics or art or society or even about what might be wrong with

the production they were in. After the final curtain dropped, they took off their makeup and went

their separate ways. There was a class distinction too. The stars didn’t mix with the small-part



players; they went to different bars. It was a cold, dreary experience. Poor Jack Lawson

struggled in vain; his play was much better than it appeared in production. To my surprise, I

found myself thinking: The Group should have done this play; we—notice that “we”?—could

have brought it to life.There was one exception in the cast, Osgood Perkins. He was the

definition of the word “professional.” There was no “take a minute” technique with him; in fact,

there was no emotion. Only skill. In every aspect of technical facility, he was peerless. Every

night, fifteen minutes before the curtain went up, he’d come down to the set, ready to work, and

check over his “props,” those on stage and those off. This was my job, as the assistant stage

manager. “I’ve checked them all. Don’t worry, Mr. Perkins,” I’d say to him. “Yes, thank you,” he’d

say, with his nifty smile. But next performance, there he’d be again, making sure that the tools

of his craft were properly placed and in good working order. I’ve never forgotten Mr. Perkins. He

stood for a whole other side of theatre art than the one I’d learned from Lee and Harold, and I

thought it—and do now—immensely valuable.Molly wrote to me—the play was in Cincinnati—

and revealed what I couldn’t have suspected, that in the week after the abortion, she’d thought

seriously of killing herself. Which is what happens when a saint falls off the peak of the

absolute. I was very tough with her. I wrote: “I’m a companion, not a solution. It gets me sore

when you depend on me so. I’m no reason for you to commit suicide, no reason not to commit

suicide. You’ve got to want yourself more than you want me. One of the few things you could do

that I’d detest you for is kill yourself.” I didn’t get an answer to this.The production closed on the

road, without glory for anyone. The actors scattered like birds before a windstorm. I didn’t want

to return to my parents’ home in New Rochelle, couldn’t face the explanation I’d have to make

to my father.SUCCESS STORY had opened on the twenty-sixth of September, been admired

by theatre people—Noël Coward saw it seven times!—and praised by most of the critics, but it

hadn’t attracted audiences, so the actors were living on cut salaries. Those not in the play were

also being paid, which made it tougher still. Lee Strasberg and his new wife, Paula, as well as

Clifford Odets and some of the other unmarried people, were living in a long railroad flat at 444

West 57th Street. They’d given the place a name: “Groupstroi” (we were all Russophiles by

then). In a room with two other actors, I found an unused bed. This apartment was a

convenient neutral zone where I could avoid the disappointment of my father and the

persistent, anxious questioning of Molly, for neither of which I had a satisfactory answer.We’d

take turns cooking. On my day, I’d prepare my specialty, a great pot of bulgar flavored with

tomatoes, onions, and lamb-kidney bits, in the Anatolian manner. Lee preferred boiled chicken;

Paula boiled chickens. Cliff, also broke, was writing a play in a large kitchen closet, aptly called

I Got the Blues. The atmosphere of the apartment was saturated with disappointment. People

wouldn’t greet one another when they entered. Bedroom doors remained closed all day,

shutting everyone apart. We might as well have been living alone. Lee stayed in his room and

read; when he came out he was silent, an owl by daylight. I got into a fight with another actor,

kept slamming his head on the floor until I was pulled off. I’ve forgotten what the fight was

about; it didn’t matter. It had been a disappointing season and there was no new play for the

coming season.Molly would see me, but less frequently. She made it clear to me that she was

not on call and had to know where she stood. I replied I had no money, I had no job, and she

should lay off. She said money didn’t matter; she had money enough for us both, and that

would do for now. What was my disposition anyway? she wanted to know. She looked angry

some days. Other times she was as loving as ever. Then she’d be silent and look at me

strangely, be physically cold and unresponsive. I’d call and ask to see her, and she’d say, “I

have other plans tonight.” I don’t think she was seeing anyone else, but she was preparing

herself for the possibility that I might suddenly come out with: “Molly, let’s call the whole thing



off.”Clifford was my best friend; we lived by night. Sometimes with Harold, we’d walk the

deserted, wintry streets and bellow our defiance. At whom? No one. Anyone. There were no

listeners; it was only a way of releasing our anguish and easing our isolation.I spoke to my

fellow outsider Clifford about Molly, something I shouldn’t have done. I knew he hadn’t liked her

when they’d met. Perhaps I wanted my hesitation to commit myself justified.Clifford was a

confirmed romantic, had bunked alone at camp in a tiny room in the cottage on the hill. People

said he was writing a play there, but no one believed anything would come of it. He’d stride

down the path to meals, swinging his elbow, a heroic strut that must have been modeled on

some old-time leading man he’d seen. Some days he seemed in a continuous rage, would

glare threateningly at people as he passed them by. No one thought much of him as an actor

except Clifford himself, who couldn’t understand why Luther Adler had been given the leading

role in Success Story instead of him. He also thought of himself as potentially a great composer

—the bust of his hero, Beethoven, was over his writing table. He’d improvise wildly and

endlessly on the piano, usually in the middle of the night, driving everybody nuts. His emotions

were intemperate, sometimes out of control. He’d create occasional scandals, perhaps

because he felt a great romantic artist should. One night, heavy with drink, he entered the big

room in the main house when everyone there was asleep, picked the balls off the billiard table,

and hurled them at the door of an actress he desired—that week. He didn’t understand how

any woman could refuse him. He also had a gentle, tender side, was part Jewish mother. “Have

three or four of these,” he’d say to me, thrusting Hershey bars into my pocket. “There’s nothing

to eat in this damned place at night.”In their single encounter, Molly had affronted Clifford’s

masculinity. He’d found her competitive, aggressive, opinionated, a “college intellectual,” and

above all unwomanly. To save his inexperienced and naive young friend from a disastrous

union, he spoke up boldly. “If you have to marry,” he said, “find a peasant.”I nodded,

thoughtfully. I agreed. Thoughtfully.Clifford was convinced that an artist should never marry, but

if he did, it should be to a woman who’d keep house for him, cook for him, bear his children,

then nurse and tend them, at the same time protecting her genius from all distraction while he

worked. In the company of the artist’s peers, this perfect wife-creature would preserve a

respectful silence. Clifford had noticed that Molly did not. Behaving “like a man,” she’d join right

in the conversation and as an equal. “Who is she?” Clifford roared. “What does she know about

the theatre?” Molly had debated their every point of difference. Clearly she wasn’t impressed

with the Group and its reason for being. What Clifford didn’t say was that she hadn’t paid him

the respect she would have given Beethoven.But gradually I’d become defensive; everything

he’d said against her turned me to her. I had a bad habit in those years of listening as if I were

concurring with what was being said, while hiding my disagreement and often my resentment.

Molly wasn’t the creature he’d described. The more he criticized her, the more I remembered

how she was with me, tender, generous, understanding, patient, supportive, and realized that I

missed her terribly—even her contentiousness—when we were separated. I also found her

bright, brighter than I, and as for Clifford, I’ll grant him this: It was a standoff, a contest of

equals. She’d been quite as outspoken about “that strange man” as he’d been about her, but

kinder and curiously open.Furthermore, to look ahead, Clifford didn’t live by what he’d

recommended so vehemently to me: “marry a peasant”; rather the contrary. The women I

remember him loving were women of spirit; he particularly responded to talent and even to

challenge. I recall an attractive young Jewish girl whose interest was science; I remember her

for her independence and intellectual vigor, not for her housekeeping and cooking. Clifford

pressed her again and again to marry him, despite the fact that she “behaved like a man.”Later,

in Hollywood, Clifford fell in love with one of the reigning actresses of the film colony, a double



Oscar winner, Luise Rainer. I visited the happy lovers soon after their wedding. They’d rented a

Beverly Hills castle, and there, in an enormous, baronial room at night, Clifford was writing a

play for the Group Theatre, to be called The Silent Partner. It was a serious play and, as was

the style for serious plays by left-wing authors at that time, a strike play. I had the feeling

Clifford had instructed Luise in the deportment proper for a wife with a husband of genius at

work. I can recall him crouched over his typewriter, like a lion over prey, pounding away,

accompanying himself with roars and grunts and snatches of dialogue—he spoke the actors’

roles as he wrote them. At the opposite corner of the room, on a chaise longue in her

nightdress, was his lovely, nonpeasant wife, Luise, looking at him as intently as a watchdog.

She said nothing; her posture said, “When will you be done? I’m waiting for you.” How anyone

could work under that pressure beats me. And a strike play! And in a castle! With a theatre

company anxiously waiting! As the representative of those actors, I felt resentful and wished he

had married a peasant. Finally, feeling her sexual impatience as if she’d spoken it—Luise was

a very good actress—Clifford wrapped up what he was doing for the night. The Silent Partner

was never properly finished and never performed by the Group.Perhaps the failure of this

marriage reaffirmed his conviction that what he should find for his days and nights was a

woman with the attributes of self-effacement and service that a “peasant” had. Years later,

when he was preparing a revival of his play Golden Boy, with John Garfield, a young actress

came to his apartment to be interviewed for the part that Frances Farmer had played in the

original production. She never left, not that day, not the next. Clifford had found his “peasant,”

she’d found her ideal, a famous and passionate man. At last he had an uncomplicated, real

woman. For proof she bore him two children. Which Luise had not.Now dissolve, as they say in

films. One night, again years later, I’d arranged my personal life so I could spend an entire night

with the girl I was in love with at the time. Our lovemaking was to take place in the Central Park

South apartment of a rising young film lawyer named Arthur Krim, which he’d generously made

available to me. As it happened, Julie (John) Garfield had talked to me that day, and I’d told him

about my date. He said he had a date too and didn’t know where to take her. I invited him to

share Krim’s hospitality, and he happily accepted. The place had two bedrooms. My girl and I

were just taking over one of them when Julie arrived. The woman he brought with him was Mrs.

Clifford Odets.ONE FINAL note on this quest for a peasant. When we heard that Clifford was

dying, of cancer, in California, Harold Clurman and I went out there. As we approached his

room, we saw that he was raising his right hand above the top of the curtain partition, wiggling

his fingers as if he were playing the piano or typing. Nearing his bed, we heard him say to

himself—or was it to the world?—“Clifford Odets, you have so much still to do!” We spent some

hours with him. Something was trying to carry him off, he said, and he was pulling himself back

“in.” He didn’t want to pass out. “Death makes you horny,” he said.I remember Jean Renoir,

another man who loved Clifford for what he was and for what he wanted to be, arriving to pay

his last respects. The most impressive figure of all Clifford’s visitors, he was truly and deeply

moved. He stood at Clifford’s bedside, slightly stooped, a bulky man like a big loaf of peasant

bread. Clifford was going in and out of consciousness, and Renoir didn’t say a word to him but

stood at the end of the bed, head bowed for several minutes, then went to Clifford, kissed his

forehead, and left. He’d paid his tribute to his passing friend and, as Harold said, also paid

tribute to death.When Harold and I returned the next day, there was a woman sitting at Cliff’s

bedside. He was bent over toward her, as much as he could, talking to her intently, his face

charged with energy and desire. It appeared that he was paying frantic court to this woman.

This went on until he saw us. When he did, he raised one hand in a dismissing gesture and

said, “I’ll say goodbye to you fellows now.” We said goodbye and left. His face had been fierce



and not to be denied. His dismissal was curt and final, also not to be denied. The woman

Clifford was supplicating was as far from a peasant as can be imagined—his own

psychoanalyst. He was, two days before his death, asking her to marry him.TERRY HELBURN

offered me another job, a bit plus assistant stage manager, salary twenty-five dollars, in a play

called Chrysalis. She liked me, thought I lived up to my nickname, “Gadget,” being handy,

useful, and able to cope with any minor emergency. She was to write in her memoirs that I was

one of the kindest people she’d ever met and very loyal. I suppose I did give that impression,

but as I said earlier, every artist has something of the spy in him; Terry wouldn’t have

considered my thoughts loyal. Molly read my copy of Chrysalis and described it as a play about

a girl who wants something, she doesn’t know what, and neither does the author. No effective

rewriting was done; the Theatre Guild board members were around to grumble and bumble. As

I watched her working, I thought: Oh, dear, Terry, you’re lousing this one up too. It was

rehearsed for three and a half weeks and was, when finished, a dreadful production. There

were actors with big reputations in the cast, as well as less well known actors like Humphrey

Bogart, who was playing a “patent-leather parlor sheik,” but they didn’t know what they were

doing and Terry couldn’t help them. I was no longer impressed with the “big time.” The only real

pro I’d met in two outings was Osgood Perkins. As for the rest, they were professionals in

salary and billing but amateurs, some gifted yet still amateurs, in technique. I believe that after

this effort, Terry Helburn quit trying to direct and began to write the book of her life in the

theatre.I’d come to see the point of the Group. Lee and Harold would have thought the same of

this production and the acting in it as I had. But now, after the summer watching Success Story

being rehearsed, after standing in the wings with my mask of anonymity on, “loyally” observing

Terry Helburn wrestling hopelessly with Chrysalis, I had a newborn confidence in what I could

do better than the Group directors and better than the people I’d once called the “big pros.” I’d

come to my own views on the art of directing and of acting, on where I was able and they were

not. Behind my mask, I was the doubting “young stranger,” waiting on the outside for his

chance to push in. I was beginning to believe that it would happen.About acting, I knew what

none of them knew. I believed I could take the kind of art Osgood Perkins exemplified—

externally clear action, controlled every minute at every turn, with gestures spare yet eloquent

—and blend that with the kind of acting the Group was built on: intense and truly emotional,

rooted in the subconscious, therefore often surprising and shocking in its revelations. I could

bring these two opposite and often conflicting traditions together, as they should be brought

together. Acting, I declared (to Molly, who was listening intently), is more than a parade of

emotionalism, and it’s more than gesturing appropriately and manipulating the voice. It is also

more than a series of deft and clever bits of stage “business.” It is—or should be—a human life

on stage, that is to say, behavior: total, complex, and complete.Nor is direction what the Group

directors seemed to think it is, a matter of coaching actors. It is turning psychological events

into behavior, inner events into visible, external patterns of life on stage. I could and I would, I

vowed to Molly, apply what I’d learned about direction from Alexander Dean at Yale—the

shaping of scenes and the manipulation of the positions and movements of actors so that the

stage pictures revealed, at every moment, what was happening—to the Group’s Method, which

had found the way to create spontaneous, surprising, and true inner experiences. Only I—how

arrogant I was in those years!—only I knew both sides of the problem of stage art, the external

and the internal. A deaf man, I went on, should be able to tell from what he sees before him on

stage the human event in all its complexities and subtleties. My work would be to turn the inner

events of the psyche into a choreography of external life.Besides all that, a director must direct

the scenery, the costumes, the lights, the music; he must shape the course of a scene for



rhythm, pace, and pause, and so arrange the stage pictures that they are at all times aesthetic

and pleasing. It’s a total job. I knew all this from an amalgam of all that I’d studied and seen. I

also knew it as if it had been born in me.I’d told it all to Molly—who else?—one day after work,

told it as it had burst into my awareness of identity that very morning, told it with all the

conviction—and cockiness—of first revelation. I hadn’t allowed doubt, I hadn’t accepted

challenges, not yet. Molly was, in this moment of discovery and, I must suppose, growth, my

best and only friend. I saw that she believed in me, believed that I could, in fact, do what I said I

could do.What is more winning than the light of faith in a young woman’s eyes? I saw how

beautiful she was.With Chrysalis running, I felt I could go to New Rochelle and confront—

fearfully, always fearfully—my father. And kiss my mother, who’d promised me my favorite

Anatolian dish, minced lamb over puree of eggplant, if I came. I’d decided to take Molly with me

and let them meet her. She was reluctant to go and I was too dumb to understand why. I got

huffy. She had to explain to me that a visit of this kind has the same significance in all cultures.

What the hell was I doing, she asked, auditioning her? Trying her out on the road? Finally she

changed her mind. I picked her up at her aunt’s, and we walked to Grand Central. It was a cold

day in late fall, but she flashed open her coat and showed me what she was wearing: a

Bavarian peasant costume, a dirndl. I’d told her the thought of Clifford Odets on the subject of

the artist in marriage and the acceptable role of a woman in his domestic life. She’d scoffed.

“See my pretty yellow ribbon?” she said now. “I borrowed it from my cousin’s little girl. Think I’d

get Mr. Odets’s okay now? Do I look demure and yielding enough, do I look obedient? A

peasant at last?”What she looked was pretty. Where would I ever find another like this one? I

thought. I knew I was losing her bit by bit; there was a new strange look in her eyes, and that’s

what it must mean. But did I want to lose her?My childhood home embarrassed me; I’d just

seen Molly’s rich aunt’s place. Our parlor furniture was bourgeois junk, joints glued, not

mortised, a collection, now a bit wobbly here and there, that my father had claimed from

bankrupt furniture stores to which he’d shipped carpets and not received checks. Molly saw

only my parents; she smiled at them. My father said, “Very nice, very nice,” which meant

nothing or anything, and he gave her his “look.” Molly said, “What smells so good?” and my

mother took her into the kitchen. “Very high-class,” my father said, “looks like society.” Then,

again, the look, meaning: Where are you getting money, girl like this, damn fool? I remembered

that my father read the newspapers and must have seen the notices of Chrysalis, and it was

unlikely he’d forgotten the quick death of The Pure in Heart.To explain that look on my father’s

face, I must detour again, pull up another string from the tangle of twine and tell a little about

the sorry record of the Kazan family in marriage, since that was the true genesis of the look

that day.Start with my father’s older brother, A.E., who chose not to marry, rather provided

himself with a mistress, named Bertha. In time A.E. became “Flat Tire Joe,” a nickname he

gave himself, and Bertha slipped into bed with the young man A.E. had assigned to watch over

her when he went to Europe on business. This usurper happened to be A.E.’s favorite, his

brother Frank. Frank was married, so the rumor went, but no one ever told me when or to

whom or what happened. If such a wife did exist, I never saw her. I remember Frank later in life,

his hair graying, but still a handsome man, hanging around the lobby of the old Waldorf-Astoria

to pick up malcontent suburban wives in town for a day’s sport.My uncle Seraphim, a mild man,

was married to a very nice woman long enough to produce two very nice kids. His marriage

broke up for unspecified reasons and Seraphim died alone in a small toilet at the back of a rug

store. My uncle Michael was married for precisely a week; his mother, my grandmother

Evanthia, harshly criticized the bride’s cooking and broke up the union. Michael returned to his

mother’s table. A preference for Evanthia’s cooking was the most frequent cause given for



marital breakups in that family. “She don’t understand how to cook,” the men would say about

their wives.My uncle John had a very grand church wedding to the daughter of the Greek

archbishop Kourkoulis, a holy man with a heroic beard, who was accused, later, of dipping his

hand into his church’s till. This young woman, accustomed to greatness, found John

disappointing. Watching her face in the mirror as it soured day by day, she became restless.

John came home from work one day and found that his bride had departed, taking their infant

son and the dog with her. My father conducted a delicate personal negotiation with His

Eminence, in the course of which it was revealed that the reason she’d left her husband’s bed

was that John had refused to pay the phone bill of seventeen dollars. My father and her father

brought them back together again (my father paid the phone bill), but not for long. John soon

found another of his wife’s phone bills excessive and refused to pay it. This time she left him for

good. In partnership with a distant relative, a young man, she bought a bankrupt farm and went

into the business of raising chinchillas, small, unattractive animals with dearly prized pelts.

Father had a modest investment there. This enterprise into a luxury trade fell under an

avalanche of high feed bills. So it went.I haven’t mentioned my uncle Berry. He went with

whores, was the only completely happy one of the lot, and outlived the others.That’s the history

of marriage for the men in the Kazan family. You’ve noticed that it was always my father who’d

had to pick up the pieces and restore respectability to the family name. You can see why he

might very sensibly be apprehensive about encouraging an addition to this unhappy record.On

Molly’s side there was no such revolting history. Marriage with the Thachers and—her mother’s

family—the Erkenbrechers was still a sacrament, had to be because it was equally a property

settlement. I would be invading, I learned in good time, the purlieu of the Social Register,

where Molly’s name, to her intense embarrassment, could be found. I didn’t know what the

Social Register was.Not that my father was against marriage—as such. Over the last three

years he and my uncles and aunts, charged with loving advice and undeterred by their own

failures, had taken to parading nubile young Greek women, Anatolians like ourselves, and

certified “home girls,” under my nose, hoping to arouse my interest. I was not aroused. The

more they pressed, the more I backed off. The maidens (all guaranteed virgins, all plump, back

and front) came bearing sweets from their kitchens. Even this didn’t lure me. The young ladies,

soon aware of something fishy in my eyes, had the good sense not to smile beguilingly at me.

All marital negotiations collapsed.MY ARTISTIC confidence in the future endured, but my

financial stability was short-lived, lasting only until Chrysalis closed, which it did abruptly,

dumping us all on the sidewalk. I was back at my father’s store—the last place I wanted to be; it

was a constant humiliation.His business had shrunk badly by 1932—Americans were not

buying Oriental rugs—and he was often in a pessimistic and quarrelsome mood. Since the

buyers were few and far between, he began to go to the track in the afternoon, often with his

brother A.E. (“Joe”). When Chrysalis closed, he’d taken me back, but part-time and at ten

dollars a week. It may have been all he thought he could afford; it was also a way of

encouraging me—at twenty-three—to get serious about my future.I spent my hours at George

Kazan, Inc., Oriental Rugs and Carpets, in a kind of fog. The place was generally empty of

customers. Father couldn’t have blamed me for that, but he did look at me sometimes and

voice an old Turkish expression: “The day of my ruination!” He’d stopped expecting good news

from me.I kept my mouth shut. I had no confidence except the one, that I had an outside

chance to be good at my trade if I could only hold on, live on the fringes, duck the requirement

of “bringing home the bacon” every week (marriage), and avoid the graveyard of creative

people, the teaching profession. Yes, if I could continue to keep my needs minimal and my

temper locked, smile in a pinch and disappear, live off a weekly visit to my mother (who was



doing my laundry again) and Molly’s occasional kindnesses and the off-the-cuff accidents of

employment, if I could hang on tight, uncommitted and unobligated, slipping and sliding, as the

black lyric goes, ducking and waiting and coming up only when I heard the “All clear!” making

time until my break came, then, goddamn it, I would make my own life someday! Wouldn’t I?

Late one afternoon, after a bad day at the track, my father cornered me for a talk. It was short

and dead to the point. “Where’s your money, boy?” he said. “How are you going to marry? Tell

me that much.” I wanted to reassure him that I wasn’t, but he plunged on, telling the truth he

knew, that I was a Greek, an Anatolian Greek, “not like these people over here,” and that I

should recognize my nature. “Hey, you listening me, damn fool? You understand what you

are?”“Pop,” I said, “she don’t want to marry me. Like you say, I have no money. Okay?”“Only

good news I hear all week,” he said. “What you want with woman like that one? You crazy?

How you going buy her stockings, tell me that much? Ten dollars a week! Even stockings! Look

at your mother, boy, you ever hear her complain? Find one like that one. Hey, you listening to

me?”“Yes, Pop,” I lied.“We don’t make divorce business, our people,” he said, and went on: “You

think you can make her proper-style wife, woman like that one? Hey, you! Woman like that one

you bring home, she can kill you, boy. Ask your Uncle John! Marry archbishop daughter, then

what happen? What’s the matter with you? Don’t you know what you are?”I knew what he was

talking about. When Anatolians stop fucking their wives regularly, their wives tend to get fat and

stay at home. They don’t dye their hair, they don’t dress—frantically—to increase their allure.

The black they wear is in mourning for their sexual death. But they keep the home going; that’s

what our men appreciate. They cook for their husbands and they produce more children, not as

an act of passion but as family-building. The Anatolian man thinks this is the natural way for

himself and his wife. Nature, he believes, intended it so. “When she’s no longer young and

pretty, how can I be expected to fuck her? On the other hand, she’s a good wife, why should I

give her up?”Anatolians respect marriage; they don’t divorce. This gives the wives a basis of

confidence. They don’t fear what so many American women fear, that they’ll suddenly be

abandoned. They don’t see analysts for reassurance, which has to be reinforced every other

day.“It’s in your blood like that,” my father said. I knew it.The Anatolian comes home for lunch,

closing up his place of business, leaving his job. His wife feeds him his big meal of the day. This

makes him sleepy and he gets into bed. His wife joins him. This is when most Anatolian

children are conceived, a family duty. Refreshed physically, the man returns to his place of

business, his male confidence at its peak. There is a sparkle in his eye, a spring to his step. If

he is a salesman, he does especially well in the afternoon. At night he has supper with his men

friends; they solve the outstanding political problems of the nation. Their mistresses may be

there but never their wives. The mistresses don’t join in the conversation; properly demure,

they sit close up against their lords. But silent. The men don’t worry where their wives may be.

They are home, taking care of their children and, by now, happily asleep. They have received

the physical assurance that their husbands still love them.My father didn’t tell me all this. He

merely launched the subject’s prow into my mind; I knew the rest very well. I’d grown up in the

culture, seen it all my life, all around me—my uncles, my father’s business associates, many of

his customers. I needed no refresher course in Anatolian marital customs. Only Americans, I’d

noticed, suffer from sexual guilt. All my father had to say was: “You think she’s the kind of

woman makes right wife for you?” and I’d understand what he meant. “Will she understand the

way we live, our people? Will she understand you? Ishkabibble! Nothing doing! Guarantee. We

are different people here!”“I’m not getting married, Pop,” I said. “Don’t worry.”Having made his

point, he reduced me to childhood. “You look terrible,” he said. “Here’s a dollar. Go get haircut

and shine.”As a prognosis, what he’d said had a sound basis. Molly was a blue-blooded



Yankee, forever rigid in her standards of morality and behavior. Even much later, when she’d

yielded to mine, even then she had no “give” in her. In time I would come to admire her for her

obduracy in many matters. But in personal affairs, her basic character—and my own—made for

a conflict that had no solution. For her there were not ever two ways, only the right way. I had to

admit that Clifford and my father were right. “Marry a peasant!” “Find a woman like your mother,

an Anatolian girl!” Right! I had to admit it. Molly was not the woman for me to marry. It would be

a mistake, a disaster.On December 5, 1932, I packed my grandmother, dressed in her heaviest

blacks, and my mother, wearing a cloth coat, into a taxi, and picked up Molly, in a dress with

puffed sleeves, at her aunt’s. I remember grumbling to myself on the way downtown, “What the

hell did she wear that dress for?” It embarrassed me. In City Hall, we were married, with the

two oddly contrasting Anatolian women as witnesses. My father expressed his regrets, saying

I’d understand, he had to tend to business. Molly’s mother was not there. I didn’t ask why.I don’t

know what changed my mind. Perhaps it was that Molly understood my hesitations. She said

she’d get a job, and she did. She also said she’d contribute the furniture. She did. Her mother

gave us silverware, pots, plates, towels, and fine linen sheets with her own mother’s initials

embroidered on them. Father gave us a carpet from the city of Hamadan in Persia, a barbaric

design from an alien world.More likely what had quieted my uncertainty was Molly’s everlasting

sweetness and goodness. I knew I was everything for her. I guess that is what people call love.

I loved her too, my whole life long. I still do.I hesitate to think what I might have become without

her.I didn’t tell the Group actors or Odets or Clurman (with whom I’d become friendly). I let

them find out, and when they spoke of it, I minimized its importance. I’m ashamed to say

marriage was a social embarrassment to me; the less said about it the better.The house joke:

Molly’s name had been immediately stricken from the Social Register; there was to be no loss

in that organization’s distinction.She made good on her promise. The only person in the world

who believed in me, she set up a life where I stayed home mornings and worked on a play or

rehearsed scenes to show before the acting classes at the Maxine Elliott Theatre (where

Success Story was floundering), while she commuted to work in Newark. Christmas was

coming; she sold puppets for kids. Afternoons, I dragged myself to my father’s store. She

brought home thirty-five dollars a week; I brought in ten. Our apartment was over a stable for

beer wagons; the rent: forty dollars a month. She had a small income left to her by her father,

the Wall Street lawyer. I referred to it—snotty guy!—as our double-chin capital, but I was

damned glad to have it.
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the Actor

tomsview, “The world according to Elia. This is just about the most insightful book about the

theatre, filmmaking and life in general that I have ever read. Is there self-justification here?

Sure, but who wouldn’t be guilty of that in their own story.Do I like the guy who emerged? Well,

I’m not so sure he did a lot of the time. He is scouring on his own faults and vanities. This was

written late in his life and he doesn’t hold back on the self-criticism.Kazan describes his Greek/

Turkish forbears and how they came to America. He grew up feeling an outsider, a small guy

who looked different; there was a pronounced chip. He studied drama at Yale and then became

involved with the Group Theatre – he saw its virtues and its flaws. He worked to support

himself and married Molly, a woman whose family had deep roots in America. She was loyal

and supportive, they had children together, but he cheated on her – although not

unashamedly.Familiar names crop up throughout the book. He tells a good story and is

splendidly gossipy, that old cowboy philosophy about never talking about the men you’ve killed

or the women you’ve bedded didn’t apply to Elia – the book would have been boring if it

had.During the Depression, Kazan became a Communist, driven by an idealised vision of the

working class. However Communist Party influence on the arts killed that idealism and he quit

the party.He started as an actor, however his talents lay as a director. Success in the theatre

led to offers from Hollywood. Although he needed help on the technical aspects of his first film

“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn”, Kazan learned fast and developed his own style.As WW2 entered

its final phase, Kazan felt he was missing the defining experience of his generation. Through

contacts he was sent to the Southwest Pacific theatre and got closer to combat than many in

the rear areas.After the war he was instrumental in forming the Actors Studio and directed

plays that are still seen as landmarks of theatre; “Death of a Salesman” and “A Streetcar

Named Desire”. He believed arrogance to be the driving force behind creativity, equating it with

confidence. Kazan was arrogant.His description of a relationship he had with Marilyn Monroe

reveals how older men of position and power in Hollywood zeroed in on her – he was one of

them. Eventually he introduced her to Arthur Miller.For some, his decision to name names

during the blacklist era in 1952 will be the most compelling part of the book. As Kazan tells it,

pressure was brought to bear and he was close to kissing his film career goodbye. It cost him

friends. Although he condemned the political opportunism of the hearings, he states that he

had become anti-communist, believing the Party had attempted to influence all forms of

communication. Tellingly though, he finishes the section with, “Here I am, thirty-five years later,

still worrying over it”.Kazan felt that the films and plays that followed were his best work,

shaped in part by the experience – “On the Waterfront” was his revenge.He gives brilliant

insights into all his movies, and in the telling Kazan rivals Niven’s “The Moon’s a Balloon” or

“Bring on the Empty horses”. He broke away from stage-bound studio productions and shot on

location enduring the discomforts. His observations on people he knew throughout his career,

Brando, Zanuck, Tennessee Williams, are as penetrating as a laser.His fortunes seesawed. He

is honest about his mistakes with the Lincoln Centre Repertory Theatre. He returned to Turkey

to exorcise demons in his most personal creation: “America America”. There were other affairs

and great tragedy; he bares his soul as he describes the death of Molly.Writing became more

important than making movies; as a healing process, it proved more effective than

psychoanalysis. He was troubled and thoughtful on the passing of his second wife and the

death of friends. Although he knew he could not record the end of his life’s journey, his own



death, he wanted no mawkish memorial.References to Blacks, Jews, Catholics and WASPs

may surprise; he knew some would consider him vulgar. A complex man, he needed to be

tough – and arrogant. Written 15 years before he died, few artists have left such a record; it’s

unique.”

Neil Silver, “Terrific book I wanted never to end but couldn't put down for very long. A

marvelous, well-written, thoughtful, informative book. Worked on for more than a decade, and

based on an earlier decade of fiction writing, it encompasses so much: the author's life and

loves; his character assessments of dozens of Broadway and Hollywood moguls, producers,

directors, and actors; his insights into the crafts of writing, directing and acting; his

observations on how people live their lives and deal with death. I am grievously sad that I have

now finished this book. I had hoped -- for selfish reasons -- to spread out its 800-plus pages

over a longer period, but I kept coming back to it, and, over the past two days, have found

myself mourning its impending end. Of the half dozen interesting, informative books on

Hollywood in the Golden Age I've read over the past year -- and this includes two wonderful

books by Budd Schulberg -- Elia Kazan's memoir is at the pinnacle.”

Allen Smalling, “"Gadg" tells (almost) all. Like the title of the book, Elia Kazan's autobiography

is simple and direct. It is also powerful and often fascinating. The famed director of plays and

movies like A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE details his rise from a humble beginning in New

York, so adept at the practical details of stagecraft he was given the nickname "Gadg" (for

"gadget") which he bore all his life among friends. He ultimately became one of America's best

and most successful directors, widely known and an influence on two generations of actors.

Kazan's controversial role in "naming names" before federal investigators opened up a rift

between him and some of his closest friends and associates; those interested in his life will

want to read his take on this unnerving period of our history. Recommended, especially for

those interested in midcentury American theater and the many movies it spawned.”

Pugwash, “A Show Stopper. Elia Kazan was arguably one of the most influential people that

theatre has ever produced. He had an amazing life through his art, and outside of it.Here, at

the age of 77, past the point of modesty, conceit and pride, he tells his remarkable story of

learning his craft, harnessing his incredible God-given talent, and channelling his drive into

success.We learn about his trysts and liasons with other icons, his marriages, his faults and

missteps.He owns up to many things that have not made him proud, including naming names

during the deplorable McCarthy communist witch hunts of the 1950's.He talks openly of his

failures as a parent and a husband, his infidelity, and his loss of faith.He also recounts his

many astounding successes in film and theatre, including the many great actors and actresses

he worked with.His honest self-assessment is a breath of resh air.This is one of the greatest

autobiographies I have ever read.”

May Akabogu, “A Book That Changed Everything for Me!!!. The sheer honesty of this

autobiography is the most astonishing thing i took away from this book.The writing style is

unassailable.Despite all his marital infidelities confessed, I came out loving him and wishing I

had met him. What a man! How he went from a "disappointment" to one of the most respected

theatre and film directors of the twentieth century, is an inspirational tale on its own. "Ignore

any rejections," he writes at the end, "and do my best to live by my own standards, not hang

my life on the esteem of others, not need their praise or need to achieve the accomplishments

they expected from me and feel defeated when I didn't." The best book I have read in many



years. As soon as I finished this autobiography, I ordered this author's other book: "The

Arrangement." I'm afraid to start it for fear I might not do my work, once I start reading it.I am

not a movie-going person, but I have to go watch some of his movies. Incredible life, Elia Kazan

lived.”

Joe Cuddihy, “Elia Kazan--What A Life!!!. Before I read this book, I knew a little about Elia

Kazan. For example, I knew that he had been a successful Hollywood film director in the late

forties and early fifties. Indeed, I had seen some of his films: East Of Eden, in particular, came

to mind. I had also read somewhere that he had also been a prominent and successful theatre

director on Broadway; that he had given the likes of Marlon Brando and James Dean their first

starts; that he was one of the influential people behind the advent of the Method Acting style;

and finally, that he had been a ‘friendly’ witness—that means naming names, of course--at the

HUAC hearings in the early fifties: what a snake, I thought!But hey, I’ve now read the book, and

I know the real story and the real Elia Kazan. The book is an 800+ page epic. And an epic in

every sense of the word. Kazan’s autobiography is a long, brooding, and fascinating recall of

his eventful life. He has, as he acknowledges in the later pages, lived a variegated and full life,

he has no regrets about any of it, and he realises that he has been fortunate to have led such

an interesting life. And ‘interesting’ it certainly is. The book, though, is no glamorous odyssey

of a life lived in Broadway and Hollywood; neither is it a chronicle of the great and the good of

America’s creative talent. Yes, there are valuable insights and vivid portraits of people like

Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg, Clifford Odets, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, Marilyn

Monroe, Marlon Brando and John Steinbeck. You will also meet some of Hollywood’s movie

moguls, particularly Darryl Zanuck at Fox. Yes, those stories are told, but all in the context of

the main enterprise: the laying down for posterity of the intimate detail of the life of one of

America’s most celebrated creative talents of the middle of the twentieth century. Kazan

unashamedly reveals his inner thoughts, his recollections, reasons, reminiscences and

experiences—whether they show him in a good, bad or indifferent light. The book is brutally

frank and you can only admire the author’s unstinting honesty—possibly a cathartic aspect to

the work aided Kazan along the way.Remarkable for a book of this size, there is never a hint of

unevenness or flagging. It’s an enthralling, engrossing book from start to finish. Much of life’s

rich tapestry, to use the euphemistic cliché, is explored here. Kazan is clearly an astute and

perceptive observer of life. Life essentially means human beings, of course, and this brings us

to the essence of the book, human nature, particularly the behaviour between man and

woman. Manipulation, expediency, lust, deceit, hurt, love, the passion and the platonic: it’s all

here in a very stark black and white. Yet still the book continually sparkles, even when the

reader faces some genuinely sad and pitiful moments, particularly relating to Kazan’s fiercely

supportive and loyal first wife, Molly. There is no cherry-picking of ‘the good times’ in this book:

highs and lows, triumph and disaster, they all co-exist side by side. Kazan doesn’t shirk from

revealing his overwhelming determination at the time to have his cake and eat it ie. a loving

wife at home and a passionate mistress outside.Apart from the inherent problems that male/

female relationships spawn, if you forgive the pun, Kazan also talks extensively about his

rather frustrating and unfulfilling time at college; his less-than-perfect relationship with his

father; reflections on the life of a Greek immigrant family trying to make their way in the ‘new

world’, in this case, New York; more reflections on Greeks, this time those living in another

‘foreign’ country, Turkey (where Kazan’s parents had emigrated from), and the altered

behaviour necessary to survive amongst ‘the enemy’; and, of course, he describes the whys

and wherefores of his ‘friendly’ HUAC testimony, and the subsequent vitriol directed against



him as a consequence from many quarters, including so-called ‘friends’; we learn of the

unsavoury modus operandi of both the Communist Party in America and the HUAC authorities

in the late forties and early fifties; and Kazan’s single-mindedness and determination as, post-

HUAC, he persevered and produced his best work as a film director; also, an interesting

account of how Kazan’s second wife, Barbara, and her confused but brave struggle against

cancer; and so on.The book is a courageous and brutally honest self-expose, if you like, of a

man who has remained largely silent over the years. He doesn’t gloss over his extra-marital

activities, and the hard-heartedness and guile required on his part to maintain his passionate

love for his mistress and, at the same time, his more platonic love for his first wife. This reflects

the ‘insoluble’ (Kazan’s word) nature of man’s relationship with the opposite sex.The book is

beautifully-written—quality throughout--and the prose intimate, inviting and lucid. The honesty

and intimacy of Kazan’s words, as he describes his thoughts, feelings and rationale at the time,

ensure that you live his life with him, and by the end of the book, you also feel you’ve been

through one hell of a life.Over a year ago, I read an excellent book called A Child Of The

Century, Ben Hecht’s autobiography, published in the fifties. I never thought I’d read another

autobiography to match or surpass it. I have, and it’s called A Life, by Elia Kazan. Waste no

more time and buy this book. Alternatively borrow it, but whatever you do, read it!!”

searle kochberg, “A wonderful read, even if you can't buy into the .... A wonderful read, even if

you can't buy into the self-conceit of the writer. Great history of mid Twentieth Century

American theatre.”

Martin F. Syrett, “The man was a terrific writer as well as a director. One of the best

autobiographies I've ever read couldn't put it down,read it years ago,enjoyed it so much this

time”

George, “Very happy. Thank. Arrived early, as described. Very happy. Thank you”

Pompili Francesca, “A man and a genius. A very good biography, maybe a bit too long just

because sometimes Kazan repeats the same things more than once. A true account of a very

rich life, a genius which doesn't always recognize the beautiful work he has done in cinema

and probably in theatre, I am not a witness in this regard so I cannot say. I reccomand it very

much to whom loves cinema and theatre also from the inside, from a professional point of view.”
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